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MPD warns
of credit
card scam
City police are warning residents about giving out information about their credit cards
to callers claiming they are trying to prevent Internet fraud.
A Murray woman received
such a call Thursday afternoon,
but didn't reveal any of the
information the caller requested, said Murray police Detective Capt. Bobby Holmes.
The caller, who reportedly
claimed to be a representative
with Visa or MasterCard, asked
the woman for the expiration
date and last four digits of the
credit card number, Holmes
said.
When the woman suggested that he should already have
that information if he was a
member of the credit card company, the caller hung up, Holmes
said.
Thursday's incident was the
only report of the scam to date,
Holmes said.
"We're going to try to cut
this off at the pass, if we can,"
he said.

TIMES

FRIDAY

ABC agents raid local club
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Agents from the state Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control were en route to the Frankfort office Friday with evidence
and citations stemming from a raid
Thursday on the Murray Country
Club, said an ABC spokesman.
Public Information Officer Dan
Gahafer said Friday morniog he
was unsure what charges yvcarl):1
be filed as a result of the hid.
The raid on the College Farm
Road establishment was the result

of an ABC investigation of Roof
• 48 cases of beer.
Brothers Wine & Spirits of Pad• 205 loose bottles and cans of
ucah, Gahafer said.
beers.
ABC agents, along with mem• A cash register containing
bers of the Calloway County Sher- $13.48 in change.
iff's Department, raided the coun• A money bag marked "bar"
try club about 4 a.m. Thursday, containing $290.
said Sheriff Stan Scott.
• A liquor list ordered Dec. 28.
Scott said he was notified by
• Six alcohol inventory sheets
the agents about 2 a.m. Thursday. dated Feb. 1 (Monday).
According to the ABC agents'
• An order list dated Feb. 3
/Search warrant, they allegedly (Thursday).
found:
• Four pages showing a price
• 230 bottles of assorted dis- list of cost for drink prices.
tilled spirits and wine.
• A price list.
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percent chance of rain late.
Low in the mid 40s. South
to southwest wind 5 to 15
mph.
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• A purchase order, dated Feb.
1, from Roof Brothers for Absolut vodka.
• Two laminated pages showing shot prices and out sales.
Agents also found an envelope
marked "C. Villanova" containing
$192 cash and a $23.50 check.
The Feb. I purchase order for
the vodka was signed by a "Charles
Villonova."
According to a Feb. 3 affidavit
seeking the search warrant, agents
found Roof Brothers records showing the country club bought large

amounts of alcohol six times
between Jan. I and Feb. I.
The affidavit also said they found
another record showing that an order
was to be sold the next day (Thursday).
Roof Brothers owner Mike Roof
confirmed the country club had been
buying large amounts of alcohol
for some time and paying someone to deliver it from the Paducah stores to the country club, the
affidavit said.

III See Page 2

Appeals court
to hear cases

Arafat
calls for
peace
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Looking beyond the current
slide in Middle East peacemaking, Yasser Arafat says
the region is on the verge
of a "new chapter" in its history and the process of Palestinian reconciliation with Israel
is irreversible.
In a speech here Thursday. Arafat reaffirmed his vision
of a Palestinian state and told
3,000 religious leaders and
members of Congress that it
would exist alongside Israel
in peace.
Earlier, at the 47th annual National Prayer Breakfast,
President Clinton reviewed with
Arafat the stalled Wye River
accords, which specified tighter
security measures by the
Palestinians and a pullback
on the West Bank by Israel.
White House spokesman
David Leavy said Clinton
reminded Arafat that unilateral declarations of statehood
"aren't helpful."
But while the administration does not want Arafat to
declare that there will be a
state whatever the outcome
of negotiations with Israel, it
does not object to what officials call assertions of Palestinian aspirations.
On a visit in December to
Gaza, -Clinton spoke approvingly of the Palestinians having a chance to "determine
their own destiny on their own
land."
Hassan Abdel Rahman,
chief representative of the
Palestine Liberation Organization in Washington, said "it was
a very friendly meeting and
a very cordial meeting."
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BERNARD KANEJLedger & Times photo
'ANNUAL PRESENTATION...United Way agency representatives enjoy breakfast prior to
the annual disbursement of funding Friday morning at the Senior Citizens Center.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Murray and Calloway County will break new ground judicially
next week.
For the first time, Calloway County will be host to the Kentucky
Court of Appeals.
On Tuesday, a three-judge panel of the Court of Appeals will rule
on three cases during a two-hour session at the new Calloway County Judicial Building.
"To my knowledge, this is the first time that the Court of Appeals
has been to Murray," said Judge David Buckingham, a resident of
Murray and one of three judges who will serve on the panel.
"One of the reasons that the Court of Appeals has never been here
is because we've never had an adequate facility to house them. But
we were able to arrange that this time because we've got a new judicial building."
Buckingham will be joited by Judge Tom Emberton of Edmonton
and Judge Rick Johnson of Symsonia during the session that will run
from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. in the Domestic Relations Courtroom of the
new facility.

• See Page 2

Kentucky in line for 29% of fund
By MARTHA WAGGONER
Associated Press Writer
RALEIGH, N.C.(AP) — Tobacco states tentatively decided how
to divide a $5.15 billion trust fund
for farmers. Now, they have to
decide how to define a tobacco
farmer.
At a closed-door session Thursday, about 70 people from 14
tobacco-growing states tentatively
agreed to slice up the trust fund
according to the 1998 basic quota.
North Carolina, the largest fluecured tobacco state, and Kentucky,
the biggest burley tobacco pro-

ducer, would receive the biggest
shares under the proposal — 38.34
percent, or about $1.97 billion,
and 29.97 percent, or $1.54 billion, meeting participants said.
"We're leaving here with very
few issues left to resolve," Phil Carlton, the lawyer for the four largest
U.S. tobacco companies, said as
the closed-door meeting at a Raleigh
hotel ended almost two hours earlier than expected.
•
One issue -that each state must
resolve is who is a tobacco farmer.
Is it the quota holder or the tenant f1rmer? If both, is it the 1998

tenant or, theoretically, the tenant purpose is to aid tobacco farmers, officials.
"It's the most equitable way
for the previous five years?
sure to be squeezed by the high"When it leaves here and goes er cigarette prices and curbs on and what our farm groups want
back to the state level, that's when tobacco promotion that are part of here. All states come out pretty
much even with that," Easley said.
the civil war starts," said Danny the deal.
Burley's share of the basic quota
The trust fund will be financed
McKinney, chief executive officer
of the Burley Tobacco Growers by contributions over 12 years was 44 percent in 1998; flue-cured
Cooperative in Lexington, Ky. "It's from Philip Morris Cos., R.J. tobacco farmers got the other 56
going to get pretty hateful pretty Reynolds Tobacco Co., Lorillard percent, according to the U.S. Farm
Tobacco Co. and Brown & Service Agency. Using that fordarn quick."
mula to divide the trust fund money,
The private trust fund was cre- Williamson Tobacco Corp.
The money will be apportioned burley states would get $2.256 bilated last month by tobacco-growihg states and cigarette-makers as—using the 1998 basic quota set by? lion and flue-cured states $2.892
part of the landmark $206 billion the U.S. Department of Agriculsettlement between the tobacco ture, said North Carolina Attorney
industry and 46 states. The fund's General Mike Easley and other • See Page 2

Lewinksy tapes set
for Saturday release
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Monica Lewinsky declared in her videotaped deposition that President Clinton never suggested she file a
false affidavit to deny their affair
and said she was "a pest" to presidential friend Vernon Jordan in
seeking a job.
Lewinsky said she now has
"mixed feelings" for Clinton and
objected when her congressional
inquisitor, Rep. Ed Bryant, referred
to her relations with Clinton as
"salacious."
Congress today released transcripts of depositions taken this
week from Ms. Lewinsky, Jordan
and White House aide Sidney Blumenthal.
When Bryant asked her about
"the first so-called salacious occasion," she interrupted him, saying, "Can you call it something
else? ... I mean, this is my relationship."
Bryant said, "What would you
like to call it?"
Ms. Lewinsky replied, "It was
my first encounter with the president, so I don't really see it as
my first salacious — that's not
what this was."
Ms. Lewinsky refused to say
whether she felt Clinton lied when
he denied touching her in a sexual manner.
"I really don't feel comfortable
characterizing whether what he
said was truthful or not truthful,"
the former White House intern

said. "I know I've testified to what
I believe is true."
In her sworn testimony to prosecutor Kenneth Starr, Ms. Lewin—
sky said Clinton touched her. Clinton denied that he touched her in
a sexual manner although he
acknowledged an inappropriate
relationship with her.
In her testimony to House managers this week, Ms. Lewinsky
addressed the matter by saying
that various encounters with Clinton met the definition of sexual
relations.
The Senate on Thursday voted
not to call Ms. Lewinsky to testify in person. Instead, portions of
her videotaped testimony will be
used in arguments by House prosecutors Saturday, affording Americans their first opportunity to see
her tell parts of her story.
With Clinton's impeachment trial
a week or less from completion,
Ms. Lewinsky cast doubt on Clinton's sworn testimony that he told
her she might have to turn over
his gifts if they were subpoenaed
in the Paula Jones sexual harassment case.
"Did the president ever tell you
to turn over the gifts?" Bryant,
R-Tenn., asked in the Monday deposition. "Not that I remember,"
Ms. Lewinsky answered.
Of Jordan's efforts to help her
find work, Ms. Lewinsky said, "I
was a pest."
House prosecutors are trying to

•See Page 2

Troops
may go
to Kosovo

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
CUTTING IT OFF...Kim Hill, a stylist at Attitudes, clips
off the first layer of hair from Stephen Fisher as he prepares for his role as Daddy Warbucks in the Playhouse
in the Park production of "Annie." For ticket information, call 759-1752.

By BARRY SCHWEID
AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States cannot afford to
ignore the explosive Balkans, President Clinton declared Thursday
as he prepared Congress and the
American public for sending U.S.
ground troops to Kosovo as peacekeepers.
Mindful of criticism of what
has become an open-ended U.S.
mission in nearby Bosnia, Clinton said he would have an "exit
strategy" to bring the troops home
from Kosovo after their job was
done.
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright said Europeans will comprise the bulk of any peacekeeping force. The U.S. contingent
would be limited to "no more
than several thousand," she said.
And Defense Secretary William
Cohen, flying to Madrid, Spain,
to begin an eight-day trip to Europe
and Africa, told reporters the United States might send as many as
4,000 troops, but additional military planning is required before
the Pentagon can recommend the
size of the force. "We want to
make sure that this is a decision
that is shaped by the military people and not by any political considerations," the traveling defense

• See Page 2
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From Page 1
secretary said.
Neither Clinton nor the Cabinet secretaries said how long American troops might be deployed in
the restive Serbian province, where
1,500 to 2,000 people have been
killed in an almost year-long conflict between Serb forces and rebellious ethnic Albanians.
The American leaders stressed
U.S. troops would be sent to Kosovo only after a peace accord, and
Albright said it would have to be
one "to which the parties are genuinely committed."
She said there also must be a
"permissive environment" where
peacekeepers are welcome, most
Serb security forces are withdrawn
and restrictions in place on the
weapons and operations of guerrillas.

• Court

DAVID BLACKBURN/Ledger & Times photo

JUST TAKING A LOOK...Calloway County Fire-Rescue Capt.
Earl Hicks climbs a ladder to check inside the duct work at
National Truck Body Repair for the cause of smoke Thursday afternoon. Insulation inside the duct work, possibly
caused by the gas heating system, was smoldering, according to a CCFR report. CCFR also responded to a small brush
fire that burned about one-quarter acre on Van Cleave Road
Thursday after ashes from a trash fire ignited nearby leaves.

Meanwhile, the prime minister
of neighboring Albania, Pandelji
Majko, met briefly with Clinton,
then told reporters his government
has pledged support for any NATO
force that might be sent to keep
peace in Kosovo.
"If NATO comes to a decision
to be present on the ground in
Kosovo," Majko said, "the Albanian government has given the
authority that all air or port facilities, including all the necessary
infrastructure that Albania has, ...
will be at the disposal of NATO
troops to fulfill their mission."
Some 6,900 U.S. peacekeeping
troops are on duty in another
Balkan trouble spot, Bosnia, more
than three years after a negotiated settlement of an ethnic war in
the former Yugoslav republic. A
few thousand troops supporting the
Bosnia force are in Hungary and

Croatia, and a few hundred American soldiers are in Macedonia,
next door to Kosovo, to guard
against spillovers of regional conflicts.
At one point, 22,000 Americans were in the international force
that monitors Serb, Muslim and
Croat compliance with the U.S.sponsored accords reached at Dayton, Ohio. Clinton initially said
U.S. troops would be out in a
year.
"The Balkans are an explosive
area," Clinton said Thursday in a
nationally televised speech. "They
touch other difficult areas, and
unless we can contain and ultimately defuse the ethnic hatreds
in that region they can embroil
us ... in a much larger conflict."
"The time to stop this conflict
in Kosovo is now," he said, "before

The panel was originally scheduled to rule on five cases, but
two were canceled when Judge
Joe Huddleston of Bowling Green
was hospitalized earlier this week.
Johnson replaces Huddleston on
the panel.
"Each panel looks at 42 cases
each month, and 168 state-wide,"
said Buckingham of the 14-judge
Court of Appeals. "All of the
judges meet on rotating three-judge
panels."
A three-judge panel will hear
the oral arguments of appeals for
only five of 42 cases. The rest

• Lewinsky
From Page 1

show that the president's efforts
to find Ms. Lewinsky a job were
• ••
linked to her filing a false affiAlabama, 0.05 percent.
davit denying their affair and that
From Page 1
Each state likely would give the hiding of gifts he had given
up a small portion for Maryland her was part of a scheme by Clinbillion.
In addition to North Carolina and Pennsylvania tobacco farmers, ton to obstruct justice.
House prosecutors originally
and Kentucky, other states and who are not part of the quota syswanted live testimony by all three
their percentages would be: Ten- tem.
nessee, 7.65 percent or $394 milBurley-tobacco states and states witnesses. But with many Senate
lion; South Carolina, 7.01 percent that grow flue-cured tobacco Republicans content to admit only
or $361 ,million; Virginia, 6.65 entered Thursday's meeting at odds the videotape into evidence, the
percent or $342 million; and Geor- over how to divide up the trust managers scaled back their request
gia, 5.91 percent or $304 million. fund money. Each faction backed to Ms. Lewinsky.
Even then, the Senate respondOhio would get 1.37 percent; formulas that favored its crop.
Indiana, 1.17 percent; Florida, 1.16
In the end, the states compro- ed with a stinging rebuke, rejectpercent; Missouri, 0.43 percent; mised on using the 1998 basic ing the proposal on a 70-30 vote.
Twenty-five Republicans joined all
West Virginia, 0.28 percent; and quota.

II Fund

are decided by the review of
records and briefs.
According to Buckingham, four
three-judge panels hear cases in four
locations each month - Frankfort,
Louisville and rotating sites in western and eastern Kentucky.
"We have met in Paducah, Hopkinsville and Owensboro in the
past," Buckingham explained. "But

for re-election in 1999. He, Emberton and Huddleston are all unopposed.
On Tuesday, Buckingham will
preside over the first of the three
cases - Wal-Mart vs. Lyons. The
case appeals a $347,000 jury verdict for injury to a customer in
the Bowling Green store.
Emberton will preside over the
our poor accommodations have kept other two cases.
it from coming here, until now."
Those cases include: Barren
Buckingham was appointed to River District Health Department
the state Court of Appeals by Gov. vs. Hussey - a workers' compenPaul Patton on Jan. 1, 1997. He sation claim for HIV virus that
has also served as a district and was possibly intentionally selfcircuit judge in Calloway County. injected; and Able Ventures vs.
Buckingham is on the ballot Texas Gas Transmission Corp. and
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Date: Saturday, February 6th Time: 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Location: Children's Department at JCPenney
Join us for the fun....Refreshments, Giveaways and Special Activities
for Infants and Toddlers.
And register to win a $1,000 Baby Shower* and other door prizes!
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Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the
Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspapers
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CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER •(502) 759-1400
Monday Saturday 10 a m -9 p m. -- Sunday 1:00 p.m -6 p.m.
SALON HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

TIME
get a

planned Democratic censure resolution.
In her deposition, Ms. Lewinsky testified that in a middle-ofthe-night telephone call initiated
by Clinton on Dec. 17, 1997, the
president suggested she could file
an affidavit to avoid being deposed
in the Jones case.

davit said.
The agents also noted they have
"information that (the) Murray
Country Club is a corporation
located in a dry territory that cannot lawfully acquire and use for
lawful purpose alcohol beverages,"
the affidavit said.

Panel charges
city woman
with fraud
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A North 16th Street woman
faces arraignment in federal court
Feb. 26 after being indicted on a
charge of Social Security fraud
for allegedly receiving almost
$35,000 in unauthorized benefits.
A federal grand jury returned
the indictment against Janice K.
Farris, 50, according to a press
release from the Western District
office of the U.S. Attorney on
Thursday.
An investigation by the Social
Security Administration's Office of
Inspector General Southeast Region
alleges Farris improperly received
$34,934 in Social Security benefits between 1990 and 1997 by
hiding the fact that she was married.
If convicted, Farris faces a maximum sentence crf five years in
prison, a $250,000 fine and three
years of supervised release.
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Visit JCPenney on the internet at www.jcpenney.com

JCPenne

"It's really not that big of a
deal, but it's just nice for Murray
to host something like this," he
said. "Now, we've got a facility
that we can show off and be proud
of."

• Club ...

MURRAY

It's a Baby Shower!

7999

The Court of Appeals proceedings are open to the public.
Buckingham hopes that the Court
of Appeals will use Murray as a
site at least once a year for its
proceedings.

rel

45 Democrats in opposition.
"I do think it's time we get to
The trial was in recess today, a vote and we move on" to other
so both sides could prepare for issues, Majority Leader Trent Lott,
Saturday's presentations. Closing R-Miss., said.
arguments will be held Monday,
Lott said some language to disand then deliberations, with a vote approve Clinton's conduct was still
expected next Friday or sooner on under consideration by Republicans,
conviction or acquittal of the pres- but it was unclear whether any
ident on perjury and obstruction GOP proposal would mesh with a
of justice charges. Republicans and
Democrats agree that the 67 votes
needed to convict and remove Clinton are lacking.
Thursday was a day of retreat
From Page 1
both for the House managers and
Senate Republicans, who aban"The alcohol was sold on creddoned proposals for "findings of it and paid by (the) Murray Counfact" that would have declared try Club, according to invoices
presidential wrongdoing without and confirmed by Mike Roof," the
removing Clinton from office.
affidavit said.
The invoices show purchases
of $3,238 for alcohol, the affi-
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it spreads, and when it can be
contained at an acceptable cost."
Congress has responded skeptically when sounded out by Albright,
Cohen, national security adviser
Sandy Berger and Gen. Henry
Shelton, chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff.
"I do not at this time support
ground troops in Kosovo, because
I do not know what the game
plan is," Se.n. Kay Bailey Hutchison, R-Texas, said. "I do not know
what the exit strategy is,.and I
don't know how many of our
forces would be involved."
Neither Clinton nor Albright, at
separate Washington functions, provided details of the strategy. "The
exit strategy will be based on 4
set of benchmarks," she said after
a speech at the United States Institute of Peace, a governmentfinanced research group.

•••
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Committee blocks right-to-die changes
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) — A
House committee has defeated a
conservative legislator's effort to
tighten Virginia's right-to-die laws
by making it harder for people to
withdraw food and water from
vegetative relatives.
The Health, Welfare and Institutions Committee on Thursday
voted down the bills submitted by
Del. Robert Marshall, R-Prince
William. Democratic delegates have
a majority on the committee, and
all of them, plus several Republicans, opposed the legislation.
The vote came after an emotional, hourlong public hearing, the
latest such session spawned by the
case of former Louisville, Ky., television news anchorman Hugh
Finn.

Finn suffered severe brain damage in a 1995 car crash. For 3
1/2 years, he was in what doctors
call a '!persistent vegetative state,"
before his wife, Michele, removed
his feeding tube to let him die
over the family's objections. Finn
died Oct. 9, eight days after .the
tube was removed.
Finn's parents and brothers
unsuccessfully went to court to
stop Michele, and the state joined
with the family in last-minute legal
efforts to stop her from removing
the tube. All their appeals were
denied.
Marshall got involved in the Finn
case at the family's behest, leading protests and pushing for investigations of Finn's condition. Marshall later introduced legislation

to let other relatives veto the next
But two doctors and a
health
of kin's decision to withdraw nutri- care administrator
spoke against
tion.
the legislation, saying it
would
In addition, the bills also would take away relatives'
and doctors'
have blocked a vegetative patient's ability to make
the
next of kin from withdrawing nutri- for vegetative patient,best choice
tion unless the patient had said in
"This really is about control,
writing that it was his or her wish. whether the person
or the next
A doctor and a priest testified person in the chain
of command
on behalf of Marshall's bills Thurs- will have control over
health deciday, saying the state should take sions or whether
the state will
pains to avoid letting people die make the decision
," said John
when they still have some quali- O'Bannon, a
neurologia speaking
ty of life.
on behalf of the Medical Society
"There was something there. A of Virginia. "These
bills will not
cabbage or a carrot doesn't behave solve the problem
s of fractured famlike a human person. Hugh behaved ilies."
like a person," said Father John
At Thursday's hearing, Finn's
Riley, a priest who said he saw mother, Joan, said the family
should
Finn's eyes follow visitors around
have been able to block Michele's
the room.
decision.

Network to launch all-horse wagering channel
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
network has chosen Kentucky to
be among the first states to receive
the nation's first all-horse interactive wagering channel that will
allow people to place wagers from
home.

•1

The parent company of the Television Games Network will spend
more than $40 million to launch
the racing channel, whose programming will be produced by
Fox Broadcasting.
TVG president and chief exec-

utive Mark Wilson said the channel will get on the air in June or
July in Kentucky, Oregon and Maryland before branching out into
othcr states.
TVG has operated in limited
test markets since 1995, including

Louisville and Florence. but this
year's launch, using both cable
and satellite distribution, will
employ new technology.
The channel is aimed at transforming thoroughbred racing into
one of the top spectator sports.

FEBRUARY 5 AND 6 ONLY!

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

TIME FOR A DRINK: A horse looks alert as he prepares to
get a drink on Jones-Sparkman Road Thursday.

Wounded state trooper
released from hospital
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Brent Wasson is determined to
prove his mind is stronger than
the bullet that tore through his
right arm.
Wasson, 28, of Auburn, said he
would recover from wounds that
have limited mobility of his hand
and would return to his job as a
Kentucky State Police trooper at
the Bowling Green post. Wasson,
a trooper since 1993, was released
from Jewish Hospital on Thursday, eight days after being shot three
times with his own service weapon
in a struggle.
"I would say me, being a trooper at 5-foot-7, my mind has always
been my strongest asset," said Wasson, who was a psychology major
at Western Kentucky University.
"This makes me that much more
determined."
Accompanied by his father, Wasson traveled by helicopter Thursday to his parent's home in Evansville, Ind., to relax and continue
his recovery.
"I'll be back to work soon,"
he said. "It's just a matter of
time."
Dr. Joseph Kutz, his surgeon,
said Wasson's recovery has progressed well, but the trooper faces
months of physical therapy to try
to regain near-complete use of his
right hand.
"He has about a 60 percent
chance of getting back 90 percent
function of his hand," Kutz said.
Wasson now cannot lift his right
hand or straighten his fingers without assistance because of damage
to muscle and nerve, his doctor
said.
Doctors will know in about
three months whether the damaged nerve will regenerate or if
some nerve transfer or other surgery will be needed, he said.
Kutz said, however, that a previous patient with a similar injury
resumed regular police duties and
even won a shooting contest.
Wasson, dressed in a gray KSP
sweatshirt and wearing a brace on
his stricken hand and arm, walked
into the hospital lobby and drew

FF

applause from hospital staff who
gathered for his departure.
Wasson thanked people for sending hundreds of get-well cards and
credited his religious faith for guiding him through such a difficult
time.
"God placed something on me
that I didn't ask for, but I don't
question it," he said. "He saw me
through it. He took care of me."
His alleged attacker, Timothy
Earl Welborn, was reportedly making threats to kill all non-Christians when the shooting occurred
a week ago Wednesday.
Welborn, 35, is jailed on a $1
million bond on charges of attempted murder of a police officer and
first-degree assault. He faces two
other charges that stem from an
episode at the Bowling Green state
police post, where he was originally taken for questioning.
Welborn is accused of attacking Wasson after the trooper was
sent to a rural residence near Morgantown in south-central Kentucky.
The two men struggled until Welborn took the offietes-10-Thin
semiautomatic pistol from its holster and allegedly opened fire,
police said.
Another shot went through Wasson's shoulder and his cheek was
grazed by a bullet. ,
Wasson didn't discuss the case,
but said he probably wouldn't do
anything differently if he's ever
dispatched under similar circumstances.
"I don't know if this particular event would have taught me
anything because everything I did
that day, I acted as I was trained
and that's what kept me alive,"
he said.
Lt. Kevin Payne, a state police

Buy one Women's Apparel
item at regular price and get a
second Women's Apparel
item of equal or lesser
value at 50% Off

spokesman, said Wasson's "tenacity and his determination never to
give up" helped him survive.
"Trooper Wasson is a fine example of, the mettle that all state
troopers are made out of," he said.
"He's also a living example of
just how dangerous police work
can be."

Buy one Women's
Accessory or
Lingerie item at
regular price and
get a second
Women's
Accessory or
Lingerie item of
equal or lesser
value at 50% Off

All You Can Eat
Valentine's Day Special
Buffet Open All Day

Excludes Jewelry.
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New Great Dishes
to
11110 10% with 1.11.
401N.12th St.• 752-2348 •(Next to Pizza Hut)
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Buy one Men's Apparel or
Accessory item at regular
price and get a second Men's
Apparel or Accessory item of
equal or lesser value at 50% Off

Buy one
Pair of Shoes at
regular
price and
get a second
Pair of
Shoes of
equal or
lesser value
at 50% Off

Buy one
Children't,
Apparel or
Accessory item at
regular price and
get a second
Children's
Apparel or
Accessory item of
equal or lesser
value at 50% Off
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JCPenney

1906, J.C.Penney Company,Inc.

Specializing in Dean
and General Tires
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12
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CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER •(502)759-1400
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-9 p.m. — Sunday 1:00 p.m.-6 p.m.
SALON HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5
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A series of rebukes

FROM OUR READERS

Western part
deserves more
Dear Editor:
Our state government holds meetings or sessions to set new laws and review all others to
make sure that Kentucky residents are protected
and cared for equally.
Do they? My answer is no.
Because of the death of my son in 1997, the
two children were possibly going to be taken by
the juvenile authorities.
I told them that my wife and I would raise
them. Their mother signed over custody to us. My
son worked for independent contractors in construction. He did not pay any Social Security and
the boys cannot be qualified for aid.
I am on disability because of a injury. My wife
works at a local factory. We are in our 50s and
are making it on a fixed income.
All at once we have a 1- and 2-year-old. We
had no clothes or anything to start raising babies.
With the love of our Lord and the love of many
friends, we are making it.
Because of the situation, we have been exposed
to a lot of things that we did not know about.
A neighbor sent me to one of our county's
greatest assets, the Family Resource Center and
the caring and loving hands of Donna Herndon,
Pat Elwell and the staff. They helped us get financial assistance, some of which was for child care.
During the last year and a half, I have found
out some disturbing things.
•
I think our state child care formula is set up
wrong.
Some people with knowledge of the system refer
to it as "The Golden Triangle.- This area includes
Louisville, Lexington and Frankfort.
I have talked to several people about this with
the assistance of former State Rep. Freed Curd.
What I have been told is that when setting the
rate, the state will make a review of the cost of
child care across the state each year.
This rate is not set the same for all the state.
The "Golden Triangle" area receives $18 a day.
The rest of eastern Kentucky receives $15 a day.
The western part of the state receives $13 a day.
VV:hew I asked why there was such a difference,
I was told it was because of the standards of living.
Everyone in the state pays taxes and each one
is entitled to the same aid, assistance or whatever. I have not been told that since I live in western Kentucky, I need not pay as much tax.
Last year I tried to get as many people involved
in our government as possible. The biggest problem in getting this straightened out is that our legislators only meet every other year. By the time
they meet again, the ones who were made aware
may have forgotten about it.
With the raising cost of child care, this is a
problem that needs to be addressed now. There are
single parents and _grandparents raising children
who cannot afford the rising cost without help.
These rates were not changed last year or this
year. I think the rate should be the same across
the state.
It is plain and simple. With more than one rate,
there are children apparently being hurt by the
system.
Our legislators need to meet each year. Then
problems like this can be addressed in a timely
manner.
The only way to ensure that everyone is treated equally and fairly is for everyone to call or
write our state senators and state representatives
and ask about these things.

Let them know that we are aware and that we
do care. Let's not wait on others to take action.
Get the ball rolling.
It seems to me that if these rates are set according to the standard of living, then the present
rates should be reversed. If western Kentucky has
a lower standard of living, then we should be
receiving more aid.
Personally, I say that everything should be the
same for everyone.
Tommy Warmack
96 Maplewood Circle
Murray, KY 42071

Children need
better examples
Dear Editor:
In our communities, we read about and see on
the news one case after another of child abuse
from infancy up.
Teen-agers from our backyards are bringing
weapons to schools and opening fire. All too often
we hear of another ex-wife mutilated and murdered.
Unborn babies are being suctioned to pieces in
the womb, burned with saline injections and many
other types of abortion.
The person holding the highest office in our
country, President Clinton, defends partial birth
abortion, which is never medically neccessary.
The sad part is that if he could run for a third
term, we'd probably re-elect him!
What is our countly coming to? We hide the
truth from our children and teach them evolution.
If they were to see a '.copy of the Ten Commandments on the school walls, they might actually be influenced by them. Do not murder. Do
not commit adultery.
Goodness, don't tell them that! Rather, we sit
back and allow Planned Parenthood to teach them
how to have supposedly "safe sex."
When the "safe sex" fails, we allow Planned
Parenthood to provide abortion services.
After all, killing in the womb is OK. Is it not
then a double standard to believe that killing someone who has been born is wrong?
We are too busy for our children to teach them
about God. In fact, • we don't have time to read
the Bible, pray or listen for his voice ourselves.
In my opinion, we've served the god of materialism rather than the God who created the universe.
Now, we're so busy working "too many ‘hours"
to pay for our "too many things" that we don't
have time for God, family and church.
We're watching too much TV, with too much
violence, too much adultery and too much nudity,
and allowing our children to do the same.
Our music, and the music our children are listening to, is no different.
We're sitting back saying, "Isn't it terrible what
happened to that little girl? Isn't it too bad what
happened to this woman, or that child?"
Shall We go on this way, shall we allow things
to get worse, or shall we change ourselves? Better yet. turn to the God of the universe and allow
Him to change us.
Let us repent of our sins, believe in Jesus and
lead holy lives. Wouldn't that be the example to
set for our children?
Katie Bemke
President of Marshall Countians for Life
196 Dunn Cemetery Road
Benton, KY 42025

REMEMBER
LAIHEN WE WONDERED
IF ALL 11-MS
IMPEAcHmENT BuSiNESs
WOULD uNouLY DISTRACT
PRESIDEK1T?

'

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
other body is not happy. And it's
mutual.
The other body is what House
members call the Senate when they
are being polite. They weren't being
polite Thursday.
House prosecutors have been
complaining since the opening gavel
that they've been handicapped in
making their impeachment case
against President Clinton at trial
in the Senate, which would rather
he doing something else.
No witnesses, no chance to question Monica Lewinsky in person,
restrictions no prosecutor in a real
trial would face — the prosecutors' complaint list went on and
on.
Their frustration was showing
even before the Senate voted 7030 against summoning the central
figure in the sex scandal.
"If we can't stomach to listen
to inappropriate sexual conduct,
then why do we put that burden
on anyone else?" said Rep. Lindsay Graham of South Carolina.
"Give us this witness...
"We will try to do it in a way
not to demean the Senate," he said.
But the Senate told the Republican prosecutors no, agreeing only
to their use of videotaped depositions by Ms. Lewinsky, Clinton's
friend Vernon Jordan and White
House aide Sidney Blumenthal
when the final phase of the
impeachment trial begins Saturday.
The Senate simply wants to be
done with impeachment.

After years of protests over too
much sex on television, a glimCAL'S THOUGHTS
mer of hope is visible atop the
crown of NBC's peacock.
Scott Sassa, who is in charge
of the networks' prime-time programming, says in the future NBC
will have less sex, more traditional families (meaning a man and a
woman who are married to each
One TV magazine described the refrigerators as people 40 and o\ ei
other, for those who have forgot- premiere episode this way: "In do.ten or never knew), more minori- Chicago, a veteran police officer
Besides, he says, "Promised
ties and locations outside of New and his close-knit family face day- Land" deals with issues parents
York City.
to-day struggles."
want to discuss with their chilSassa said that, while he is not
CBS promises that "Promised dren, especially after daily doses
trying to "create the Family Chan- Land" will return on March 25, of news about oral sex in the White
nel here" (implying that is a bad but why the hiatus in the first place House.
thing), "It's about balance."
since "Promised Land" forthrightHe notes that advertisers used
So "Friends" will continue to ly deals with a close-knit family to build loyalty to their brands by
fea(ure musical beds,liut piople iner iderreises- such hot topiel as sponsoring -entire shows.
hungry for what used to be con- race and sex in a positive and
Jell-O sponsored Jack Benny
sidered normal before abnormal redemptive fashion?
and Hotpoint sponsored -Ozzie and
became the norm will now be able
It's because of who watches, Harriet."
to see programs in which "bed" is not how many watch.
"Promised Land," a favorite of
treated as a noun and not a verb.
The networks say advertisers mine, has changed in recent months.
NBC has lost nearly one-fifth like younger audiences (ages 18Martha Williamson, the execuof its viewers this season and has 39) because they believe they can tive producer, has settled the
fallen to second pItce behind CBS. switch their product preferences nomadic Greene family in Denver
For years viewers have com- more easily than older audiences in an integrated neighborhood.
plained about content, while out- (ages 40 and over).
Scripts portray black-white tenof-touch
network
executives
Dick Guttman, the publicist for sions honestly. and deep-seated
believed the reason fewer are watch- "Promised Land," says a two-hour racial feelings are explored and
ing is because they are not getting episode two weeks ago finished 32nd res-olved in a believable, compelling
enough sex, gratuitous violence and out of 120 shows and was ahead and entertaining way.
profanity.
of shows referred to as hits, includOthers shows have been promThe success of shows like ing "X-Files" (No. 39), "Third ised comebacks after a hiatus and
"Touched by an Angel" on CBS Rock From the Sun" (No. 49), not. made it.
(always in the top 10 and a few "Chicago Hope" (No.. 53), "SudPerhaps "Promised Land" will
weeks ago it finished first), the denly Susan" (No. 62),- "Melrose return. But to make sure, people
Family Channel and the new PAX Place" (No. 76) and "Mad About who still believe television can be
network, which achieved its rat- You" (No. 80).
a force for good should write to
ings goal for the end of its first
Because these lower-rated shows CBS President Leslie Moonves,
year in the first week, clearly sig- attract younger viewers, ayvertis- 7800 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles,
naled NBC that growing numbers ers will pay more.
CA 90036, thanking him for his
of people have redefined "mustGuttman believes advertisers are support of "Touched by an Angel"
see TV."
wrong.
and asking that his promise to
While NBC is seeing some light.
"Younger people have less dis- "Promised Land" not be broken.
CBS has put its successful cretionary money than older peoThen they need to recruit their
"Promised Land" show on a nine- ple," he says. "Younger people buy children and other young people
week hiatus to try out a series beer and go to movies and not as to watch the show and patronize
called "Turks."
many buy bigger ticket items like and write the sponsors.

U.S. REP. El) WHITFIELD
236 Cannon House Met Building.
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-225-3115 (Washington)

U.S. SEN. JIM RUNNING
tos Hart Senate Office Building.
Washington, RC, 20510
282-224-4343 (Washington)
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Rep. James Rogan of CaliforThat's exactly what Democrats,
nia huffed that any senator who and restive Republicans, don't like
has not watched the Lewinsky, Jor- about the case. The House voted
dan and Blumenthal depositions, impeachment on Republican party
about eight hours of taped ques- lines on the basis of Kenneth W.
tions and answers, shouldn't be Starr's investigation and accusations
voting on Clinton's fate.
against the president. Their case
House members sometimes chafe is his case. When the House manat the standing senators accord agers took it to the Senate, they
themselves as the so-called upper said there had to be witnesses, a
chamber, and sniping across the real trial.
Capitol is not uncommon.
Rep. Henry Hyde, the lead prosBut indirectly. Rogan, however, ecutor, had complained earlier that
was direct.
the House prosecutors were not
"And if one senator has failed getting appropriate respect in the
to personally sit through this dep- Senate. proceedings. He said they
osition and every deposition, that were riding a tiger and couldn't
senator is not equipped to render get off until they were done.
a verdict on the impeachment trial
But senators don't want to get
of the president of the United ioto .that position with them.
States," he said.
And beyond that, perhaps, with
Graham said he knows how dif- voters. Republicans are worried
ficult it is, "given where every- that the impeachment case could
body is at in the country," which echo into the 2000 elections.
is against ousting Clinton despite
That was showing in the final,
his affair and lies about it.
futile appeal for testimony by Ms.
"I want this to end as much as Lewinsky.
you do," he told the Senate. "How"Permit us all to return to our
ever, there's a signal we're going districts, and you to your states,
to send if we don't watch it. We're and tell our constituents that we
going to make the independent considered the full and complete
counsel report the impeachment case," Rep. Ed Bryant of Tentrial..."
nessee said.

Is CBS missing it?

Attention
Washington!

r

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

U.S. SEN. MITCH *CONNELL
361A Rummell Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-2541 (Washington)

Just drop us a line ...
All letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included. Letters must be brief. We
reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Send letters to PO. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071. They may
also be faxed to (502) 753-1927.
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Local gymnasts

DEATHS

take on Ohio
all-stars
Cain's Academy of Gymnastics
sent Danielle Elkins, level five gymnast, and Natasha Garland, level
four gymnast, to the Ohio vs. Kentucky All-Star Meet.
Elkins and Garland qualified
for this meet by being one of the
top 15 gymnasts in the state for
their level. The best gymnasts in
both states went head-to-head in
the Buckeyes vs. Bluegrass AllStar Championships in Louisville.
Garland placed fourth in the
all-around (total of scores from
all four events) for level four. She
had outstanding performance and
bars and placed second in that event.
Elkins scored 9.0 or above on
three events. She won bars .and
balance beam. She also took the
all-around trophy as the highest
scoring level five at the meet.
Kentucky won the meet in both
the level four and level five team
competitions.

Homer L. Lusk Sr.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
LONG TERM GAIN: A road crew with the Kentucky Department of Transportation paints a
crosswalk made of long-lasting thermoplastic resin at the corner of Main and 12th streets
Thursday.

New drug widens window for treaThaent of strokes
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP)- A
newly developed stroke-stopping
drug can be given up to six hours
after symptoms start - double the
current limit - substantially
increasing the number of people
who could escape the crippling
attacks.
The drug, called prourokinase,
is the latest in a growing list of
medicines being tested to dissolve
clots in the brain, which cause 83
percent of the nation's 600,000
strokes annually.
Currently, the only approved
treatment for strokes is TPA, a
clot dissolver that is also the mainstay of heart attack therapy. To
work, it must be given within
three hours after the numbness,
slurred speech and other warning
signs of strokes begin.

Since most victims do not get
to the hospital soon enough, doctors 'would like to have something
that gives them more breathing
room. On Thursday, researchers
from the Cleveland clinic Foundation presented results of the first
large-scale testing of the new drug
that appears to do just that.
Prourokinase seems to work
well even when given between
three and six hours after the start
of symptoms. The doctors tested
it on people with particularly serious strokes resulting from clots in
the brain's middle cerebral artery.
They were 60 percent more likely than usual to escape with little or no permanent impairment.
Just as TPA dramatically changed
physicians' approach to strokes,
some say the new drug may again

turn stroke therapy upside down.
"This will be the second major
revolution in stroke treatment in
this decade," predicted Dr. Randall Higashida of the University
of California, San Francisco, who
took part in the study.
Stroke kills 158,000 people yearly - the third leading cause of
death in the United States - and
has left more than one 'million
Americans disabled to some extent,
the American Heart Association
says. Its estimated cost is $41 billion annually, mostly because of
the high expense of rehabilitating
and caring for victims.
Pan of prourokinase's benefits
may result from the way it is
given. Unlike TPA, which is injected into a vein and travels throughout the body, doctors release

prourokinase via a catheter that is
threaded through an artery directly to the site of the clot in the
brain.
However, this also is an important shortcoming. One limit to giving TPA is the need for time-consuming testing before treatment
starts. Patients must have head scans
to make sure their strokes truly
result from clots and not hemorrhages, which produce similar
symptoms. Prourokinase will take
even longer to administer, because
patients must also undergo catheterization, the process of putting a
skinny tube into the brain.
Dr. Anthony Furlon said a wellorchestrated stroke team typically
can do the entire process in about
an hour.

The funeral for Homer L. Lusk Sr. will be Saturday at 2 p.m
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Dennis Norvell will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Scott Lusk, Keith Dowdy, Rick Sanchez,
Steve Sanchez, Leon Lusk and Louie Henson, active; Joe
Green,
Terry Byerly, D.B. Grubbs, Joe Pat Winchester, Jeremy
Byerly,
Mark Winchester, Bobby Marshall, Lynn Stone and Nick Sanchez,
honorary. Burial will follow in Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to the
Relay for Life Cancer at Poplar Spring Baptist Church, 749 Poplar
Spring Dr., Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. Lusk Sr., 58, St. Rt. 121 South, Murray, died Wednesday,
Feb. 3, 1999, at 6:15 p.m. at his home.
Retired from Murray State University, he was a bonded locksmith and also did small engine repair. He was of Baptist
faith.
Born March 28, 1940, in Holly wood, Ala., he was the
son of
Edna Ball and the late Howard Lusk.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Phyllis V. Lusk; four daughters, Mrs. Paulette Kelleher, West Palm Beach, Fla., Mrs.
Valerie
Dowdy and husband, Keith, and Mrs. Tamara Winchester and
husband, Mark, all of Murray, and Mrs. Pamela Welch, Chattanooga,
Tenn.; five sons, Paul M. Sanchez, Jupiter, Fla., Chief Richard
T.
Sanchez and wife, Sandy, Cambridge, England, Stephen
Sanchez
and Scott Lusk, both of Murray, and Leon Lusk, Rossville,
Ga.:
his mother, Mrs. Edna Ball, and sister, Mrs. Elizabeth Broyals
and
husband, Jay, all of Stevenson, Ala.; one brother, C.A. Lusk
and
wife, Freda, Kenosha, Wis.; 27 grandchildren; three great-grandchildren; 12 half sisters and half brothers.

Mrs. Grace Hinkle

Mrs. Grace Hinkle, 95, Dongola, Ill., stepgrandmother of Brenda Gidcumb of Murray, died Wednesday, Feb. 3, 1999, at Jonesboro Healthcare Center.
She was .a member of Mt. Olive Baptist Church and Chapter
886 of the Order of the Eastern Star, at Cypress, Ill., and a past
member of American Legion Auxiliary.
Her husband, Lynn Hinkle, died June 19, 1990. .Born Nov. 13,
1903, in Dongola, she was the daughter of the late Thomas Keller
and Frances Dukes Keller. Also preceding her in death were one
stepdaughter, Carilyn Aden, one sister and three brothers.
Survivors include one stepson, Richard Hinkle, Barlow; 12 stepgrandchildren including Brenda Gidcumb of Murray; 14 stepgreatgrandchildren; one brother, Noel Keller, Farmington Hills, Mich.;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of the
Crain Funeral Home, Dongola. The Rev. Floyd Stout will officiate. Burial will follow in the American Legion Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Friday).

Calloway Middle School Speech Team places second
The Calloway Middle School
Speech Team placed second at the
Warren East Corvette Classic in
Bowling Green Jan. 29th.
The following students placed
in finals:
Duo-Acting: Susan Arnett and
Melissa Huscusson - fourth,
Stephanie Craig and Kristin Strode
- fifth;
Duo-Improvisation:
Brent

Burchett and Nicole Erwin - first,
Jason Hale and Will Lawrence fourth;
Poetry: Amanda,D'Angelo - second, Michelle Jarvis - fourth,
Hillary Lowe - sixth; Prose: Erica
Anderson - sixth; Interpretation of
Literature: Amanda D'Angelo third;
Storytelling: Brent Burchett first, Will Lawrence - sixth; Solo
Acting: Shelly Martinez - fifth;

Locals make dean's list
More than 230 students achieved
dean's list status at West Kentucky Technical College during the
fall semester.
A grade-point average of at least
3.5 is required for dean's list status. Only 3/4 or full-time students
are eligible.
The following students from Calloway County made the list:
April Webb, accounting & data

processing; William Burnett, carpentry; Michelle Morehead, cosmetology; John Miles, electrical
technology; Daemon Osbron, elec
tronics technology; Bryan Clark
graphic
communication;
Roy
Provine, machine tool technology;
Donna Tynes, medical office technology; Dawn Brunner, practical
nursing; and Titus Bennett and
Tommy Piper, both in welding.

International Buffet canceled
According to Linda Bartnik,
coordinator of the Institute for International Studies at Murray State
University, this year's International Buffet has been cancelled.
Originally scheduled for Feb.
21 in the Curris Center, the buffet typically provides international cuisine and entertainment for
300 guests.
"With the recent tragic loss of
one of our graduate students, Ricardo Garcia-Vidal, we felt it would
be nearly impossible to continue
with this event," Bartnik said.

.•.••••••
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"Ricardo would have been the person in our office in charge of
preparations. His death, and other
events at our office, have forced
us to cancel the event this year."
Co-sponsored.by the Institute
for International Studies and the
International Student Organization,
this year's event would have been
the 11th anniversary.

HOG MARKET
Federal State Market News Service February
5, 1999 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts:
Act. 45 Est. 0 Barrows & Gilts steady Sows
steady
US 1-3 230-260 lbs.
$24.00 24.50
US 1-3 215-230 lbs.
$20.00 23.00
US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
$23.50. 24.00

US 1-2 200-215 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.
US 1-3 450-525 lbs.
US 1-3 525 & up lbs
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
Boars 85.00

$14.00. 16.00
810.00 - 11.00
$11.00- 12.00
$12.00. 15.00
$17.00. 21.00
$900.10.00

Agricultural Labor Association
Subsidiary of Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Assn.

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind Avg. 9299.09 -5.41
Air Products
-'12
-1331
/
2
*AT&T
90
Bell South
441
/
24.
Briggs & Stratton
53% -'11.
Bnstol Myers Squibb ....1281
/
2- 11
/
2
Caterpillar
44s +1
/
2
Daimler Chrysler
981
/
22/..
Dean Foods
/
2
38/
1
2-1
• Exxon
Ford Motor
574
General Electric
99 - 1'4
400 General Motors
' Goodrich
.• Goodyear
586
3131
/
271U-n;:lcs4
• HopFed Banks
B 22/
1
2A
IBM
169-s
°A
Ingersoll Rand
491
/
2+3i..
'

-SERVING YOUR FARM LABOR NEEDS"
For H-2A/Migrant Workers
206 Maple St.• P.O. Box 1056
Murray, KY 42071-1056
Telephone: 502/759-3300

Prices as
of 9 a.m.

Intel..
Krogei
LG &E
Lucent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Mercantile Bank
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Quaker Oats
Schenng-Plough
Sears
Texaco
Time Warner
Union Planters
UST
Wal-Mart

"Ward Lyons Is a market maker in Mrs slack
UNC-prIce unchanged

130/2+4
/
2
62% - 11
25.+'/s
1011
/
2- 1
26%+%
/
2
81 +1
441
/
2+I/2
149% 2/16
1591J. unc

407/.+%

524
53%-';',

4o7/.
1
49'/1.+ 1 4
/
2
62/
1
2+1

441.
31 +14.

---

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
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SPECIALS

FRIDAY BBQ NIGHT
Smoked Boston Butt
Smoked Pork Ribs
BBQ Chicken
Baked Fish w/sauteed
onions & peppers
Buttered Redskin Potatoes
Corn on Cob

Macaroni & Cheese
Baked Beans
Mixed Greens
Includes Soup, Salad Bar,
Dessert & Drink

$9.95
plus tax

a 11

Do you have a CD or
IRA maturing?

OUR CURRENT
FLEX II ANNUITY
INTEREST RATE.

5.50%
753-4703

Roast Prime

Rib of Beef

•

Includes Potato or
Choice of Vegetable

$7.95

KENLAKE
STATE RESORT PARK
On Beautiful Kentucky Lake

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE

•- Arer-tr.".

tion: Stephanie Craig - third, Erin
Farrell - sixth;
Public Speaking: Michelle Jarvis
- fourth, Amanda Ferguson - fifth.

Bartnik indicated that plans are
to resume the buffet next year
and, on behalf of the institute,
thanks all those who have inquired.

207 S. 7th St.• Murray

753-9132

Broadcasting: Bryan Furches - third;
Extemporaneuous
Speaking:
Bryan Furches - first, J.J. Holzapple - fourth; Oratorical Declama.

Aurora, Ky.• Hwy.94 • 474-2211
*Until further notice please call Kenlake in rellaleas
the availability of their Saturday and Sunday MUM&

1
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Senior citizens activities
announced for the week
A local minister will lead a devoBy Teri Cobb
tion for us at 10 a.m.
Activities Director
On Wednesday an attorney from
- Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens have activities planned West Kentucky Legal Services will
be here from 10 to 11:30 a.m. to
for the week of Feb. 8 to 12.
Lunch is prepared and served 'assist in drawing up wills, living
Monday through Friday at II a.m. wills and powers of attorney.
There is no fee charged for
at the Weaks Community Center.
The suggested donation for the meal these services, but you must sign
served with choice of milk, cof- up ahead of time by calling the
center at 753-0929 by Tuesday.
fee and tea is $2.
Our center also offers a vari- Pinochle Club, always open to
ety of other services to meet the new players, will start at 12:30
p.m.
needs of senior adults.
Dominoes will be at 9 a.m.
Not only do we have a variety of activities for the active sen- Thursday. At 10 a.m. a represenior, but we also provide support tative from the Murray-Calloway
services 4o assist those who need County Hospital will present some
help staying in their own homes. "Heart-Smart Ideas" just in time
Call us at 753-0929 for infor- for Valentine's Day.
Thursday is also our Transmation on our transportation service, telephone reassurance program, portation Day. Beginning at 10
and meals on wheels. Volunteers a.m. a volunteer will take you
are also needed for all the serv- anywhere in the city limits you
need to go.
ices we provide.
To take advantage of this free
Armchair aerobics will be at 8
a.m. Monday,,,Wednesday and Fri- service, call the center by 9:30
a.m. Thursday.
day.
Our Bridge Club will start play
Activities on Monday will
include Bridge Club at noon and at noon on Friday. This is open
to all interested players.
bingo at 1 p.m.
Senior Citizens is a United Way
Our monthly Spelling Bee will
begin at 12:30 p.m. on Tuesday. agency.

Entries sought for contest
A $1,000 grand prize will be
awarded in a free poetry contest,
sponsored by Hollywood's Famous
Poets Society.
The contest is opep to everyone and the entry is free. Every
poem entered also has an opportunity to be published in a hardbound anthology.
To enter, send one original poem
21 lines or less to: Free Poetry

Contest, 1040 Fairfax Ave., Suite
208, W. Hollywood, CA 90046,
or go to www.famouspoets.com.
The poem may be written on
any subject, using any style. The
poet's name and address should
appear on the top of the page.
Entries must be postmarked by
the deadline of March 9, 1999.
Beginners are welcome to enter
the contest.

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Another special activity by a local group is the fundraiser
by the Peer Support Group of the Center for Accessible Living in the Dixieland Shopping Center. This will be to raise
funds for transportation purposes, crafts and recreational activities.
A donation of $1 per ticket or $5 for six tickets will get
individuals' names into a promotion for a queen sized quilt
with a log cabin print. The winner will be announced March
10.
To view the quilt, stop by the center in the Dixieland Shopping Center on Chestnut Street, Murray. "Your support will be
greatly appreciated," a center person said. For more information call Melanie at 753-7676 or 1-888-261-6194.

Need Line lists special needs

Donna Randolph
and David Garland

Randolph and Garland
wedding to be Feb. 20

Claire Anne Contri

Call Jerry or Rita for any of your tax or bookkeeping needs.

BURKEEN
Bookkeeping & Tax Service
A115
axes due

Mr. and Mrs. Todd Contri of 655 Rob Mason Rd., Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Claire Anne Contri, born on Friday, Jan. 29,
1999, at 11:09 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds nine ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Tammy Bennett. A sister is Madison Contri, 2.
Grandparents are Nettie Bennett and the late Wayne Bennett, Mary
Ellen Smith, and Larry and Ellen Contri, all of Murray.

Pot 0' Gold
506 N. 12th St.
Olympic Plaza • Murray, KY

Payback
R

Order'EarISP,For Best Selection
restricted

PGI3 1:10 3:207:00 9:10

one,
van Through 2/14/99

R

Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.
753-3111

Sewing Machine
SALES • SERVICE
Home & Industrial

Varsity Blues

BaskinP Robbins
Ice Cream &Ingurt

767-9113

1:20 3:30 7:05 9:15

She's All That

ON( good with coupon at locationtSI
ksted One coupon per visit Vod where
Prohibited or
by law Not valid
fl contunction vorth any other

1:25 3:40 7:10 9:25

Over 25 Years Experience

The Thin Red Line
R 1:30 7:30

Kirksey Senior Citizens will meet Monday at noon for a potluck
luncheon at Kirksey United Methodist Church. Entertainment will
be by the -Mike Palmer and Friends" String Band. All interested
seniors are invited. For more information call 489-6094.

Audio presentation Monday

Sigmas will meet Monday
The Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Maryanne Medlock with
Vintage Rose Emporium will be the speaker. Small Bingo prizes
for residents at the nursing homes will be the monthly project.
Hostesses will be Sarah Curd, Tammi Crouse, Emily Apperson and
Jennifer Waldrop.

PGI3 1:05 3:35 7:05 9:35

Lodge 728 of Woodmen of the World will meet Monday at 6
p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant. All members are urged to attend.

Volunteer training scheduled
Volunteer tutor training for Calloway Adult Education Services
will be Feb. 9, 11, 16 and 18 from 1:30 to, 4:30 p.m. at the Literacy Project site at 814 Poplar St., Murray. Anyone over 18 with
a high school diploma or GED is welcome to attend. For information call June or Donna at 759-1646.

Special breakfast Sunday
The Memorial Baptist Church Men & Boys Breakfast will be
Sunday at 8 a.m. at•the church at 10th and Main Streets, Murray.
Murray State University Football Coach Denver Johnson will be
the speaker. For reservations call the church office, 753-3182.

PGI3 1:00 3:25 7:15

95 Chestnut., Murray
(across from Ryan Milk)
www.designquilt.com

PGI3 1:15 3:45 7:15 9:45
Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only!
Program Info. Call 753-3314

CALL 753-1916

C F-

I.
DEALERS
WELCOME!
1
--IF

502-492-6206

Collectible Treasures
Limited Edition Dolls, Bears, Jewelry & Clothing

"All dolls signed & numbered
by original artists"

Visit Our Brand

New Store at...
302 4th St. • Hazel, KY
Rt. on Calloway, left on 4th (1-1/2 blocks from Main St.)

Oat
Work/7,570 - $3399.(40 includes lax ce 3 card's

I

767-0004

MEDICARE AND BLUE CROSS PROVIDER

OM

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES

Kathleen Farrell
MS, CCRN,CS AIUVP

205 South 8th Street • Murray

•Lar
•FriE

9:40

Stepmom

NURSE PRACTITIONER
SATURDAY CLINIC

1

Tit

Patch Adams

The Opening Of

Appointments & Walk-Ins
Accepted
• Annual Jiistpry and Physicals
• Management of Minor Acute
Illness
• Management and Follow-Up of
Chronic Medicine Conditions
• Patient Education and
Counselling
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Lodge meeting Monday

THEATRES

($12.00 Minimum)

The New Member Class will be Saturday at 3 p.m. at New Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church.

Couples BrifIge at the Oaks Country CIO will be Satorday _at
7:30 p.m. at the club. For reservations or cancellations call the
host couple, Richard and Rita Huddleston at 753-2959. All members are welcome to participate.

Bring almost any item
in for Cash Loan

Any Valentine Cake

New Member Class Saturday

Oaks Couples plan event

Need Money?

$2.00 Off

-Sunday Afternoon Blessings," a program of free supervised
activities for children, ages 5 to 12, will be Sunday from 2:30 to
.4:30 p.m. at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church. Special
events this Sunday will be bowling and a pizza party. This is
sponsored by the church and the United Methodist Campus Ministry. Bus pick-up for children within the city limits will be to and
from the church. To register your child and get bus pick-up information call 759-1935 or 753-5048.

The biography of George Eliot, writer, will be presented by
audio Monday at 12:10 p.m. for the Literature Group at the Calloway County Public Library: Linda Kelly is the regular leader.
There is no charge and no preparation is necessary. The public is
invited.

BIRTHS

ELECTRONIC FILING AVAILABLE
FOR FAST REFUND!!

753-6730 or
753-9567 Ext. 106

Special program Sunday

Donna Randolph and David Garland, both of Murray, will be married Saturday, Feb. 20, 1999, at 7 p.m. at St. Leo Catholic Church,
Murray.
Miss Randolph is the daughter of Don and Mary Jo Randolph of
Cleveland, Tenn. She is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Wilson of Sweetwater, Tenn., and Mrs. Amelia Randolph and the
late Charles Randolph of Morristown, Tenn.
Mr. Garland is the son of Robert and Marjorie Garland of Murray. He is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. William Garland of
Paducah and the late Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Curtsinger of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Bradley Central High School,
Cleveland, and attended Belmont University, Nashville, Tenn. She is
•
employed by Peoples Bank of Murray.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Murray High School and Murray State University. He is owner of Dogwood Landscaping and Lawn
Care.

FILE EARLY

— 1300 Hillwood Drive
(Located inside Hill Electric)

Need Line has listed some items needed for the pantry to fill
the needs of its clients. Items needed include rice, dried beans,
pasta, spaghetti sauce, cereal, crackers, macaroni and cheese, canned
meats and baby food. Persons having items to donate may take
them to the Need Line office, located on the bottom floor of the
Weaks Community Center. For information call 753-6333.
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Highway 68 Near 1-24, Exit 16
502-898-7301
1-800-599-USEW (8739)
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Menus for the various lunchrooms in the city and county schools

for the week of Feb. 8 to 12 have
been released by Judy Clark and
Janice McCuiston, food service
'directors for Murray City and Calloway County Schools respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional change, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY

Murray Elementary

^

Breakfast
Monday - Poptan; Tuesday - scrambled eggs and toast; Wednesday - waffles; Thursday - sausage, gravy and
biscuit; Friday - Honey bun. Cereal,
toast, milk and juice are served daily.
Lunch
Monday - hamburger, corn dog;
Tuesday - pizza, chef salad w/crackers; Wednesday - spaghetti w/roll,
grilled cheese sandwich, peanut butter sandwich; Thursday - chili and
pimento cheese sandwich, ham and
cheese sandwich; Friday - pizza, roast
beef and Swiss cheese sandwich, peanut
butter sandwich. Vegetables, fruit,juice
and milk are available daily.
Murray Middle
Breakfast
Monday - Honey bun; Tuesday sausage and biscuit; Wednesday - Poptart; Thursday - country ham and biscuit; Friday - pancake and sausage
on a stick. Cereal,toast, cinnamon toast,
juice and milk are served daily.
Lunch
Monday - ham and cheese roll-up.
burrito w/salsa, pizza; Tuesday - grilled
chicken, grilled cheese sandwich, hamburger; Wednesday - pasta bar w/Texas
toast, pizza; Thursday - grilled cheese
sandwich, meat loaf w/rolls. cheeseburger; Friday - chicken nuggets, peanut
butter sandwich. Vegetables, fruit,juice
and milk are available daily.
Murray High
Breakfast
Monday - turnover; Tuesday - cinnamon tasty; Wednesday - honey muffin; Thursday - sausage biscuit: Friday - Danish. Toast, cereal, cinnamon
toast, juice and milk are available
daily.
Lunch
Monday - ravioli casserole, chuckwagon sandwich; Tuesday - baked
potato bar, tuna salad plate. bacon
cheeseburger; Wednesday - beef taco
pie, ham sandwich; Thursday - chicken noodle soup and sandwich, corn
dog; Friday - fish sandwich, submarine sandwich. Potatoes, vegetables,
fruit juice and milk are available daily.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Preschool
Breakfast
Monday - pancake and sausage on
a stick w/syrup. Mixed fruit- Tuesday
- breakfast pizza pocket, fruit juice;
Wednesday - biscuit w/sausage gravy,
fruit juice; Thursday - biscuit and
jelly, baked apples; Friday - no school.

Milk is served daily.
Lunch
Monday - oven fried chicken, scalloped potatoes. California blend vegetables, roll; Tuesday - chicken and
noodles, baked apples, cole slaw, roll;
Wednesday - roast pork, creamed potatoes. green peas and carrots, roll,
gravy; Thursday - lasagna, corn on
the cob, green beans. Texas toast; Friday - no school. Milk is served daily.
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday - sausage and biscuit; Tuesday - cinnamon raisin biscuit; Wednesday - scrambled eggs, toast and hashbrowns; Thursday - oatmeal and Poptart; Friday - biscuit w/sausage gravy.
Cereal, toast, fruit juice and milk are
available daily.
Lunch
Monday - chicken and noodles
w/roll, submarine on hoagie, grilled
cheese sandwich; Tuesday - scrambled eggs, sausage and biscuit. pizzaburger on bun, peanut butter and
jelly sandwich; Wednesday - sliced
turkey and gravy w/roll, corn dog,
grilled cheese sandwich; Thursday pizza, chuckwagon sandwich, peanut
butter and jelly sandwich; Friday crispy steak nuggets w/roll, chicken pattie sandwich, grilled cheese sandwich.
Chef salad, vegetables, fruits and milk
are available daily.
Calloway Middle
Break fast
Monday - bacon and egg biscuit;
Tuesday - steak on biscuit; Wednesday - sausage and biscuit; Thursday
- chicken on biscuit; Friday - donuts.
Cereal, toast, fruit juice and milk are
available daily.
Lunch
Monday - chili burrito, pig in a
blanket; Tuesday - fish nuggets w/hushpuppies, hot dog on bun; Wednesday
- chicken nuggets w/roll, ham and
cheese sandwich; Thursday - pizza,
bar-b-q sandwich; Friday - pepper
steak wince and roll, cheeseburger on
bun. Vegetables, fruits, chef salads,
cold sandwiches, fruit dnnks, tea and
milk are available daily.

Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - chicken on biscuit; Tuesday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Wednes7
day - steak on biscuit; Thursday - bacon,
egg and cheese biscuit; Friday - ham
and cheese biscuit. Cereal, toast, donuts,
muffins, fruit juice and milk are available daily.
Lunch
Monday - bar-b-q ribbette and roll.
corn dog; Tuesday - lasagna w/bread
sticks, bar-b-q sandwich; Wednesday
- oven fried chicken w/roll, hot ham
and cheese on bun; Thursday - barb-q and roll, breaded chicken sandwich; Friday - chili wkheese and
crackers, beef anfil---swits -sandwich:Pizza, hamburgers,cheeseburgers, fries,
chef salad, vegetables, fresh fruit, cold
sandwiches, fruit drinks, tea and milk
are available daily.

ASHLEY PETERS

Peters member
of honor band
Ashley Peters, daughter of
Randy and Kathy Manning, has
been accepted as a member of
the 1999 spirit of American National Honor Band for its 22nd annual performing tour of Europe.
Peters will represent Murray as
an emissary to the people.of Western Europe. She was chosen on
maturity, performance, and the
ability to represent the best of
American Youth.
The Spirit of America National Honor Band will tour and perform in Luxembourg, Austria,
Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Germany, Holland, France and Belgium. The band will also perform
for the diplomatic community as
well as people in Geneva, Switzerland, on the fourth of July as a
celebration hosted by the American Club of Geneva.
Peters will join other selected
students from across the United
States, rehearse for five days, then
go by plane to Europe for 14
days of touring and performing.
The honor band is directed by
George NOT. former conductor of
the Dyke University Wind Symphony and the East Carolina University Marching, Concert and Jazz
Bands. George and Sue Naff and
the Spirit Staff are now in their
22nd year taking bands overseas.
Peters is a member of the Calloway County High School Band,
directed by Gary Mullins.
For more information about the
honor band contact George or Sue
Naff, c/o Spirit of America National Honor Band: P.O. Box 1249,
Boone, NC 28607 or call 1-828265-BAND, or on the Spirit Website: 222.spiritamerica.com.

incrican lican

on

Dr. Judy Brookhiser, center, spoke about "Helping Hands
Across the Sea" at the January meeting of the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club. Pictured at left is her
mother, Kit Brookhiser, and at right, Mayme Nell Staudacher,
Zeta member. The department will meet Feb. 11 at 2 p.m.
at the club house.

Hardin group to meet
The Hardin Neighborhood Watch
will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at
the Hardin Community Center.
Detective Troy Defew of the
Marshall County Sheriff's Department will be the guest speaker.
He has been involved for the past
three years with the Western Area
Narcotics Task Force.
In addition there will be a spe-

cial demonstration by Deputy David
Haynes and drug dog, Osco, with
the Marshall County Sheriff's
Department Canine Unit.
The Hardin program is still
accepting residents who desire to
participate in various capacities. For
more information attend the February meeting or contact any member.

Cod

753-1916 with your
society views today!

STEPHANIE POTTER

Potter selected
at university
Stephanie Potter, a senior from
Frankfort at Murray State University, has been selected for the
1999 edition of "Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges."
Potter, an art major, is the daughter of Sheila Potter of Frankfort
and the granddaughter of Solon
and Ernestine Bucy of Murray.
She has served as president of
the Organization of Murray Art Students and of the Kentucky Art
Educators Association. She is also
a member of Sigma Alpha Iota
and was the founder and coordinator in 1977 of the Celebrate
Women Group Show.
Potter has receive scholarships
and work-study opportunities from
the Arrowmont School for the Arts
and Crafts and Penland School,
for the Arts and Crafts.
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A stroke can
be a mindblowing thing

C R Books 6 Music
Hwy.641 North • 1/4 Mile North of Wal-Mart
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Cut Solitaire
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"I Love You"
Diamond Anniversan Band

Classic Diamond Cluster

1/4 Carat*

Or have yours custom made

Boxed Chocolates Valentine Hearts
Ghirardellt, landt, Brown & Haley
Call or Fax us your order — we'll deliver locally ($25.00 or more) 753-6909 fax
753-0921, or ship UPS to your Sweetheart

10th & Arcadia • Murray
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Formal Wear and Limousine
•Weddings • Proms •Banquets •Birthdays •Anniversaries

304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713
Toll Free
1-888-367-6757

,
116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(901)642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

Buck Limousin,.
Services For
lour Wedding.'
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tOVE
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CHESTNUT HILLS
759-1400
M-S 10-9; Sun. 12:30-6

SALON HOURS:
M-F 9-8, Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-5

Look for our "Capsule Summary"
in every Friday's edition.

Walter's Pharmacy
604 South 12th St.

•

753-7688

LICENSED • BONDED • INSURED

SER A LL

TERMITE AND
PEST CONTROL

FREE INSPECTIONS Serving You Since 1963
Phone: 502-753-6433 • Toll Free: 1-800-264-1433
1604 SR 121 ByPass, Murray, KY

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-1O:30 a.m. Sun.
(4)
Serving Lunch 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends
753-8841
C"- .) 507 N. 12th

Arbgs

KFC

Jack Marshall - Franchise

"We Do Chicken Right" •
205 N. 12th

Call In Orders 753-7101

The oldest independent repair shop in Murray'
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Cunningham
Auto Repair
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Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5

619 South 4th St.• 753-6831 • 753-3571

FIT1'S BLOCK a
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

East Main Street

O

753-3540
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ADVENTISTS

CATHOLIC

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sat. 10:00 a.m.
Sabbath School
Sat. 9:00 a.m.
Worship

ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Aurora
5:00 p.m.
Saturday
9:00 a.m.
Sunday
7:00 p.m.
Holy Eve
6:00 p.m.
Holy Day
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
6 p.m.
Saturday Mass
8 & 10 a.m.
Sunday Mass

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Highway 94 East
Art Heinz, Pastor
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 am. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

BAPTIST

CHRISTIAN

BLOOD RIVER
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
5 p.m.
Church Training
7 p.m.
Wednesday
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Services
6:00 p.m.
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Serv.
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
EMMANUE L MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship Services
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:45 p.m.
Evening Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Eve.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
8, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sun. Schools
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Worship
HAZEL BAPTIST
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
5:30 p.m.
Church Training
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
5:30 p..m.
Evening Service
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Preaching
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
7:00.p.m.
Wednejtclay Night LOCUST GROVE
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2:00 p.m.
1st Sunday
2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
NEW LIFE GENERAL BAPTIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL
MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship':
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Eveninr Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
10 a.m.
Sunday School
OW'ENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11:00 a.m.
Prayer Service
5:30 p.m.
Church
6:00 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
9 a.m.
Worship
10:15 a.m. & 7 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:15 p.m.
SCOTTS GROV'
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 am .630 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
900 a.m.
Worship Services
10 a m & 7 p.m.
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.
ST JOHN
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
9.30 a.m.
Sunday School
SUGAR CREEK
1000 a m ,
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid Week Services
WEST FORK
11.00 a m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
930 a.m.
Sunday School
1030 a m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

FIRST CHRISTIAN
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
10:30 a.m.
Worship
9:30 a.m.
Bible School
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
1634 Main St , Murray
10:30 a.m.
Sunday
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
7:30 p.m.
2nd Wednesday
12-3 p.m.
Reading Room Every Wed.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible School
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
DEXTER
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
GREEN PLAIN
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:30 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 pth.
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
9 a.m.
Bible Classes
'
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
10:00 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 a.m.
Worship
Bible Study
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9:00 a.m.
Bible Classes
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9:00 a.m.
Morning
6:00 p.m.
Evening
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S. 16th St
9:00 a.m.
Sunday Priesthood
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1620 W. Main
Sunday Holy Eucharist 8 & 1030 a m.
Sunday School
9:00 a m.
Wed. & Fri Services
5:15 p.m.

INDEPENDENT
BIBLE BELIEVERS
Worship
10:30 a.m.
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship
10.30 a.m.
Children's Sun. School
11 a.m.
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
1619 Martin Chapel Rd.
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
IMPACT PRAISE & WORSHIP CENTER
Sun Spiritual Training
9 a.m.
Worship Service
10 a.m.
7 p.m.
Tues. Bible Study
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7:00
p.m.
Thursday Night
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning
7:00
p.m.
Sunday Evening
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
3 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wednesday
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
930 a.m.
Bible School
11.30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship

753-5719

612 S. 9th St.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9:30 a.m.
Public Talk
10:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study

753-9383

Chestnut Hill.
Shopping Center
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METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 am.
10:30 am.
Sunday School
6:00 p.m
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
COLDWATER
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
11:00 a.m.
Worship •
• 9:50 a.m.
Church School
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
9:00 a.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
KIRKSEY UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:45 a.m.
Church School
10:45 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:30 a.m.
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
MT. CARMEL
10:00 am.
Worship
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
MT. HEBRON
Worship
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
9:45 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
/
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
11:00 a.m.
Pastor William J. Pratt

NAZARENE
LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MURRAY CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p.m.
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Bel-Air
Shopping Center
• 753-0440
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Open Mon.-Sat. 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sun. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Phone 753-9131
Great Selections...
'Bibles and Bible Covers
READMORE Bible Index Tabs
BOOK-N-CARD +kr 'Bible Lesson Planners
Chestnut Hills 'Precious Moments Bible
FREE Imprinting With Purchase
Murray

South 12th

New and Used Tires * Lowest Prices!

Warehouse
Tire
900 Industrial Rd. 753-1111

-

elln - '•

INDUSTRIAL BEARINGS
(4) & FARM SUPPLIES ito
1204 Johnson Blvd., Murray • 759-0061
McKenzie, TN

Paris, TN 901'42-00€I

901.352-n061

Calloway Monument Co.
Murray
1707 West Main
"We have over 40 years'experience
in design en-d craftsmanship"
We are here to serve you and your loved ones

753-1962
v
Lli- % is as 4i.'th!
i &I?:
'
6'
..7
96 Chestnut Shoot
Murray

Sales•SerViCO
•All Moires & Mock*
•Guilt Fabrics

•Sowing Supplios

753-3444
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PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Church
MOO a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p m
Wednesday
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
2205 Coldwater Rd.
Sun. Ser.
10-11 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.
FAITIL TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday School
10:00 a m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
Worship & Junior Church
1030 a.m.
Worship
6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 p.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
CHRISTIAN
CENTER
TRINITY
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11:00-7:30 p.m.
Worship Serv.
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Services
10 a m. & 6 p.m.
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Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

LUTHERAN

sacred relics to rei
from a Chandler
"1 was upset
pray that this \

'1'hornton Tile and Marble

NEW LIFE CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST
at Main St. Youth Center
Worship 2nd Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Worship 4th Sun. 10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
Tuesday

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School & Bible Class 9:00 a.m.
1015 a.m.
Worship

CHANDLER,
Massachusetts ch

McKee' Equipment Co., Inc,
503 Walnut Street 753-3062
,,,,,,,

Ledger&Times
Ito -R'S DONUT 511 p
OPEN 7 DAYS A

WEEK

10% Discount To All Churches
1409 Main St. • Murray • 759-1736
e___r,1401 SOUTH

WestView
NAACI111 ,14G

16th STREET

MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
502-753-1304

tACIPA1

The word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth
and in thy heart: that is, the word of
faith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
1045 a.m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
1000 a in
Worship Service
11:00 a in
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11:00 a m
Evening Worship
700 p m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Worship
1100 a m.
1000 a in
Sunday School
OAK GROVE
•
10:00 a in
Sunday School
1100 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship Service
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Stolen relics
replaced
CHANDLER, Ariz. (AP) — A
Massachusetts church is donating
sacred relics to replace those stolen
from a Chandler church.
"I was upset at your loss and
pray that this will bring some
relief," wrote Michael Krochta, a
member if the parish of the Holy
Apostles Peter and Andrew, a small
Bulgarian-heritage Greek Orthodox
Church in Auburndale, Mass.
Burglars broke into the St.
Katherine Greek Orthodox Church
in January did took tiny sacred bone
fragments of five revered saints
from the third and fourth centuries.
Greek
Orthodox
followers
believe relics and physical remnants of saints are the sources of
healing and serve to bless premises and answer prayers.
The Rev. Philip Armstrong,
priest at St. Katherine, said he
believed the donations include bone
fragments of St. Gerasimos and
St. Arsenios and a piece of the
casket in which St. Nektarios was
placed 77 years ago.
"We also received relics of our
own saint," he said, referring to
St. Katherine of the fourth century. "That was a real, real plus."

Christ's image
seen in
wooden door
WAREHAM,Mass.(AP)— Volunteers working in an upper room
of the Episcopalian Church of the
Good Shepherd saw the image of
Jesus Christ in the grain of a small
door they were staining.
"People are just pulled into it,"
the Rev. Cuthbert Mandell said.
"It's God's way of showing his
love for us," Melissa Bliss, an 18year-old parishioner said. "After
all, he was a carpenter."
Bliss would like to believe there
was divine intervention. "I'd like
to think that," she said. "I see
God everywhere."
Asked if he believed there was
divine intervention, Mandell said,
"I don't like to speculate on what
I don't know about. It's so unusual, we're still sorting it out.
"Those who have had religious
experiences sometimes have to take
years to figure it out. It may not
be just what you see."
Mandell added, "If it serves to
make you think of Christ one more
time in the week, then that's a
gift in itself."
The 2-by-3-foot sliding door
was to have been hung on a small
closet, but the image would have
faced into the closet. For now it
is propped on a stand in the thirdfloor room.
"We'll keep it up here where
people can come, sit on a box in
front of it and meditate," Mandell
said. "People can ponder all the
things in their hearts."

(MOH
PEWS
Churches wanting to
submit speakers or
sermon topics should
do so no later than
Wednesday prior
the

Churches list speakers, sermon topics

New Providence Baptist Church

Local church starts
small,continues to grow
By AMY WILSON
Managing Editor
At age 70, Odell Colson has
held the reins of New Providence
Baptist Church for almost 15 years.
The church, located south of
Murray about 10 miles, is a relatively small one with about 35
members.
"We started with just eight,"
Colson said."This is a small church,
but it is a friendly one. The inside
of the church is beautiful, but the plan to go back to having Wednesday night services soon."
outside could use a little work."
The church belongs to the Blood
The church was established in
1947 by members of the New Mt. River Baptist Association.
"We have traditional services,
Carmel Church who lived in the
hut! do believe in changing things,"
area.
Members are scattered through- Colson said. "I'm an old preacher and I believe in doing things
out the county.
"We are surrounded by five to keep people, but I will not
churches in a six-mile radius," compromise the Bible.
"We've got some good people,
Colson said. "I pastor what I can
get. We are just above a mission." but I don't mind reminding those
The church holds Sunday School who haven't been coming," he
at 10 a.m., followed by the 11 said. "We always welcome visia.m. sermon. Sunday night serv- tors. We're growing slowly. We
ices include Training Union at 6 are showing people what it's like
p.m. and worship at 7 p.m.
to be a Baptist."
"I have a problem because many
For more information about New
of my congregation works after- Providence Baptist, contact Colnoon shifts," Colson said. "We son at 753-5978.

Houses
of Hope

Christian Century names
Buchanan new editor
CHICAGO (AP) — The Rev. Wall, a Methodist, will become
John M. Buchanan, a former mod- senior contributing editor, and
erator of the Presbyterian Church David Heim, executive editor, will
(U.S.A.), has been named editor and assume major editorial responsipublisher of The Christian Centu- bility under .Buchanan.
ry, an interdenominational journal
The Christian Century covers
and influential liberal voice of
developm
ents in theology and reliProtestantism on social issues.
Buchanan will continue as pas- gious life and deals with social
tor at the 4,200-member Fourth issues. Published 36 times a year,
Presbyterian Church in Chicago, it has a circulation of about 30,000.
The appointment is effective Feb.
where he has been since 1985.
IS.
At the journal, he will be part
of a collaborative group that will
"I don't expect a major depardecide editorial direction and ture from the direction
the Cenassignments. He succeeds James tury has taken" under
Wall's leadM. Wall, full-time editor since 1972. ership, he said.

Various churches have released
information concerning their services this weekend as follows:
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Jerry M. Lee, pastor,
will speak about "Temptation and
Triumph" with scripture from I
Corinthians 10:1-13 at the 10:45
a.m. service and about "Relinquishing Our rights" with scripture from I Corinthians 9 at the
6 p.m. service. John Wood is minister of music.
First United Methodist
The Rev. Larry Daniel, pastor,
will speak about "The Holy Habit
of Prayer" with scripture from I
Thessalonians 5:16-18 at the 11 a.m.
service. Pam Wurgler will direct
the music with Joan Bowker as
organist. Carl Benson and Wesley
Adams will be acolytes.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. David Riley, pastor,
will speak about "The Definition
of True Religion" at the 10:15
a.m. Holy Communion service.
Serving as elder will be George
Len zey.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
will speak at the 10:50 a.m. and
6 p.m. services. His morning topic
will be "What the Enemy Hates
to Hear" with scripture from Philippians 2:9-11 when the ordinance
of The Lord's Supper will be
observed. Paul Adams is minister
of music.

Ministry seeks
volunteers
Prison Fellowship Ministries,
founded in 1976 by Chuck Colson, recently held an in-prison
Bible Study at the Kentucky State
Penitentiary.
The group was assisted by various churches in the Murray area.
Persons interested in being a
part' of this prison ministry may
call Westside Baptist Church at 7538240 for more information.
Westside will host a prison ministry seminar for the area on March
7.

Gkreddinfa,

North Pleasant
Grove Presbyterian
The Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor,
will speak about "Preparation
Through Prayer" with scripture
from Matthew 26:41 at the 11
a.m. service. Dean Cochrum, Margaret Nell Boyd and Peggy Vasseur
are in charge of the music.
Glendale Church of Christ
John Dale, pulpit minister, will
speak about "Prejudice" with scripture from James 2:1-12 at the 9
a.m. service and about "ServantDriven Involvement Ministries"
with scripture from I Corinthians
15:57-58 at the 5 p.m. short service. Curtis Darnall will direct the
song service.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will speak about "Components
of a Christian's Faith" with scripture from Hebrews 10:38-11:9 at
the 10:30 a.m. service and about
"Faith That is Alive" with scripture from James 2:14-26 at the 6
p.m. service when the ordinance
of baptism will be observed. Tommy
Scott is minister of music.
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Ann Marie Montgomery, co-pastor, will speak about
"Blessed to be a Blessing" with
scripture from I Chronicles 17:1627 at the 10:45 a.m. service. John
Albert will give the Bagpipe prelude and Bob Valentine will give
the "Calling of the Clans." Michael
Chestnut will be liturgist and Amy
Brown will be soloist.

University Church of Christ
Alan Cooper, minister, will speak
at the 10 a.m. service. Wayne Horton will make a presentation and
show slides of his recent trip to
Honduras following Hurricane
Mitch at the 6 p.m. service.
Firgt Baptist
Dr. Terry Ellis, pastor, will speak
about "Trusting God's Power" with
scripture from Nehemiah 1:4-11 at
the 10:45 a.m. service, and about
"God's Provision for Tired Saints"
with scripture from I Kings 19:318 at the 6 p.m. service. Mike Crook
is minister of music with Margaret Wilkins and Lisa Ray as
accompanists.
First Christian
The Rev. William C. Homer,
minister, will speak about "Turn
and Go" with scripture from Jonah
2:1-10 at the 10:45 a.m. service.
Karen Chapman will be worship
leader. Mark Dycus is choir director with Lea Gentile as organist.
St. Leo Catholic
Fr. Ray Goetz, pastor, will conduct masses at 4:30 p.m. Saturday and 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday.
Emmanuel Baptist
Shea McWherter will speak at
the 11 a.m. service and the Rev.
Jim Fortner at the 6 p.m. service.
These men are speaking in the
absence of the pastor, the Rev.
Paul. McWhener, who is preaching an open-air Crusade in the
soccer-stadium on the outskirts of
Lima, Peru, in South America this
week.
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MELBER, KY.•(502) 674-5530

Owner. DWAIN WARREN

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
A 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B 12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. #1 studds. 16
0C
G 7 1/16 Blandex
undersiding
H Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

I Sell-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft.
0.C.
J.1/2 plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
14,1 Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
O 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
O 3x4 raised curb

We offer you. FREE Estimates, References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

I

Deluxe Models

ctaikat 1.11, the

I CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)

edrv
4

PLUS .OFF-LEVEL LOT

53.525
$4.325
54.625
54.825
55.425

1 CAP it;_xzu
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22'22)
2 CAR (2404)
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)

54.72,
55.125
55.225
$5.925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

The Secondary Mortgage Market
for Rural Home Loans

Services will be at center
Evangelistic services will be conducted at the Weaks Community
Center, Murray, on Feb. 11, 18
and 25 at 7:30 p.m.

Franklin Zimmerman and Robert
Johnson will be in charge of the
services and invite the public to
attend.

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS
8 A.M.-NOON
Monday-Friday 7-5

Used Tires
St Prices In Town
*Free Mount and
omputer Balance

MIME TIRE

to the service.
Farm Credit.has enhanced its home lending products by offering a unique home loan
program. The difference is that we can finance additional acreage as well as the home.
We offer a competitive fixed interest rate, reasonable closing fees, no prepayment
penalties, terms up to 30 years, and no escrow for taxes and insurance.

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

Call today for more information.

BILLS
EXAMPLE ONLY

DEBT

CASH!
CONSOLIDATE
$10,000- $110/mo

to
$50,000 - $550/mo
NO EQUITY REQUIRED
Homeowners Only

\ V1.10\‘‘ 1111
,
1 ,40.14‘ COOOORAt,

,1-800-819-7010
Or Visit Our Websitei
www.nationwidelonding.com

Everyone Should Eat Three Square Meals a Day

It ain't necessarily no. Three mid-sizi meals a day suit most people But five or six little ones—
what nutntionists are calling mini-meals—may be a better plan for many others, says Evette
Hackman, an associate professor of food and nutntion at Seattle Pacific University
Someone trying to lose weight might find that eating smallermore frequent meals keeps
her
from ovenndulging at lunch and dinnerSmall meals every few hours may help a person
with
diabetes control her blood sugar levels. They can also help keep heartburn at bay.
What would a typical day's mini-meals look like? For breakfast you might have a glass of fruit
Juice and a low -fat muffin with low -fat cream cheese (total. 300 calones). For your midmorning snack, a slice of bread with peanut butter and a piece of fruit (another 3001 For lunch, a
bowl
of soup and a turkey sandwich on whole wheat bread (400). In the afternoon, a handful of sliced
vegetables and some crackers with a low -fat dip (300).
For dinner you could have three ounces of lean meat, a side dish of
broccoli. a small serving of pasta with tomato sauce, and a small salad
(400). An evening snack could be one cup of nonfat yogurt with fresh
fruit (3001. Grand total. 2,000 calories, about what's nght for an active
I 35-pound woman.

Walter's
Pharmacy
604 S. 12th St.•753-7688

LI
Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

Loan amount
Months to pay
Annual Percentage Rage(APR)
Monthly Payment

$100,000.00

Loan assumes a I% closing fee. Rates may vary. Loans are subject tO
credit approval. If variable or adjustable rate is chosen, rate may
increase or decrease.

Jackson Purchase ACA
140/ North 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-5602

UMW MUNN*
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Lady Racers look
for better finish
against Martin

Hungry UTM
awaits Racers
for Saturday
themselves for the first time they
played us, but since this is the
first year they're eligible to go to
the conference tournament, I think
that's their biggest motivator."
Martin is 5-15 overall and 310 in the Ohio Valley Conference,
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
coming off an 85-69 home loss
Tennessee-Martin could have to Morehead State Tuesday night.
The Racers, meanwhile, continue
several reasons to be motivated
for Saturday night's 7:30 clash to fly high at 21-2 overall. The
with Murray State at Skyhawk Racers lead the OVC with a perArena.
fect 13-0 mark.
There's the fact that UTM coach
"Every team that plays us always
Cal Luther, who will retire at the gives us their best, and I'm sure
end of the season, will be coach- Martin will play very hard Saturing against his former team for day," Anderson said. "When you
the last time. There's also the play a team on the road and they
revenge factor for an 87-58 loss beat you pretty good like we beat
to Murray State back on Jan. 9. them the first time this season,
Along with those two aspects is you play harder against them the
that Martin has -never beaten the second time. And if Martin plays
Racers in 15 tries.
a good game Saturday, they'll have
But MSU coach Tevester Ander- a chance to win."
Ryan DeMichael leads Martin
son believes Martin's biggest motivator lies somewhere else.
in both scoring (15.4) and rebound"They're trying to make the ing (8.6). Jason Ohlsen adds 10.8
OVC tournament; to me, that's points per game while Joe Crumtheir biggest incentive," Anderson by contributed 10.9, Andrae Betts
said. "They also want to send their 9.6 and Sean Griffin 8.6.
coach out on a winning note and
I'm sure they want to redeem NI See Page 11

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
Isaac Spencer leads Murray State in scoring and rebounding as the Racers face UT-Martin Saturday.

Louisville tops
Memphis 89-76;
Awaits NCAA
decision today

Florida beats
No. 5 Kentucky
at own game
Thursday 75-68

By TIM WHITMIRE
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — With Louisville's
appeal of NCAA sanctions hanging in the balance,
coach Denny Crum planned a divine appeal following a victory that broke his team's four-game
losing streak.
"I'm going to bed and say my prayers," • Crum
said after the Cardinals' 89-76 win over Memphis.
"This is a long time coming. However it turns
out, at least it will be behind us."
After regaining -Clantrol of a "season that was
threatening to slip away, Crum and his players
hoped the NCAA would open the door to tournament play and reverse a decision banning the Cardinals from the postseason this year.
The ban springs from an NCAA ruling last September that found the basketball program to be a
repeat violator of NCAA rules. The most serious
of several violations found by the NCAA involved
arrangements made by then-assistant coach Scooter McCray in 1996 to keep player Nate Johnson's
father from being evicted from a Louisville hotel
by using his personal credit card to guarantee payment.
The school appealed the repeat offender finding
and its punishment in October. The NCAA scheduled an announcement of its ruling on the appeal
for this morning.
Against Memphis, the Cardinals (11-7, 6-3 Conference USA) showed an urgency and aggressiveness that had been lacking during a slide that
began with a Jan. 21 loss to Cincinnati.
"We knew we had to scare some points and
play our .style of basketball. It—starts on the defensive end," said Marques Maybin, who led Louisville
with 21 points. "We were quick and forced the
tempo."

By EDDIE PELLS
AP Sports Writer
GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP) — It was a textbook
lesson in Kentucky basketball, except for one detail.
Florida was giving the lesson.
Running, pressing and shooting 3-pointers with
deadly accuracy, the Gators upset the No. 5 Wildcats
75-68 Thursday night behind 20 points from freshman Mike Miller.
It was the biggest win for Florida (16-4, 7-3 Southeastern Coriference) sitice coach BillyDonoVarrarrived
three seasons ago.
And he got the victory using the style both he
and Kentucky coach Tubby Smith learned when they
worked together as assistants for Rick Pitino's Wildcats teams early in the decade.
"If you break down at all, they exploit you on
the offensive and defensive ends," Donovan said. "We
talked the last couple days about just being sound
fundamentally and not breaking down, not gambling.
Just being a sound basketball team."
That resulted in 9-for-20 shooting from 3-point
range, 16 forced turnovers and consiSterit defensive
pressure even when both teams appeared on the edge
of exhaustion.
Smith said the difference showed the most in the
battle of forwards — a battle Kentucky wins more
often than not.
While the Wildcats' Scott Padgett suffered. through
a 1 -for-9 shooting night for five points. Miller and

•Ik
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Wayne Turner led Kentucky with 15 points,
but it wasn't enough as the fifth-ranked Wildcats lost at Florida 75-68 Thursday.

NBA season returns tonight
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
For the first time in 291 days, there
will he run-of-the-mill NBA games.
Opening night has finally arrived, and e
new era begins. .
- No Michael Jordan. No Phil Jackson.
No Dennis Rodman — at least we're pretty sure on that last one.
The dynasty from Chicago that won those
six championships this decade is gone.
Everyone else has a better chance now, but
they'll only have 13 weeks and 50 games
to show it before the playoffs begin.
Let the tainted season begin.
"Some teams in basketball and in other
sports like to build it up and tear it down,
but that's not what we're trying to do,"
said Jazz coach Jerry Sloan, the longest

he follov

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Eddie Fields can't help but think
his Murray State Lady Racers let
one slip away in their first meeting with Tennessee-Martin this sea-

Ex-MSU coach
Luther in final
year at Martin

• See Page

their place, we had a lot of confidence with them coming here,"
Fields said. "They killed us on
the boards up there, but we knew
if we did a few things better here,
they were beatable. It was a really sweet win.
son.
"We're a lot more confident team
When the teams met Jan. 9 in
Murray, the Lady Racers took a now," he added. "We're able to
21-point lead at halftime, only to make runs and withstand runs by
other teams. Our mindframe is a
see Martin rally for a 64-62 win.
"We felt it was a missed oppor- lot different. Our kids are playing
tunity," Fields said. "We came out really good and I couldn't tell you
in the second half and started who will step up because we're
poorly and it didn't seem like we playing more kids who can help
competed. They pressed us and us down the stretch."
Martin (14-7, 9-4 OVC) is curwe didn't attack it."
That loss was Murray State's rently in fourth place in the OVC,
third home defeat in a week, all just a half-game back of Tennessee
against conference opponents, all Tech (9-3). Middle Tennessee leads
four points or less and all in games the conference race at 10-2, just
in which the Lady Racers had led. ahead of Southeast Missouri (10Now as the Lady Racers trav- 3).
Zabrina Harris leads the Lady
el to Martin Saturday for a 5:30
start, Fields sees some differences Skyhawks in scoring at an even
from his team. MSU is coming 20 points per game, good for secoff an impressive 77-55 win over ond in the OVC. Tessa Fields adds
Eastern Kentucky Tuesday night 12.6, Tamika Brown 9.7 and Chastito improve to 7-14 overall and 6- ty Bohannon 7.6. Harris also grabs
7 in the Ohio Valley Conference. seven rebounds per outing.
"They're a veteran club." Fields
"I hadn't beaten Eastern Kenplayed
we
tucky before, but since
them to a 12-point game up at • See Page 11
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tenured coach in the NBA as he begins
his 14th season tonight. "We've got a hunch
of quality players together. and they've played
together for a long time."
Sloan's team, including Karl Malone,
John Siiickt(in and Jeff HornaceL won't
recognize many of the fellows in the Bulls
uniforms when Utah plays Chicago.. Only
Ron Harper, Toni Kukoc. Randy Brown
and Bill Werinington remain from last year's
playdff roster. The coach has changed. too. with Tim
Floyd replacing Phil Jackson.
Odaks made the Bulls the biggest
underdogs of the night. installing Utah as
a 15-point favorite. and Jazz fans will come
ready to mock the remnants - of one of the
sport's greatest teams.
"They are going to boo us as soon as

we get off the airplane." said Harper, the
only remaining starter from last season.
They might boo them in Chicago. too,
once the fans in that city fully conies to
grips with the dismantling.
It's be a brighter picture erSevihefe tonight.
The schedule has Washington at Indiana. Philadelphia at Charlotte. Cleveland at
Atlanta. Detroit at Miami. Toronto at Boston.
New York at Orlando. Sacramento at San
Antonio. Minnesota at Denver. Dallas at
Seattle. Houston at the Los Angeles Lakers and Phoenix • at the Los Angeles Clippers-.
Busy nights will be commonplace in the
NBA this season as teams squeeze all their
games into just 13 weeks.
"I think it's important to start with a
little more urgency and get some wins early

on. Phoenix Suns coach Danny Ainge said.
What 'remains to be *seen is how the
fans will respont
When the baseball strike ended in 1995.
the backlash from the public was fierce.
Longtime 'fans 'stopped going to games,
casual fans stopped watching on TV and a
trio of New Yorkers even ran onto the field
at Shea Stadium and threw $1 bills at the
players, a la Abbic Hoffman's famous protest
on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange.
No one is quite certain how any fan
backlash might manifest itself in the NBA,
hut the league has been taking steps to
mend fences with its paying customers.
"You have to do some damage control,
I guess." Grant Hill told the Detroit Free
Press. "I think the best way to do it is to
go out and play hard and Win."

SCHEDULE
TODAY
BASKETBALL
Calloway at Murray (DH)
MHS -- 6
SATURDAY

'

BASKETBALL
MSU at UT-Martin (DH)
Martin, Tenn. -- 5:30/7:30
MONDAY
BASKETBALL
•Racers at St. Louis
St. Louis, Mo. -- 7
•Lady Lakers vs. Hickman Co.
7
Jeffrey Gymnasium
'I'l'ESDAY
BASKETBALL
•Murray vs. CFS (DH)
Murray High -- 6
•Lakers at St. Mary
Paducah -- 7

COLL

Boston
Canisk
Maine
Md -Ba
Pa 74
Monmr
Md. 71
Rhode
St Fri'
TemplE
Xavier

Austin
Cent
Clemsi
E Ten
Florida
Louis's
Louis'sl
NC -A
New C
Nicho
OT
North'si
Samto
Stetsoi
Tenne
Texas
68
Troy E
Winthi

Cleyeli
Drake
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111Florida...
From Page 10
Greg Stolt combined for six 3-pointers and 33 points for the Gators.
"They were really working it."
Smith said. "They've got big men
that can shoot it. That's what we
really expect (Padgett) to do, and
when he's not making shots, we
have a problem."
After Kentucky (19-5, 8-2)
closed a 14-point deficit to seven
at the 5-minute mark, Miller sealed
the game.
First, he sank a I6-footer, then
he followed with a four-point play

by converting a free throw after
he got fouled by Heshimu Evans
while taking a 21-foot jump shot.
The free throw gave Florida a
65-52 lead and officially served
notice that the Gators will be a
legitimate threat come tournament
time.
"Florida is for real," Smith said.
"They played awfully well. They're
going to be tough to beat down
the road."
The Wildcats lost for the first
time in six games. They saw their
I5-game SEC road winning streak
snapped and didn't come close to

SCOREBO4.JD
Sponsored By

The Insurance Center
of Murray
8414,

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR
HEALTH • LIFE

matching their play in a 93-58
victory over the Gators on Jan.
2.
"We looked back on our game
against Kentucky on Jan. 2, but I
don't really think it had much of
a meaning at this point," Donovan said. "Kentucky is a much
improved basketball team and 1
think we are a much improved
basketball team."
Florida improved to 12-0 at
home this season and beat a Top
10 team for the. first time in four
tries. They had lost the first three
games by an average of 25 points.
The victory edged the Gators
ever closer to their first NCAA
tournament bid since Lon Kruger's
team went in 1995, the season
before he left for Illinois.
The game drew a record crowd
of 12,443. Students waited outside the arena for as long as 24
hours before game time to get
good seats.
When the game was over, freshman Teddy Dupay showed his
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apOreciation by diving into the
crowd, then dancing down press
row sharing high-fives with the
students.
"This atmosphere was at a new
level," Donovan said. "How many
places are better than it was here
tonight? It was unbelievable."
Florida kept the crowd in it
with good shooting (49 percent)
and consistent defense. The Gators
held Kentucky to 41 percent shooting and just 2-for-18 from behind
the 3-point line.
Wayne Turner led the Wildcats
with 15 points and Michael Bradley
had 11. Jamaal Magloire tried to
carve out space in the middle, but
he finished with just 11 points
after scoring nine in the first half.
"I was looking for someone
who could score," Smith said. "It
was pretty obvious. We couldn't
make a shot. And when we did
get a look, we couldn't get it to
drop."
Udonis Haslem had 14 points
for the Gators and Stolt added 13
on 4-for-7 shooting.

If

"Your more than one company agency"
David King

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Thursday's Scores
EAST
Boston U. 63, New Hampshire 52
Canisius 100. Siena 90, OT
Maine 100. Northeastern 79
Md.-Baltimore County 81, St. Francis,
Pa. 74
Monmouth, N.J. 75, Mount St. Mary's,
Md. 71
Rhode Island 73, Massachusetts 62
St. Francis. N.Y. 89. Ouinnipiac 75
Temple 67, Dayton 54
Xavier 59, St. Joseph's 53
SOUTH
Austin Peay 82. Morehead St 63
Cent Florida 69, Mercer 64
Clemson 78, North Carolina 63
E Tennessee St. 75, WoHord 73
Florida 75, Kentucky 68
Louisiana Tech 63, W Kentucky 54
Louisville 89, Memphis 76
N.C.-Asheville 69, High Point 66
New Orleans 68, Ark.-Little Rock 62
Nicholls St 86, Sam Houston St 65,
OT
Northwestern St. 66, SW Texas 65
Samford 77, Jacksonville 68
Stetson 59, Jacksonville St. 44
Tennessee St. 86, E. Kentucky 72
Texas-San Antonio 72. NE Louisiana
68
Troy St _ 87. Campbell 82
Winthrop 73, Elon 72
MIDWEST
Cleveland St. 59. III.-Chicago 56
Drake 73, Indiana St. 63

Is

753-8355

901 Sycamore

E Illinois 74, Tennessee Tech 70
Evansville 75, Wichita St 63
Loyola, Ill_ 72, Detroit 69
Northwestern 58, Michigan 34
Oakland. Mich. 77, S. Utah 66
Purdue 90. Iowa 75
SE Missouri 69, Middle Tennessee 55
Valparaiso 86, Missouri-Kansas City
73
Youngstown St. 55, Chicago St. 45
SOUTHWEST
Ala.-Birmingham 90, Houston 82
Boise St. 78, North Texas 71
Lamar 71, Stephen F. Austin 63
McNeese St. 84, Texas-Arlington 69
Oral Roberts 78, Ind.-Pur-Indpls. 71
FAR WEST
Arizona St. 69, Washington St. 64
Cal St.-Fullerton 88, Utah St. 78
Colorado St. 64, Rice 55
E Washington 96, Portland St. 87
Fresno St. 57, San Jose St. 52
Idaho 95, Iona 67
Long Beach St. 63, UC Santa Barbara 62
Montana 87, Weber St. 53
Montana St. 80, Sacramento St. 43
Nevada 70, UC Irvine 67
Pacific 76, Cal Poly-SLO 62
San Diego 75, Gonzaga 59
Southern Cal 86, Oregon St. 61
St. Mary's. Cal. 90, Portland 71
Texas-El Paso 76, Hawaii 66
UCLA 79, Oregon 77
Washington 90, Arizona 84
Wyoming 80, Tulsa 61

11Racers...
From

Page 10

The Skyhawks average 63.5
points per game while Murray
State averages 79.8.
"They're a sound team and
they're well-coached," Anderson
said of UT-Martin.
Isaac Spencer leads Murray State
in scoring at 16.5 points per game
and in rebounding at 6.9. Aubrey
Reese adds 14.5 points and 5.7
assists per outing while Rod Murray contributes 12.3 points, Duane
Virgil 10.7 and Marlon Towns 9.4.
At this point in the season,
Anderson is seeking improvement
from his team after each game.
"I didn't think we got a lot
better after the Eastern Kentucky
game (an 81-66 win Tuesday),"
he said. "We played perhaps our
best game of the year at Eastern
Kentucky (a 108-66 win Dec. 5),
and when they came down here
they played better. I didn't expect
to beat them by 40 here.
"The bottom line of Tuesday's
game was that we won, but we
didn't improve ourselves," Anderson added. "But when one faced

of our offense isn't working, we've
got to keep trying other things,
and against Eastern our inside
game was working better. Sometimes it's the other way around,
so we have some versatility."
With the season winding down,
Anderson wants his team to keep
improving for the postseason.
"We're just trying to play sound
and win; we don't want to slide,
we want to keep winning," he
said. "If we continue to get better, when, we get to the tournament we could be pretty strong."

Murray High School held its 1998 football banquet Saturday.
Jan. 30 at MHS. Cheerleaders who won individual awards
were (back, from left) junior Lane Dennison -- Outstanding
Cheerleader; freshman Mallory Cathey -- Black and Gold;
(front) senior Stacie Bogard -- Most Improved and sophomore Laura Lee Hoover -- Most Spirited.

Spring soccer signups set
The Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association's spring signups will be held
Saturday, Feb. 6(10 a.m.-4 p.m.). Tuesday, Feb. 9 (5-8 p m. and Saturday, Feb.
13(10 a.m.-4 p.m.) at Dennison-Hunt Sporting Gcods.
A signup fee of $35 is required for U6 and U8 groups while a $40 fee is required for the U10 and up group.
New players signing up will receive a free soccer ball. A free coaching certification clinic will be held in March.

ELady Racers...
From Page 10
said. "Harris hurt us down the
stretch the first time we played
them."
Murray State is currently sixth
in the league and is still hoping
to reach the fourth spot in the
conference, which would give the
Lady Racers a home game for

0TABLEsekt,
0

Bobbi Coltharp leads Murray
the first round of the OVC tourState in scoring at 15,4 points per
nament.
"If winning on the road is what game, followed by Heather Bates
we've got to do to get a home (14), Monika Gadson (13.2) and
game for the tournament,then that's Danelle Watts (8.1), who also
what we'll do," Fields said. "But grabs a team-leading 8.8 rebounds
to get to the top four, we've got per outing.
"So all we can go is try to
to win out and then get some
play as well as we can at this stage."
help.
he added.

urnbro®
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S
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•Reversible Jackets
•Warmups
•Fleece Separates
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50% OFF
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DENNISONeRHUNT
SPORTING GOODS
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Chestnut St.
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753-8844
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GOOD LUCK RACERS!
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THORNTON
TILE and
MARBLE
612 South 9th St

Murray State vs. Tennessee-Martin

753-57/9

LJ NI I fE FR S I-rlie"

MB

Bel-Air Center • 753-0440

SI

IBEI A LI IL-

February 6 • Skyhawk Arena • Martin, TN • 7:30 p.m. CST

Cabinet. - Plumbing8 Elertriesol

WI
1 Jett
2 Mani
3 Dale
4 Rust
5 Jett I
6 Bobt
7 Jerei
8 Dale
9 Terry
10 Bobt

753-6656

•Aaron Page

ILDING SUPP

Height: 6-5
Year: Junior
Position: Guard
Hometown: Austin, Texas

Portable Buildings 8 Much More

49

Chestnut St.

Best game of season: 8
points vs. EKU (Dec. 5,
1998). A key contributor as
a freshman and sophomore
to MSU's last two OVC titles.
A deadly three-point shooter
who is capable of lighting it
up when hot.

Make The
Winning
Choice

The Game

L

sow En mi

•
•

twton.,

imm......si

mo

MOVIE WORLD \
SUPERSTORE )
EVERYDAY SPECIAL
All Movies

31
for I.
2 Night Rental

753-7670
626
Shopping

Center

Sales a Reeirds
wratzk thrir"
VIDEO SUPER STORE

OVCSTANDINGS

•Murray State puts 11-game winning streak on the line when it travels to
Martin, Tenn. for the first of two road games.
•Tennessee Martin has never beaten the Racers in 15 tries.
•Racer head coach Tevester Anderson could become the all-time winningest first-year head coach with a win at UT Martin, passing John Miller
who went 21-5 in 1942-43.
•This will be the Racers'final regular-season matchup with UT-Marlin coach
Cal Luther, who announced that he is retiring at the end of this season.
Luther is no stranger to Murray State, having served as the program's head
coach for 16 years from 1958-74. Luther joins Carlisle Cutchin, MSU's firstever basketball coach, as having the longest tenure among MSU head basketball coaches.
Records - Murray State (21-2, 13-0 OVC)
Tennessee-Martin (5-15, 3-10 OVC)
Coaches - Murray State Tevester Anderson (First Season)
Tenneesse-Martin - Cal Luther (Eighth Season)

Sun -Thur
10-11
& Sat
10-12

(Through games of Feb. 5)
OVC
ALL
Murray St.
13
0 21
2
SE Missouri
12
1 15 6
E. Illinois
7
712 12
Tennessee St. 6
7 9 12
Austin Peay
6
7 8 13
Middle Tenn.
6
7 8 16
Morehead St.
6
8 9 13
Tenn. Tech
5
8 9 12
Tenn.-Martin
3 10 5 15
E. Kentucky
2 11
3 18

Schedule &Results

Racer Update\
•Murray_State has won 11 straight games since returning from a 1-2 showi'ng at the Rainbow Classic in Honolulu, Hawaii. All 11 wins have come in
league play.
•Murray State is one game ahead of the pace set last year when the Racers
went 29-4. Through 23 games a year ago, the Racers were 20-3.
.LAST TIME OUT: Rod Murray and Duane Virgil each scored 20 points to
lead the Racers to an 81-66 win over Eastern Kentucky in Murray. Point
guard Aubrey Reese matched a career-high with 12 assists. Despite only
turning the ball over a season-low six times, the Racers beaten on the glass
44-40, Isaac Spencer, who scored eight points, failed to score in double figures for the first time this season s. EKU. Going back to last year, Spencer
had gone 30 consecutive games scoring in double figures.

The Series

e0

Locally Owned & Operated
Five Points

759-1529

Professional Lubrication For Your
Car, Truck, IMotor.Horne.

500 S. 4th St.•753-6450

Not valid with any otter Valid only at participating locatu +r,
pays all applicable sales tax_ Additional toppings extra

1. Jet
Wants
2. Mai
Deterr
3. Dal
Two 51
4. Rus.
Faste8
5. Jet
Break(

.10 Minute 011 Change
Most Major Brands
•Brake Service
*Transmission Service
*Cooling System Flush

759-2265

.For All Your Home Improvement Needs

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
753-0000
Two Large
Two Toppings

Week
week's

•SERIES: This is the 16th meeting between the two schools. MSU leads the
all-time series 15-0. MSU owns a 7-0 edge in games played in Murray.

February
2
Eastern Kentucky
@Tennessee-Martin
6
@Saint Louis
8
11
Southeast Missouri
13
Eastern Illinois
18
eTennessee State
Austin Peay
20
23
OVC Tournament
26
OVC Tournament
27
OVC Tournament
• All Times Central

7-30 pm
7-30 pm
7-05 pm
7 30 pm
7 00 pm
730 pin
745 pm
TBA
TBA
TBA

Stop by
for a great
meal before
or after
SEAFOOD the game!

CI noD
11fed &t;r4ocildwe
Have you ever
had trouble
getting auto
insurance?

AiL
Contact your
independent State
Auto agent today!

About Tennessee Martin
*Location: Martin, Tenn.
*School Enrollment: 6,012
*Nicknames: Skyhawks
*Colors: Royal Blue, Orange & White
-Arena: Skyhawk Arena (6,700)
*Head Coach: Cal Luther

Martial Arts

State Auto
National
Can Help!
....-

cuff
Insurancli
118 South 5th St.• Murray •753.4451

S TATE AUTO

Jeff I
Dan McNutt

Greg McNutt

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

means better
grades!
Introductory
Special

Principal Broker

Commercial
Residential
Rentals • Property
Management

New Home...

includes Free Uniform
Call Today,

1315 Main Street• Murray, KY
Office: 502-759-1161 • 1-800-755-1236

Unleash 'tour Potential!

Full Service
102 South 12th St. Murray

759-3278

622 South 4th

2 Medium
3 Toppings

•Reg.Price S22.95
0// hart vt
..,min& rf
t
000 trith

Carry Out or Delivery

Give it tour hest shot
RACERS
Murray State
University

Date
Feb. 7
Feb. 14
Feb. 21
March 7
March 1
March 2
March 2
April 11
April 18
April 25
May 2
May 15
May 22
May 30
June 6
June 13
June 20
June 27
July 3
July 11
July 25
Aug. 7
Aug. 15
Aug. 22
Aug. 28
Sept 5
Sept. 11
Sept. 19
Sept. 26
Oct. 3
Oct. 10
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
Nov. 7
Nov. 14
Nov. 21
*All-star

We Accept Any
Competitors'Coupon
Valid at participating stores only Not valid with any other offer
Prices may vary Customer pays sales tax where applicable Our
drivers carry lesa than $20 00 Cash value 1/20t 01997 Dommo's
Pi,... Inc Expires 3-31-99

753-3030
Delivering a Million Smiles a Day:

Pub
that r(
betwe
stepfa
into a
chasm
NA
Monti
°panic
Bickfc
when
his wE
wheel
resent
father
strain'
&cid°
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THE WINSTON CUP CIRCUIT
COMING UP: The Bud Shootout
WHERE: Daytona International Speedway, Daytona Beach, Fla.
WHEN: Sunday, Feb. 7
DEFENDING CHAMPION: Rusty Wallace
LAST YEAR'S EVENT: Wallace took
advantage of a controversial restart to
speed away from Jeff Gordon, then the
leader, at the end. Gordon was slow
coming up to speed and, despite
protests, NASCAR allowed the ragged
restart to stand.
FORMAT: The program consists of two
events. The field for the Shootout is
derived from 1998 pole winners. The
drivers who led second-round qualifying
in at least one event last year are
included in a preliminary race, with the
winner transferring into the Shootout.
Both races are 25 laps, and both require

On T V
Throes Eastern
Daytona
ona 500 Qualifying
"
12:30 p.m.• Saturday • CBS
•PIHRA, Autozone WInternationals
10:30 a.m.• Sunday • ESPN2
•Winston Cup, Bud Shootout
Noon • Sunday• CBS

POINTS STANDINGS
WINSTON CUP
1 Jett Gordon, 5.328
2 Mark Martin, 4.964
3. Dale Jarrett, 4,619
4 Rusty Wallace, 4,501
5. Jeff Burton. 4,415
6. Bobby Labonte, 4,180
7. Jeremy Mayfield, 4,157
8 Dale Earnhardt, 3.928
9. Terry Labonte, 3.901
10 Bobby Hamilton, 3,786

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

BUSCH
D Earnhardt Jr., 4,469
Matt Kenseth, 4,421
M McLaughlin, 4,045
Randy LaJoie, 3,543
Elton Sawyer, 3,533
Phil Parsons. 3,525
Tim Fedewa, 3,515
Elliott Sadler, 3,470
Buckshot Jones, 3,453
Hermie Sadler. 3,340

TRUCK
1, Ron Hornaday, 4,072
2 Jack Sprague. 4,069
3 Joe Ruttman, 3,874
4. Jay Sauter, 3.672
5. Tony Raines, 3,596
6. Jimmy Hensley, 3,570
7 Stacy Compton, 3,542
8. Greg Butte, 3.276
9. Ron Barfield. 3,227
10. Mike Bliss, 3.216

a mandatory green-flag pit stop for
right-side tires between laps 10 and 12.
HISTORY: This race has been held
every year since 1979, but it was known
as the Busch Clash until last year, when
the preliminary qualifying race and the
mandatory pit stops were added.
ALSO THIS WEEKEND: The first two
positions in the Daytona 500 field will be
determined in time trials on Saturday,
Feb. 6.
AFTER THE SHOOTOUT: Following the
two 25-lap races on Sunday, Daytona
will hold its annual 200-mile race for drivers from the Automobile Racing Club
of America (ARCA).
•• •• ••

NEW PROVISIONS
A minor NASCAR adjustment to the
rules governing provisional starting
spots will limit the ability of ex-Winston

Cup champions to make fields this year.
An ex-champion — the category
includes Jeff Gordon, Terry Labonte,
Dale Earnhardt, Rusty Wallace, Bill
Elliott and Darrell Waltrip — now has his
potential uses of the provisional limited
for the first time. However, as long as
the driver's car owner remains among
the top 25 in the points standings, eight
such starts would not be counted
against his team.
The only way the rule will come into
play is if a driver, like Waltrip last year,
needs to use an excessive number of
provisionals to secure positions in starting fields.
Waltrip feels he should not need as
many because of an off-season change
that saw him move to a new Ford team
owned by Travis Carter.

PROFILE
Leek= Pram Our Readers

Rusty Wallace

Dear NASCAR This Week,
In regard to (an earlier question), you didn't answer why
Chrysler dropped out of racing.
I'd like to see the answer
myself, to see if it's the same one
I've heard all these years — how
NASCAR had to have a certain
bow-tie company involved in racing in order to survive and that it
would never let Chrysler dominate NASCAR again.
If this is the answer, do you
have the (guts) to say it? The only
way the "bow tie" could be competitive is to change the rules to
fit them. The gas crunch was just
a way to do it at the time.
Terry Vaughn
New Castle, Ind.

TOP TEN
Weekly rankings by NASCAR This Week wnter Monte Dutton. Last
week's ranking is in parentheseS.

1. Jeff Gordon (1)
Wants Shootout amends
2. Mark Martin (2)
Determined as always
3. Dale Jarrett (3)
Two 500 victories
4. Rusty Wallace (4)
Fastest in testing
5. Jeff Burton (5)
Breakout year?

6. Bobby Labonte (6)
See above
7. Jeremy Mayfield (7)
Wants to keep getting better
8. Dale Earnhardt (8)
Ready to roll again
9. Terry Labonte (9)
Things look better
10. Bobby Hamilton (10)
Not much history at beach

Dear Terry,
What you say may be true, but
we can't prove it and don't think
you can either.

- 1999 WINSTON CUP SCHEDULE
Date

Track

Location

Feb. 7
Daytona International Speedway'
Feb. 14 Daytona International Speedway
Feb. 21
North Carolina Speedway
March 7 Las Vegas Motor Speedway
March 14 Atlanta Motor Speedway
March 21 Darlington Raceway
March 28 Texas Motor Speedway
April 11
Bristol Motor Speedway
April 18 Martinsville Speedway
April 25 Talladega Superspeedway
May 2
California Speedway
May 15
Richmond International Raceway
May 22 Charlotte Motor Speedway'
May 30 Charlotte Motor Speedway
June 6
Dover Downs International Speedway
June 13 Michigan Speedway
June 20 Pocono Raceway
June 27 Sears Point Raceway
July 3
Daytona International Speedway
July 11
New Hampshire International Speedway
July 25
Pocono Raceway
Aug. 7
Indianapolis Motor Speedway
Aug. 15 Watkins Glen International
Aug. 22 Michigan Speedway
Aug. 28 Bristol Motor Speedway
Sept. 5
Darlington Raceway
Sept, 11 Richmond International Raceway
Sept. 19 New Hampshire International Speedway
Sept. 26 Dover Downs International Speedway
Oct. 3
Martinsville Speedway
Oct. 10
Charlotte Motor Speedway
Oct. 17 Talladega Superspeedway
Oct. 24 North Carolina Speedway
Nov. 7
Phoenix International Raceway
Nov. 14 Miami-Dade Homestead Motorsports Complex
Nov. 21
Atlanta Motor Speedway
'All-star event

Daytona Beach, Fla
Daytona Beach, rla
Rockingham, N.C.
Las Vegas. Nev.
Hampton, Ga.
Darlington, S.C.
Fort Worth, Texa,*
Bristol, Tenn.
Martinsville, Va.
Talladega, Ala.
Fontana, Calif.
Richmond, Va.
Concord, N.C.
Concord. N.C.
Dover. Del.
Brooklyn, Mich.
Long Pond, Pa.
Sonoma, Calif.
Daytona Beach, Fla
Loudon, N.H.
Long Pond, Pa.
Speedway, Ind.
Watkins Glen, N.Y.
Brooklyn, Mich.
Bristol. Tenn.
Darlington. S.C.
Richmond. Va.
Loudon, N.H.
Dover. Del.
Martinsville, Va.
Concord. N.C.
Talladega. Ala.
Rockingham. N.C.
Avondale, Ariz.
Homestead, Fla.
Hampton. Ga.

FEUD OF THE WEEK
Jeff Gordon vs. John Bickford
Published reports hinted
that relations are not the best
between Gordon and the
stepfather who molded him
into a three-time Winston Cup
champion.
NASCAR This Week's
Monte Dutton gives his
opinion: "What a bogus story.
Bickford was hard on Jeff
when his stepson was making
his way through the openwheel ranks. Jeff felt some
resentment on occasion. What
father and son never had such
strain? The bottom line is that
Bickford helped make Gordon

the great
champion
he is, and
Jeff is
grateful
for his
stepfather's
positive
effect on
his career.
Jeff is
Gordon
now
responsible for his own life.
Isn't that what being an adult
is all about?"

Dear NASCAR This Week,
I was wondering how Mark
Martin has been doing since his
surgery. Is he still going to drive
(in the Busch Grand National)?
He's my favorite driver.
Shirl Lary
Albemarle, N.C.

John Clark/NASCAR This Week

Rusty Wallace talks with crew member Jeff Thousand.
By Monte Dutton
NASCAR This Week
A year ago when Rusty
Wallace won the Bud
Shootout, it was symbolic of
the end of the veteran driver's
jinx at Daytona and Talladega,
NASCAR's fastest tracks.
•
Wallace went on to finish fifth.,
in both Winston Cup races at
Daytona International Speedway. His average finish was
12.25 at the tracks, which had
been his Achilles' heel.
He started 13th in last
year's Bud Shootout, ran up
front throughout and emerged
the winner, besting Jeff Gordon in a controversral restart.
Wallace turned in the
fastest speed during presea- son testing at Daytona.
HOMETOWN: St. Louis,
Mo.
AGE: 42

WIFE: Patti
CHILDREN: Greg, Katie,
Stephen
CAR: No. 2 Miller Lite Ford
Taurus, owned by Penske
Racing South.
CAREER FIRSTS: Start
(March 16, 1980, at Atlanta),
pole (June 26, 1987, at Michigan), win (April 6, 1986, at
Bristol).
DESCRIBE YOUR STRATEGY FOR DAYTONA."Our
goal is to return to Daytona
with two cars (one for the
Shootout, another for the 500)
that are identical. We're hoping to take them off the truck
and be able to run the same
speed with both of them. At
least that's the goal. It seems
like there's always one car
that's a tick faster or just handles a wee bit better."
HOW DID YOU GET
YOUR PERFORMANCE

TRIVIA

Vibes wit
WHO'S HOT?
Tim Beverley has
found a sponsor, Lucky
Dog prepaid phone cards,
for No. 45 and Rich Bickle.
WHO'S NOT?
Bill Elliott also has a sponsor
for his No. 13 and driver Dick
Trickle, but it's only for one
race.

TURNED AROUND AT DAYTONA? "We finally have the
competitive equipment to get
the job done on the big
tracks. I've said all along that,
if we had the right stuff, we
could race with them. Well,
thanks to a lot of work by our
guys in finding the necessary
horsepower and thanks to
better aerodynamics, we have
what we need, and it's really
starting to pay off."
HOW DID YOU FEEL
WHEN DALE EARNHARDT
PUT HIS DAYTONA 500 JINX
TO REST LAST YEAR? "I
was so proud to see Dale win
the race last year because
he's been chasing that one for
so long. Well, finally, he
caught his big fish that kept
getting away, and now it's our
turn to get us a Daytona 500
win. That's what we're shooting for."

1. Who was the first driver to finish a Winston Cup race in less than
three hours?
2. What is the name of the 44-acre lake in the infield of Daytona
International Speedway?
Ptkon exel Z
9L61. UI
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When You Need It
We accept
insurance
wart;

LEDGER & TIMES

All Work Guaranteed
& 39 Years In
Business
- Rental Cars
Available -

753-9892

Specializing in:
• Unibody Collision Repair
• Frame Racks For Adequate Service
• Advanced Paintliging System

Hopliclass Auto
Body Repair
N. 7th tit. Murray

iinfEt8 APPrIS

CALL FOR SUBSCRIPTION
INFORMATION
175.MI-1SIII
1001 WHITNELLL AVENUE • MURRAY. h Y

Dear Shirl,
Martin did not have surgery.
His doctors advised against it. He
remains in some pain, but plans to
continue his active schedule in
Winston Cup, Busch Grand
National and IROC.
If you've got a question or a
comment, write: NASCAR
This Week Your Turn, Go
The Gaston Gazette, 2500 E.
Franklin Blvd., Gastonia,
N.C. 28054

•Only one driver who
will be in the Daytona
500 raced at Daytona
last week. Ernie lryan
co-drove a BMW in the
Rolex 24. Will that give
lrvan any kind of
advantage? Probably
not. But he is a former
500 winner, and it may
at least give him a psychological lift coming
off an injury-plagued
season.

Fan Tips

4•P*

Daytona officials have built
grandstands and luxury
boxes on the back stretch.
As a means of marketing
the new seats and justifying the ticket prices, we are
now asked to refer to that
part of the track as the
"superstretch." What's
super about it? The stands
may be new, but the track
is still the same.
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everything

is

better

in

HOROSCOPES

nature

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, Feb 6.
1999
You have an opportunity to learn more
about excellent communication this year
You might have an innate tendency to make
severejudgments or put yourselfin troublesome situations Be more open to innovative ways of thinking_ Restructure your
daily life to make it more rewarding. Many
important changes will be reflected in your
home life. Do not be idealistic about work
or someone you put on a pedestal. This
person can only tumble off. If you are
single.a new romance is likely. Open up and
kiss negative thinking goodbye.Ifattached.
communication and realistic thinking are
critical. SCORPIO pushes your buttons.

Pairk

Puri:; Lundinu
1-"riday

;.) tl.ir (.1

Entrees
Shrimp Ettoffee
Jumbo Fried Shrimp
Peel & Eat Shrimp
Fried Oysters
Crab Meat • Crab Legs
Stuffed Deviled Crab
Frog Legs • Catfish
Baked Salmon
Baked Chicken
Chef Carved Roast Beef

Entrees
Chef Carved
Prime Rib
Southern Fried Quail
Barbecue Pork Ribs
Roast Beef
Homemade Schnitzel
Chicken Stir Fry
Catfish
Fried Shrimp
Spaghetti

59.95 plus tax / Drink not included

$9.95 plus tax / Drink not included

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; 3-Average;
2-So-so; 1-Difficult

uridDy Lunch
Entrees
Chicken & Dressing • Chef Carved Roast Beef
Roast Pork Tenderloin • Catfish • Baked Salmon • Crab Meat
Chef Carved Prime Rib • Fried Chicken • Baked Deviled Crab
Peel and Eat Shrimp
$7.95 plus tax / Drink not included
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PARKS

Call 753-1916 today with all your society news!
DEAR

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You right be negative with others.
Listen to feedback. Think through decisions carefully. You might find many of
your ideals falling by the wayside. Confirm
plans,especially with friends and around a
much-coveted activity. Tonight: Be easygoing, for your sake.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Finish errands as soon as you can.
You could feel overwhelmed by what is
going on. Your plate is full,though once you
clear out some "musts." you feel better.
Allow more input from a partner. even if,
on some level, you find them "out to
lunch." Tonight: Work on a relationship.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You generally don't feel pulled between long-term goals and a loved one.
However,right now you see an opposition.
Let your playful personality ease a tense
situation. Slow down this afternoon. Do
something just for you. That could be a nap!
Tonight: Easy does it.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You might not be able to meet the
demands of a boss or parent. Take care of
your home and personal needs. Allow a
child or loved one's contribution. Let the
kid in you out. Others appreciate your
energy. Being open allows more caring into
your life. Tonight: Could be a sizzler.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Start a conversation in a difficult
moment. A change in plans seems inevitable. This is a good thing! Look for the
silver lining in a cloud. A partner appreciates your ability to be positive, though he
might have a distorted view, in general.
Tonight: Put up your feet!
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Deal with a financial problem. You
cannot avoid it. though you might want to.
Don't take on more work unless you are
sure it will benefit you.Someone might be
pulling the wool over your eyes. Check out
a proposition. Talk to a misted friend who
is quite knowledgeable.Tonight: Be realistic.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You may smile in the face of difficulty. However,clarity about a partner and
his expectations is important. A financial
nsk will backfire. Ills pie-in-the-sky daydreaming.Sometimes you can delude yourself. Money discussions are important:
find an accountant or someone in the know.
Tonight: Cut the budget.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** You have pushed way beyond your
limits. Fatigue and negativity mark interactions. Slow down nght now;take some time
off. Keep your own counsel rather than
getting into a hot discussion. Be realistic
about a family member. Tonight: Beam in
what you want.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Don't be disappointed by
another's negativity. How you approach a
loved one might be very different than
originally anticipated. Think before you
leap into action. In fact, you might want to
pull back. It is clear you aren't getting the
whole story. Observe. Tonight: A low
profile is best.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Another knows how to incite you
Stay light and easy. Don't let another push
you. Your best bet might be to escape; take
in an artshow or visit a quaint part of town.
The break will help you gain perspective.
A fnend is full of fun: getting together puts
a smile on both your faces. Tonight You
make a party happen!
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Emphasize objectivity. You could
be confused by some news,or feel as if you
aren't being leveled with. Take responsibility. Bring friends and family together for a
fun outing. Others appreciate your caring.
Tonight: Pinch yourself— you aren't being
realistic about another.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March'20)
*** Financial problems could have you
feeling that another is out of sync, but you
don't understand his reaction. Pressure is
high. Listen to feedback:seek information.
Make long-distance calls. Touch base with
a relative who really cares about you. Tonight: Escape to where there is music.
BORN TODAY
Actress Kathy Najimy (1957), singer
Natalie Cole(1950),journalist Tom Brokaw
(1940)

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation
department between

5:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday or
4:30- 5:00 p.m.
Saturday at
7534916.
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PRIMESTAR CUSTOMER,
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF A

PRIME UPGRADE SPECIAL
NOW!

i

Give us your PRIMESTAR bill and we'll give you a

O FREE DISH NETWORK DIGITAL SATELLITE TV SYSTEM
FREE BASIC PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION
100%
DIGITAL

Requires a 1-year programming commitment

YOU'LL ENJOY
•No more lease payments — YOU OWN IT!
•Improved Programming Values
—No Rate Increase Guaranteed—
'Over 300 crystal-clear, digital channels available
•Smaller, 18" dish antenna
'On-screen interactive Program Guide
'Pay-Per-View movies starting at only $2.99/ea.
Hundreds of programming options, including Sports, Movies, Music and
International programming.
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We will be glad to answer any questions you may have!
Please call today!
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LET US PUT YOU BEHIND
THE WHEEL OF A QUALITY
USED CAR OR TRUCK
1998 GMC 2500 Pickup - St. #496. V-8, 5 speed, only 3,000 miles
$17,995
1998 Silverado Z71 - St. #99163.1. Local, one owner, full power, only 21,000 miles $21,500
1998 Chev. Blazer 4x4 LT - St. #990121. Local, one owner, full warranty, 24,100 miles, fully
loaded.
Was $27495.00
,

BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8, Times photo

PICK UP STICKS: Robert Clark, a cattle farmer on KY 1828, cleans up storm debris on his
property Thursday.

Li

Students,teacher injured in Africa
a

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Five
high school students and a teacher
from Louisville were injured in a
bus accident while in the African
nation of Ghana as part of an
exchange program.
Some of the students were
thrown from the bus as it rolled
over several times Tuesday, and
the teacher's hand was crushed, Ballard High School Principal Sandy
Allen said Wednesday.
The students suffered head
injuries, lacerations, and bruises,
Allen said. Two remained hospitalized in the capital city of Accra
with mild concussions.
Teacher Louis Bryant, who has
taught at Ballard for more than a
decade, was the most seriously
injured. He underwent hand surgery Tuesday night.
John D. Spence, whose 16-yearold daughter Ellen was on the trip,
said she called Tuesday to say
that she had been in an accident
but was not seriously injured. He
said his daughter, who was probably the least injured member of
the group, was ready to come
home.
"It's frustrating," Spence said.
"You want to be able to reach

out and help your kid but you
can't because she's so far away."
Allen said the students and
Bryant were in Accra to visit Achimoto Academy, with which Ballard has exchanged students several times in the past.
They were traveling on a small
bus when a tire blew out, causing the bus to roll over at least
five times, Allen said.
The students, who had been
asleep on the bus, were not wearing seat belts because not all seats
on the bus had them.
Bryant's right hand, which was
outside a window, was crushed
when the vehicle flipped over.
Since school officials learned
of the accident Tuesday, frenzied
efforts have been under way on
both continents to try to get Bryant
and the students home.

The American Embassy in Ghana
initially had arranged for the group
to fly to New York on Wednesday. United Parcel Service volunteered a passenger jet and crew
to fly parents and school officials,
free of charge, to New York to
meet them.
But the plans fell through after
a Ghanaian doctor told the American Embassy that he couldn't
release one of the injured students.
Allen said.
Bryant said he wouldn't leave
without the student, and the rest
of the group decided to stay and
leave at midnight tonight on their
originally scheduled flight, Allen
said.
Allen, an assistant and at least
one of the students' parents plan
to take a commercial flight 5) New
York to meet the group Saturday.

Call 753-1916 ext. 27 to
report a news tip. you could
eqrn $10!
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$1 49
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1997 Dodge Intrepid - St. #493. V-6, auto, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette, burgandy
Reduced $12,975
1997

Dodge Stratus - St. #495. Auto, NC, white, PM,P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette
Reduced

$9,988

1997 Dodge 1500 Club Cab SLT - St. #99077.1. White, v-8, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise,
27,000 miles
Reduced $17,995
1997 Dodge 1500 Club Cab SLT - St. #99098.1. v-8, auto., A/C, PM,P/L, tilt & cruise, 34,000
miles, burgandy
Reduced $17,995
1996 Toyota Camry - St. #991761. Local trade, one owner, full power
Reduced $11,785
1996 Dodge 1500 Club Sport - St. #99188.1. v-8, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette...
$15,995
1996 Ford Windstar GL Van - St. #99053.1. Rear A/C, V-6, 39,000 miles
$13,955
1996 Chevrolet 3500 Crew Cab 4 Door Dually Diesel - St. #99018.1. Red, auto., P/W,
P/L
$20,995
1996 Nissan Sentra GXE - St. #980901. One owner, full power, 34,160 miles, factory warranty,
very nice.
Was $10,995

Sale Price

$8,995

1996 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo 4x4 - St. #99181.1. v-8, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, P. seats,
leather, local 1 owner
Reduced $14,986
1996 Pontiac Grand Prix - St. #97379.3. 4 dr., V-6, auto., A/C, PAN, P/L, tilt & cruise, 38,000
miles
$9,995
1995 Chevrolet Ex Cab 1500 4x4 Z71 - St. #99199.1. White, 53,000 miles
$17,995
1995 Chrysler Cirrus LX - St. #99212.5. V-6, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette, 41,000
miles
$9,872
1995 Honda Civic - St. #5270. One owner, great gas mileage
$7,285
1995 Pontiac Grand Prix- St. #991851. Local, one owner, full power, only 45,000 miles

1994 Dodge 3500 Cab/Chassis 4WD - St. #99276.1. V-10, auto.
1994 Dodge 1500 LWB ST - St. #99139.1. Blue/tan, V-8, auto., A/C, tilt & cruise

Reduced
/
.
1

#7011414, #7011273,

•Rust-Free Tank
•Adjustable Nozzle
•Flexible Wand
•Carry Handle

$7,784

1994 Dodge 8250 Corm Van - St. #98321.1. Burgandy, V-6, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise..
Reduced $7,995
1993 Chevrolet 1500 SWB Silverado Pickup - St. #99086.1. Red, V-8, auto., PM, P/L, tilt
& cruise
$8,986
1993 Dodge Grand Caravan LE - St. #98295.1. Blue, V-6, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise
$6,995
19§2 GMC 1/2 Ton Ext. Cab - St. #98547.1. Local, one owner,87,242 miles, excellent

s2po

•••

$6,995
$10,986

Reduced

-Won't Splinter or Split
•High Visibility Yellow
-Strong & Lightweight

Starting At

$10,495

Sale Price

1995 Dodge Caravan - St. #99037.1. V-6, auto., A/C, PS/PB, 7 passenger seating

#7012818
ACE
Poly Tank Sprayers

(

$25,600

Sale Price

condition.
Was $12,495.00.

IlEW1 Fiberglass Handle
icE Garden Shovels
and Rakes

170018, #70024

•.11.•

condition.
Was $28,995.00

1995 Chevrolet Suburban - St. #991641. Local, one owner, full power, excellent condition
$18,985
1995 Chrysler LHS - St. #985442. Local one owner, full power, nice
Reduced $9,795
1995 Olds Cutlass Supreme - St. #991101. Local one owner, full power, extra nice
Reduced $7,885
1995 Chev. Camaro - St. #99242.1. V-6, auto., A/C
$9,995
1995 Subaru Legacy LS 4 Dr. - St. #985001. Local trade, full power, 84,000 miles, excellent

eir

Shovel

1998 Mazda 3000 Ex. Cab 4x4 - St. #99076.1. V-6, auto., A/C, PM,P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette.
Reduced $15,986
1998 Jeep Cherokee WD Ltd.- St. #99120.1. P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, PS, cassette/CD,
leather, local one ownerReduced $18,996
1997 Dodge Stratus - St. #99154.1. 4 door, green, auto., A/C, tilt & cruise, cassette, only 24,000
miles
$10,982
1997 Ford F150 XL Club Cab Pickup - St. #98296.5. V-6, auto., PS/PB, P/L,31,000 miles....
$15,995
1997 Buick Regal - St. #991431.4 door, local, one owner, full power
$13,785
1997 Saturn SW2 Station Wagon - St. #99240.1. Tan, auto., P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise $11,995
1997 Mustang GT - St. #98377.1. Black, V-8, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, 27,000 miles
$15,492
1997 Chev. S10 Ext. Cab - St. #981231. One owner,6 cyl., only 31,000 miles, factory warranty.
Was $13,995.00
Sale Price $11,940
1997 Chev. Tahoe 4 Dr. - St. 8990471. Local, one owner, full power, only 38,500 miles, excellent

$,485

&et ICea-o/29

Round Point
or Square

$24,400

Sale Price

condition.
Was $12,495

Reduced $9,900

1986 Chevrolet Monte Carlo - St. #99191.1. V-8, white, only 54,000 miles, rear wheel drive
2 Gallon

Reduced $2,995
All Vehicles Subject To Prior Salo

("Whatever It Takes. We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company.')

"With ACE, We're Your Complete Do-It-Yourself
Plumbing, Repair Store."

fllUq
qAY
A
SUPPLY COMPANY

Pt-P'PteY
2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

0,)

Inc.

Hardware

"Your Hometown Hardware Store"

208 E. Main 753-3361

Dodge

b.

2420 E. Wood St
Paris. TN
CC:
7
(901)642-3900
•
CHEVROLET
1-800-325-3229

iriEpolidernoble.

eikeAgre.
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TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL.

RATES

Ad Deadlines

753-1916

$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
(AD .1 AeL Most Rim Wahtm 6 Dto PerAod

Publish

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Fri.

LAM Ads 16 00 muuraum 1st day 64 per owed per day for each okhuonal coma:Arun
day
$2.00 estra foe
- (Toes . Cilassaheds n into S
Gusde)12.01) mei tut Mad bus ads

Just Say "Charge It"
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Chltdcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings

165 Antique
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuaaday.
Wsidnasiday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wad. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

.••

ADJUSTMENTS

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES
1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

•••.•611111111e•

010

010

Legal Notice

010

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

INVITATION FOR BIDS
SUBJECT: MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM
401 OLIVE STREET, MURRAY,KY 42071
ADDITION/ALTERATIONS TO EXISTING OFFICE BUILDING
Murray Electric System will receive sealed bids for the construction of
the above referenced project as described herein and as set forth in
the contract documents.
In general, the project consists of an addition & alterations to Murray
Electric Systems existing offices, located at 401 Olive Street, Murray,
KY.
Divisions of work include, but are not limited to cutting & patching,
selective demolition, earthwork, termite control, cement concrete
pavement, landscaping, cast-in place concrete, unit masonry, coldformed metal framing, metal fabrications, misc. carpentry, metalplate-connected wood trusses, interior architectural woodwork, cold
fluid-applied waterproofing, building insulation, manufactured roof
panels, sheet metal flashing & trim, joint sealants, steel doors &
frames, flush wood doors, swinging automatic entrance doors, hardware, glazing, gypsum board assemblies, ceramic tile, acoustical
panel ceilings, resilient tile flooring, carpet, painting, toilet compartments, access flooring, and toilet & bath accessories.
Bids will be received for the above project until 2:00 PM Prevailing
Time, on the 9TH day of March, 1999 at Murray Electric System, 401
Olive Street, Murray, KY 42071, at which time and place all bids will
be publicly opened and read aloud.
Proposed forms of contract documents are on file at the office of J.
Patrick Kerr, Architect, 1117 North 8th St., Post Office Box 2266,
Paducah, KY 42002-2266, Farris, Hatcher, Tremper & Assoc., 124 S.
31st St., P.O. Box 7209, Paducah, KY 42002-7209, and at the Murray
Electric System offices, and may be obtained at the office of the
Architect on and after February 10, 1999. Copies of the documents
will also be on file at the following locations for examination by interested parties:
Associated General Contractors
2201 McCracken Blvd.
Paducah, KY 42001

Associated General Contractors
1623 Highway 121 Bypass
Murray, KY 42071

Dodge Reports
1033 Mt. Pleasant Road, Ste 1
Evansville, IN 47711

Dodge Reports
1604 Elm Hill Pk #200
Nashville, TN 37210

TO: Lillian Robertson and all other unknown
person who may claim interest in the subject
matter of this action.
RE: Calloway Circuit Court, Civil Action File
No. 99-CI-0024 Captioned: Martha Galloway,
(a/k/a Martha K. Galloway; a/k/a Martha T.
Galloway), Plaintiff vs. Lillian Robertson,
Defendant
The undersigned attorney filed an action
in the Calloway Circuit Court to notify the
above identified individual and all other
unknown persons who may claim any interest in the subject matter of this lawsuit, that
an action has been filed regarding real property'consisting of 0.0111 acres located at 207
South 13th Street, Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky (and more particularly described
in the lawsuit). The Plaintiff in this action
asserts that she is the owner of the property
and that any rights you may have in the
property should be terminated.
Unless a defense or answer to the lawsuit
is made by you on or before February 9, 1999
a judgment by default may be granted
against you. Copies of the complaint can be
obtained from the Clerk of the Calloway
Circuit Court, Judicial Building, 312 South
4th Street, Murray, KY 42071.
Sarah Coursey Curd
304 North 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFF

Say

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds
Notice

NOTICE
In April 1998 House Bill #568 was passed (The
Collections Bill). This hill states that: At the
expiration of the 5% penalty period, all property.tax bills not yet paid will be subject to a 10%
penalty. However, an additional sheriff's addon fee represented by 109i of the total tax and
the 10% penalty will be added to the bills as
well at the expiration of the 59f penalty period
If you have any questions concerning any of
these issues, do not hesitate to write
Department of Property Valuation, 200 Fair
Oaks Lane, Frankfort, KY 40620 or call
(502) 564-8338.

ft

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE19?
Unless still in School
or College, their family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular
Major Medical Policy
offers comprehensive
benefit's at reasonable rates. For free
information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local claim service"
ALTERATION'S
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
CONSIDERING Abortion'?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700.
FOR Good Clean Fun,
Stop by
CORNER POCKETS in
Almo Heights. Formerly
Thweaft's Service Station.
There's games for all ages
including pool. There'S
even snacks.
Open every evening except Wednesday and
Sunday. We even book
parties
HOUSE of Clothes, 5
miles west of Kirksey Hwy
464. Womens Winter
Clothes 2 for $1.00.
489-2243
NOW OPEN: Judy's Ceramics Rte. 299 & Washer
Rd. Phone 489-6176. Register now for classes.
Cleaning, painting, etc.
PIROUETTE FASHIONS
Alterations & custom sewing. 767-0579.

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER
Packages starting at $99,
4yrs experience. Lifetime
member International
Freelance Photographers
Organization 753-1001.

Beanie Baby
Sale
New Arrivals:
Millennium,
Signature
& Valentino

Special:
Princess or Erin

$9.95
Britannia available
Kidz Kloset

Hwy. 79 W., Paris, TN
Friday & Sat.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
WYANT'S CAR VALET
Handwashing, detailing,
wax jobs, free pickup and
delivery service in town.
Quality products and Satisfaction is Guaranteed!
Gift Certificates Available
Handwash & Detail $20
Vans, Trucks, SUV's $25
Wax Jobs $45 & $55
753-7262
050
fwy
Loft and ltatind

FOUND
Small solid black female
cat in Gatesborough
subdivision

762-1500 or
753-8310
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
You're loved one we'll
try to find,
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted
APPLICATIONS are now
being accepted for Tupperware Representatives
for this area. Call
502-527-3076.
AUTOMOTIVE
TECHNICIANS
Immediate openings. Must
have own tools. Ideal candidates will be ASE certified. Rate based on experience, 401(k) plan and
benefits. Apply to Terry
Mooney, Service Manager,
Peppers Chevrolet- Oldsmobile- Cadillac- Toyota.
2420 E. Wood Street, Paris, TN 38242.
AVON
Earn extra income by representing the #1 cosmetics
company 1-888-669-6820.
IND/SLS/REP.
CARPENTER
needed.
Call 436-5670
DRIVERS
NEEDED:
LOOK! Get your CDL and
a great job Train Locally
Earn up to $800 or more.
Get weekends off.
1-800-398-9908_
DRIVERS Wanted!
Bestway Trucking. Inc
Meet Recruiter at the
Championship
Outlaw
Truck & Tractor Pull, Feb
5th & 6th 07:00pm. For
more information Call 800676-2378 Ext. 249 or 350
HENRY County Medical
Center has full time R.N
positions available on
Psych. 7a-7p, & 7p-7a and
Mod- Surg. 7p-7a. Apply in
Human Resources, Mon.
Fri. 8am-3p We otter an
excellent benefit package
EOE

FULL time Tennessee licensed physical therapy
Murray Supply
assistant. Forward resume
and salary requirements
to: LP.T.A., PO Box 756,
Viholesale Electric
Camden, TN 38320.
Has openings for
INGRAM Barge Company
1
full time & 1 part
will be accepting applicatime Salesperson.
tions for Deckhands at the
Department for EmployApply in person
ment Services @ 418 S.
Tues., Feb. 9th
6th Street, Paducah, KY
between
8 a.m.
on Mon. Feb. 8th & Tues.
& 5 p.m. at
Feb. 9th from 8:00am3:00pm. You must have a
204 E. Main St.
picture I.D. and Social Security card to apply. EOE, RESIDENTIAL/ recreationM/FN.
al staff to work with developmentally disabled adults
nights, weekends, holiFULL TIME MEAT
days. Wages start $6/11r.
CUTTER NEEDED
Benefits: 401K, medical/
Benefil package ava
dental full time employees.
Send resume to
Apply: Community AlternaP.O.Box 1040H
tives 6145 Symsonia Hwy,
Murray, Ky 42071
Symsonia, KY 42082.
Phone 527-2255. Crime
INSTALLATION
checks conducted.
Technician
E0E/M/F/DN.
Need individual for cellular
and two-way installations.
MURRAY Electric System
Installation experience a
is seeking a full time cusplus. Computer knowledge
tomer service representapreferred. Excellent benetive. This front office desk
fits. Salary based upon exposition requires an indiperience. Send resume to:
vidual that can handle mulWood Communications
ti-tasks in a fast paced enP.O.Box 716
vironment. Ideal candidate
417-421 W. Reelfoot Ave.
should have at least 2
Union City, TN 38281
years college, computer
800-489-4793 or Fax reskills, and possess excelsume to: 901-885-6500.
lent customer & communiLOCAL medical office
looking for mature, energenetic, and dependable
person to do basic office
tasks. Must have good typing skills and be able to
work well with the public.
Position will be 12-16
hours per week. Please
send resume' with references to: P.O. Box 1040A,
Murray, KY 42071.
NOW hiring waitresses ,
dancers & floor managers
at the Foxy Lady, Paris,
TN For more information
call 901-642-6177 or 901644-0107. No experience
necessary.

4.•.detuaal416•11111844/016
• 184446
,
MM. • I
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cation skills. Professional
appearance and attitude
desired. Utility experience
preferred.
Applications
may be obtained at MES
office, 401 Olive Street,
Monday 2-8-99 thru Wednesday 2-10-99. Completed applications must be
returned to MES office
by 12:00 noon, Monday
2-15-99.
SPORTABLE Scoreboards
has several full-time inside
sales positions available.
Hours are M-F 8am-5pm.
Call Charlene in Sales after 3:30pm. 759-1600.

WANTED:
Top Notch Millwrights
Journeyman Electricians

Good Wages and Fringe Benefit Pkg.
Per Diem
"When Qualified" and Overtime.

Call 1-800-335-0324
ask for B.J.

SALESMAN for GM dealership consisting of four
franchises.
Experience
preferred. Send resume to:
Resident, 1401 S 12th
Street, Murray, KY 42071,
Attention: Job Apps.
(Anyone who submitted a
resume, please resubmit
one due to an address
change.)
SECRETARY/ Bookkeeper: 8:30- 5:00, M-F. Must
be
computer
literate.
Quickbooks experience
preferred. Must have excellent bookkeeping skills,
be organized, professional, honest, punctual, with
excellent telephone/ communication skills. Multitasking required. Only
qualified need apply.
502-767-0000
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring daytime grill cook.
Please apply in person
926 S 12th St, Murray.

Part tilliC&lull 11111C
D Ii Worka. Part
mcat rapper.
Appl\ in person

Ow ens Folid Nlarket
Nlain St.. NItirra
NI)

Calls

Plcase

CLEANING houses is my
business., Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
CLEANING Houses. Interior Design. Landscaping.
Light
Construction
&
More!! Call 436-2299.
I Do house cleaning. Have
references and reasonable. Call 527-3653.

PRIVATE DUTY
NURSING
In your home, hospital or
in a provided residential
home.
Experienced, Certified,
References
24 hour service, 7 days a
week.

489-2763 or 489-2753
WILL do errands within
city limits, such as grocery
shopping, picking up medicine, etc. References
available. 753-8615.

Wi
ohny ARe
Pay Higher
ce
rs
hPic
Rental

BUSINESS
FOR SALE
Master Tire Serv.
753-7342
759-1777

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th Murray. KY 42071
Phone:753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

CARPET & FL OR C VERIN
You've tried dui rest, now come to the best! 11 You're
tired of not getting the service you paid for. come lot
the Knights take care of you. 56 years combined experience and product guarantees means you CAN tio
go wrong with us. We're not happy until you're happy!

Jim Knight
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight

753-7728

Hwy. 641 - 1-1/2 Wei eouth of
Murray to Tom Taylor Road Right
1500 yards.

Murray
Torn Taylor Rd

Knight's
Halal K

CASH for
Old or Ns

CASH pail
rifles, she
tols. Be
Goods, 51

FURNITUI
Primitive),
and othe
piece or al
WANTED:
go-carts, 8
need work

$9,000 \

crypt at Is
Gardens f
753-7394

1977 CHE
Cavalier fc
iron bed
frame. 436
3/4 MAT1
Sal
Smith Mi
Sym
502-

ASHLEY
excellent c
ble speed
combustor.
ble 759-18

FOR Sale
for trans!
Brand, tot
Wheat set
used. Per
$450. Call
5pm.

To Say:

HAPPY 50TH f3IRTH DAY!
SUSAN WILLIAMS FISHER
(CCH5 Class of'67)

for
cut to
& ac(
frame

MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER
Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times

1-,

Must have own automobile, good driving
record and have own insurance.
Six days per week delivery of Ledger & Times.
Earn $12,000-$16,000 or more per year.
If interested contact Jeff Duncan, Circulation
Manager at the Murray Ledger & Times,
between 8am-12pm at 753-1916.

Teel

Journey Lineworker
Comput

The Murray Electric System is now taking appli- •
cations for (1) one, first-class journey lineworker. Responsibilities include working on poles or
steel structures, climbing or working out of aerial devices in the construction, maintenance,
and operations of overhead and underground
electric systems to inspect, repair, and maintain
system. Requirements for this position are as
follows: high school or general education diploma, four years of related experience, which
must include the successful completion of an
approved 4 year apprentice program.
Applicants must hold a Class A, CDL Drivers
License, with airbrake endorsement, capable of
transferring to the state of Kentucky.
Experience with working for a municipal or
cooperative utility is a preference. Excellent
salary range, with an impressive benefit package. Contact Mike Wilson, Murray Electric
System,(502) 762-1713, EOE.

502

1505

TI
MARKETING in herbal,
botanical, skin care, cosmetics, nutritional products. Unlimited income
Call Pam Perry,
502-522-8758.

"STOP"

Her Cheers Have Long Faded
Her Hair-Yes! Now Shaded
For The Last Ten Years
We Have Waited

MDM
Repairs,
stallationt
systems ti
site servi
tech
75
742-1552

"COMPUTERS are entertaining, educational and
useful for numerous tasks
such as creating greeting
cards, typing letters or reports, and managing money? Get on theVOrld wide
web with a Hawkins Research computer. Get
ninety days same as cash
financing with payments
equal to $11.23 per week
at Hawkins Research, Inc.
Used computers available1304 Chestnut Street,
Murray, Kentucky- 502753-7001."

(BRIGGS & STRATTON)

MECHANICAL ENGINEER
424 Description
There is an immediate opening in the Poplar Bluff,
MO area for a Mechanical Engineer with expenence
in building systems and processes, including but not
limited to; air compressors, HVAC, boilers, chillers,
and telephone systems.
The successful candidate will also work with the
plant maintenance department in maintaining these
systems: outside contracting on building modifications and improvement, and assisting production
areas as directed by the Engineer Manager
EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE
• Four year degree in Engineenng or related field
required.
• Strong background in mechanical and facilities
engineenng preferred
• Good communication and interpersonal skills.
• Expenence working in a team oriented environment
a plus.
Mail all resumes to: Briggs and Stratton Corp.
Attention. Fred Grayson
Rt. 11 Box 20
Poplar Bluff MO 63901
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Apartnunts Far Rent
MDM Computers
Repairs, upgrades arid installations. Custom built
systems to your specs. On
site service by certified
tech. 753-2316 -pager
742-1552.

r..16
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OLD couch for sale WEIDER Pro Home gym
Cheap! $25.00 Will make it bench, leg, & military
yours. Call 759-9215.
press and lat. pull
PROM dresses, garters,
767-0015 after 5
shoes, jewelry &
tuxedo rentals.
Merle Norman
98 W 5th St
$30.00 a nck delivered
Benton, KY
753-4980
502-527-8899
FIREWOOD
Cut, split and
SEE
us for your barn or
CASH for GI Joes Toys.
roof metal. Cut to length. delivered, also light haulOld or New. 753-7185.
ing. 489-2092.
CASH paid for good, used Covers 36 inches, many GOOD Firewood,
$18.00/
colors.
Economy Metal &
rifles, shotguns, and pisrick, u pickup. 753-6842.
Supply
Co.
489-2722.
tols
Benson Sporting
STOVE wood-seasoned
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Mur- SOFA & chair. $75. 492and green wood, $20/rick,
8209.
ray.
for
sale, U-haul 753-4109.
FURNITURE (Antique or STRAW
435-4113
00/bale
$2
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1
piece or all. Call 753-3633.
PIANO or organ lessons.
WANTED: Riding mowers,
electric
go-carts, & 4-wheelers that DRYER
$95 Prefer older beginners and
washer $95, dishwashe adults. 753-1810
need work. 436-2867.
built-in $95, all In excellent
condition. Kenny
759-3180
WASHER & dryer, runs NO down payment to
qualified buyer. Lot with
$9,000 VALUE double good $125 pair.
well and septic 767-9435.
crypt at Murray Memorial
759-9677
Gardens for $5,000. 502753-7394 after 530pm.
1977 CHEVY truck & 1984
Cavalier for parts. Antique
iron bed and quilting
frame. 436-6041.
3/4 MATTRESS Sets on
Sale, 48x72.
Smith Mattress Factory
Symsonia, KY
502-851-3160
ASHLEY fireplace insert,
excellent condition! Variable speed blower, catalytic
combustor. $800 negotiable. 759-1890.
FOR Sale: T-Shirt press
for transfers. National
Brand, top of the line,
w/heat set & timer, hardly
used. Perfect condition,
$450. Call 474-8704 after
5pm.

2PC living room group, 14X55 2br, 1 bath, most
$14.95/wk. Call 753-4663. appliances, good condition. 759-1066.
BEDROOM
group,
14X70 FLEETWOOD, 2br,
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
THOMASVILLE bedroom 1 bath, microwave & dishgroup, table 4 chairs, washer. 753-9866.
1989 SPIRAL, 16x70, 3
washer, dryer, miscellanebedroom, 2 bath. Central
ous furniture. 753-4097.
air conditioning, clean
home with new carpet.
Down payment approx.
$800.00 with monthly pay1150' HARD hose irriga
ments $155.00 per month
ion system w/pump. Ex
Keith Baker Homes, Paris,
cellent condition, used in
TN. 901-644-0012 or
Dark Fired tobacco pro1-800-533-3568.
duction.
502-466-3372 1992 ATLANTIC, 16X80,
nights only.
3br, 2 bath, lots of extras.
1975 CHEVY Grain Truck, Call 759-9410 or 753500 gal. Sprayer with Foa- 7902.
1998, 16x80, 3BR, 2 bath,
mer, 14 tt Flatbed Trailer.
extra nice. Must sell! 759492-8516.
3176 after 5.
2BR, 2 bath on large corner lot, 2 carport, 2 decks,
2 sheds, satellite. Sell below appraised value 28K.
171 Post Oak Drive.
753-6275.
4BR Mobile Home with the
land its on. East of Murray.
$8,000 obo. 759-4401.

Metal Roofing

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

3

1-800-909-9064
Keep your
computer in

Top Shape
call the

Tetiniastlapotalist
Justin Crosser
Computer Repair, Upgrrule, Training & Installation
502-759-8662 or 502-759-2422
415 S. 4th St.
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Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to..

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

's
Df

Open Mon.-Sat., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

V.

With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

)r

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

IC

IM111116

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

1 BEDROOM Apt for rent
close to college $250/mo.
759-4138
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
VALLEYWOOD,
1403B
2br, 1 bath, large closets,
kitchen/dining area, living
room, w/d hook-up, utility
area, stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher, carport, garage size storage building
in rear. $450/mo $450 deposit, 1 year minimum
lease, no pets. You must
care for 1/2 yard. 7533018 753-6147 leave message.
1BR apartment across
street from MSU. Unfurnished, has w/d, no pets,
1yr lease. More information, Rogers Enterprises,
753-5140, night 767-9230
1BR apartment, no pets,
near campus. 753-5980.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR, near MSU, $200/mo.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR, near MSU, utilities
furnished. Coleman RE
759-4118.
2BR Duplex at 1304-A
Valleywcod. $375/mo.
759-4406
2BR Duplex on 1800 Monroe, gas heat & air, w/d
hook-up. $400/mo, $300
deposit. 753-4010.
2BR duplex, central h/a,
appliances
furnished.
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118.
2BR, 1 bath apartment,
Wiswell Road, all appliances. Call MUr-Cal 7534444.
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
2BR, 2 bath, garage, appliances, gas utilities, deck,
built in 1998. 903-A North
20th. $600/mo, no pets.
436-2834

MEN

Awl/nem* For Rent

DUPLEX- 2br, 2 bath, fully
equipped kitchen, including microwave, washer &
dryer. Beautiful carpet &
tile. No pets. Security deposit & lease. 753-9240
EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
central gas h/a, appliances
furnished, including w/d,
$375/mo, 1yr lease, 1 mo
deposit, No pets.
753-2905.
LARGE studio apartment
with appliances. $200/mo.
759-5073
MODERN 2br apartment
on
Northwood
Drive.
Lease, deposit, no pets.
753-5992.
NEW 2 bedroom, 11/2 bath
all appliances included.
Cambridge #3, 57 Pnnceton $500/ month & lease.
753-8007
NEW 3br Condoplex, all
appliances, central h/a.
Now taking applicants for
rent 03/01/99, lyr lease.
759-9835 or 753-0834.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MSU.
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
NICE 2br duplex, appliances, gas heat, no pets.
Lease. 1819 Ridgewood.
$450/mo. 753-7457.

3BR, 1 bath, brick, 1 car
attached garage. Sycamore
Woodlawn.
&
$495/mo plus security deposit, no dogs. 474-2520.
3BR, 2 bath house. Located at 9909 State Route
121 N, $500/mo plus deposit. Available 2/3/99.
489-2296.
4BR, 2 bath, all appliances, w/d, fenced back
yard. 759-5073.
5 MILES east of Murray.
Nice 2br, central h/a, appliances furnished. No pets,
deposit required.
753-8943.
HAZEL, 3br, central h/a
492-8526.
LARGE 4br, 2 bath home
only 2 blocks from MSU
$650/mo lease possible.
759-5967
PANORAMA Shores- 2br,
1 bath, lakefront, central
h/a. Available 03/01/99
$375/mo plus deposit.
436-2136.

641 Storage
All Sizes Available

753-5585

NOW taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments.
Apply at Mur-Cal ApartC-STORAGE
ments, 902 Northwood Dr.
10x15 storage units, 4th St
Equal Housing Opportuni& Sycamore E. Next to
ty. 759-4984. TON 1-800Cunningham Auto Repair.
247-2510.
753-3571.
RED
OAKS
APARTMENTS: Make it your
home! Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities. Office hours
8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fri.
(502)753-8668,
Equal
119 Main • 753-6266
Housing Opportunity.
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
CREEKVIEW
duplex w/garage, applian- Self-storage warehouses
ces furnished, central gas on Center Drive behind
h/a, $550/mo. 1yr lease, 1 Shoney's. $20-$40/mo.
mo. deposit. No pets. 753759-4081
2BR, central gas h/a, ap- 2905.
pliances
furnished.
Neon Beach
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
Mini-Storage
753-9898.
All Size Units
3BR apartment at 703 S. LARGE bedroom in pleasAvailable
BANK Repo 1994 Bel4th St, good condition, ant home. Share large livmont, 3 bedroom, 2 bath
new carpet, refrigerator & ing room, kitchen, & bath,
with central air condition.
stove furnished. $300/mo w/d, satellite tv., $170 utilNice home for large family. with $300 deposit. 1 year ities included. 753-9211.
NORTHWOOD
storage
Down payment $500 with
lease. Call 753-0839.
SLEEPING
MOM.
presently has units availamonthly payments approx. 3BR DUPLEX, all applian- $150/mo. Coleman RE,
ble. 753-2905 or 753$235.00 per month. Keith
ces fumished, central h/a.
753-9898.
7536.
Baker Homes, Paris, TN.
753-7947
901-644-0012 or
3BR, 21/2 bath, in good
1-800-533-3568.
condition, executive type.
SANK Repo 1997 Clayton, 753-5344, work 559-9970. 2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease
30 GALLON fish tank
24x60 Doublewide, 3 bed- 4BR, 21/2 bath Town- & deposit required.
house, 1217 North 16th.
complete set up including
room, 2 bath with central
753-4109.
Available now. Coleman
Cichlids, wrought iron
air condition. Down pay2BR, gas heat, extremely stand. $125. obo. 759RE 759-4118.
ment approx. $1700.00
4929
641S, NICE, 2br, central low utilities. 415 S 10th.
with monthly payments
h/a, refrigerator, stove, w/d Call 759-4696.
$388.00 per month. Keith
AKC Boston
Terriers,
house,
hookup, partial utilities, no 3BR
garage, shots & wormed, perfect
Baker Homes. Paris, TN.
fenced in yard, central h/a, markings. $225. 436-2113.
pets, deposit. 492-8634.
901-644-0012 or
no pets, near campus.
1-800-533-3568.
AVAILABLE NOW
AKC Labrador retriever
$550/mo plus deposit.
MOBILE HOME REPAIRS
2 bedroom apartment, all
puppies, champion blood
502-527-8585
Dealer and Factory
appliances included w/d.
line, priced to sell fast!
trained, 10yrs experience.
3BR, 2 bath, big yard. $125. each, free delivery.
$475/mo 1 year lease.
502-753-1001
$525/mo. 901-642-0784.
753-4573 or 767-0102.
436-2867

EASTSIDE

STORAGE

Now, regardless of HEALTH, you
may purchase any of the Major Medical
Plans approved by the Kentucky
Department of Insurance. The
McConnell Insurance Agency offers all
the plans and represents all the companies offering this insurance to residents
of Western Kentucky.
If your current Major Medical is too
high, call us for a rate quote. You can
now change and shop for price alone. If
your present policy is over twelve
months old, you do not have any waiting period for pre-existing conditions.

McConnell Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore • Murray • 753-4199
Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

National Guard Armory, Hwy 121 N

Feb. 17th-20th
Feb. 17th 12-7, Feb. 18th 10-5,
Feb. 19th 9-4, Feb. 20th 10-3
Half Price Sat. the 20th
Wee Runs 6th Semi-Annual Children's
Consignment. Ruffles "N" Rough Necks
out of Paris will be here. Interested consigners call toll free 1-877-753-5551
Deadline for consignment is Feb. 14th.

Lots For Salo
After

-2----040=0
- .-164
HAY, square bales $2.00,
round bales, last years
$10.00, this years $20.00.
Picked up. 753-5940 or
436-5946.

A tremendous range of choices in city limits
Financing available by Murray Estates
Ph. 1-888-673-0040 (Toll Free)
502-435-4487
E-mail: carolwoodOmsn.com

400
Yard Salo

GARAGE
SALE

Crass)

•
For A Beautiful Home....

RMutl

Fine Fulmtshings at "Everyday" Discount Prices.

1103Fairlane

-Norwalk Stanley Hooker
-Kimball -Universal •Broyhill
-Pulaski -Restonic -Basset -Kesler

Dr.
Circarama
Sat., Feb.6
8:00a.m.
Estate Sale

S.. la./
Downtown
Murray

R.— lik..i,„"

103 S.
1 3rd St.1

12X70, 2BR, 11/2 baths on
1/2 acre lot, $260/mo.
753-6012.
14X70 2br, 2 bath, water,
trash p/u, nice. 492-8488.
2BR, 11/2 bath. 753-8582.
NICE 2br trailer, no pets.
753-9866
SMALL, furnished porches, carport, mowing, &
garbage. Suitable for one
person. $150/mo. 7536012.

BEAUTIFUL 3+ acres with
partially furnished mobile
home, 40x32 wired shop,
block storage building, carport, good deep well, and
satellite system. Additional
acreage available and only
minutes from
Murray.
Shown by appointment only. Call 901-285-0396.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous and
professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main.

• Individual • Business •
• Electronic Filing •

PAGE BOOKKEEPING
& TAX SERVICE
206 S. 6th

'753-810'7

Wholesale
Utility Sheds
-13`t/4-8
Special — 8x8 185
All sheds are FOB site Choice of brown or charcoal
black shingles All extenor wood is treated for
weather resistance Options and prices arc available
upon request including windows, double doors on
eight foot wide buildings, vents, ramps. shelves.
lofts

15.5 ACRES, 4br home, a
very nice horse farm with
pasture, barns, springs
and creeks. Reduced to
$67,500, easy terms. 7539302, must sell.

•Pnres

sffhport it, change .1114... steer

BUILDINGS ARE ASSEMBLED ON SITE.
TERMS: Paid in full upon completion.

Four Star Mobile Home
Parts & Service
5 TO 275 acres, owner fi
nancing possible. Coldwater. 489-2116 or 753-1300.

Vinyl Underpinning K-Rok Underpinning
14x70 28" avg. hght. 1 pc. white rubber roofs

$305.00
Combination Door

$235.00

$1.69 per s

AVAILABLE immediately
north of Murray. 767-9435

•

LOT for rent. 492-8488

Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621
COMMERCIAL building
over 1800sq ft., 3 overhead doors. Location, 5
points. More information,
Rogers Enterprises
753-5140
NOW RENTING
Offices of various sizes
and prices. Furnished or
unfurnished, paid utilities.
PROFESSIONAL
BUILDING
415 S. 4th St
759-0633, 436-2856 evenings.
SMALL office space with
private outside entrance,
all utilities paid. In Southside Shopping Center
$275. 753-6612 or 7534509

Lovr

Single Blank Door

6x10...$425.00

utility room, refrigerator,
stove $34,900. 415 So.
10th 759-4696 or 4354602

$120.00
Aluminum it Vinyl Windows

iox2o ..$1100.00
10x50...32700

5 miles south of Murray on 641 Hwy. 502-492-8488

start.
d the key to
Valentine Heart.
Love,
Debbie

Just bring
along v
Or $5.01

picture and message (no more than 12 words w/picture),
dressed, stamped envelope for the return of the original photo.
lines(no more than 20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.

Deadline for receipt ofPhotos & Love Lines is Noon, Mon., Feb. 8th.
MURRAY

Classified
Advertising
Department

5!alleC;

2BR, gas heat, carport,

Put Your Special Valentine's Picture & Message Or
A Love Line In The Paper Feb. 13, 1999

dim

Il

Treated Decks
w/completed handrails

PPY %/MINI-INES
Our
"Biggest"
Sweetheart
Lauren
Danielle
Magee

Free
Financing

INCOME TAX

(3) 2BR, quiet country setting. 474-8027 ask for
Beverlye.

Office Space

GUARANTEED ISSUE
•
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE

AKITA puppies AKC, big &
beautiful, variety of colors.
Winter special. $200.
502-382-2214
DACHSHUND
puppy,
male, approx 12 weeks
old. $130. 767-0397
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858.
REGISTERED black Lab,
10 weeks old, female. Call
437-4472.
SHELTIES, (toy Collies),
AKC sable & white.
502-354-8211

INSIDE SALE

753-3853

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

-
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530
Services Offered

Use& Trucks

630
By Pete

L.
. THE COUNTRY LIFE
- Well maintained 3
BR. 2 BA home situated on 15 acres, partially fenced. 2 barns, 3
grain bins all for only
$115,000.
MLS #7000294
UNMATCHED
QUALITY - Classic
1.5 story custom built
home in park like setting. 3 BR, 2.5 BA,
large country kitchen
and handcrafted touches throughout.
MLS #7000319
CONVENIENT
TO
EVERYTHING
Beautifully landscaped,
well cared for brick
ranch with 4 BR,2 BA.
Energy efficient with
computenzed climate
control and thermal
pane windows.
MLS #7000239
COLEWelA•

BANKeR %

Woods & Associates
414 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

753-1651
Each office independently
owned and operated

.2150SQ ft, Cape Cod on
.1.2 acre wooded lot, deadend street. 4BR, 21;2 bath,
great room w/bay window,
view of creelii pasture,
Pella windows. Sherwood
$132,900.
759-9268.
28R, 2 bath, close to town,
good starter home or rental house. $39,000. 7534549 or 762-1650.
38R house on 1 acre lot,
immaculate
condition.
94E, 101;2 miles from Murray & 5 minutes from lake.
474-8865.
3BR, 1 bath, brick, vinyl
trim and carport. New inside paint, large workshop
with electricity, vacant.
1656 Ryan. $59,000.
753-4074.
3BR, 2 bath brick, hardwood floors, immediate
poss. 3 miles from Murray.
565,000. 753-9711.

rorest.

3BR, 2 bath, bnck maintenance free home, in the
$70's. 753-8245
3BR, 2 bath, large rooms,
2 years old. 9/10 acre, 4
miles
north
Murray.
589.200. 762-0144.
3BR. 2112 baths, new appliances & carpet, on 2
landscaped lots. 1413
Dudley. 753-8136, 7539235.
3BR, house on 5 acres in
kirksey, fenced and barn,
detached garage, central
gas h/a. large deck
$60,000. 437-4210 or 4365670.
aBR, 1 bath farmhouse,
quiet road, 4 miles SE
from Murray on wooded
lot. 549.900. 753-4204.

•

BY OWNER
4Br, 31;2 baths, 4000st
home. 10 rooms, 10 closets.. large TV/entertainment room, great room
w!fireplace, den w/fireplace, large recreation
room, many upgrades
throughout. large deck.
gezebo/ not tub, 3 lots (approx. 1 acre). Sherwood
Pprest.
$199,000. Will
consider trade for smaller
house (1500- 2000 sf).
•
753-4882
BAST Y Subdivision: 3br.
brick ranch. $80's
753-0444
EXTRA nice 3br, 2 bath,
dining room, attached two
car garage on double lot in
Hlurray. 502-759-8093 or
V2-753-4109
FOR sale by owner: 4br,
21/2 bath, tridevel, large
yard, great neighborhood
io city, close to all schools.
CaH for appointment 7532052 or 759-8354
NEW construction Nearly
finished and ready to
move into. 3BR. 2 bath,
fOrrnal DR, breakfast nook.
Taster bedroom with sep ,
shower & whirlpool, large
backyard, cathedral
& tans. Upstairs ready
to be finished to your spec
2,000sq ft living, Nancy Dr
in -Preston Hts. sub. off
Johnny
Robertson.
$142_,500. 559-2175 or
753-1500 after 5.
NICE starter home. 2br,
recently remodeled North
Murray on 464 $42,500
759-9466.
.103
i•

1992 FORD EXPLORER,
EDDIE BAUER EDITION.
4x4, Black ext w/tan
leather interior, arn/frn
cassette & CD player vrf/
factory remote changer
All power, many other
options, 87xxx miles.
Excellent condition!
$10,900. Call 474-8704
after 5pm.

1985 OLDSMOBILE 98,
$700 obo 489-2711

1970 FORD, 1 ton, great
condition, trailer hook-up
with brake box. $1500
firm. 753-5638.
1989 FORD F150, 4x4,
XLT Lanat, 1 owner, good
condition. Asking $7,990.
502-354-8110.
1993 GMC Sierra sport
side, 60,xxx miles, sharp,
$11,500. 753-5745.
1994 F150 V8 XLT, metallic blue, great condition,
power
everything.
$11,000. 759-5937.

1986 PONTIAC STE 6000
V6 Phone after 5pm
753-4647
1988 OLD'S Cutlass SL,
2.8 V6. 753-3046 or 7679449.
1989 DODGE Dynasty,
83,xxx miles. 753-6813

1996 COACHMEN 30'
Camping Trailer. EXCELLENT Condition. $11,900
negotiable 436-2225

1990 GRAND Am, $1500
obo. 767-0701.
1991 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass Cierra, good dependable car. $3,300 or best offer. 762-0394.
1992 MUSTANG, 4cyl, automatic, red. 759-1024.
1993 BUICK Century,
18xxx miles. 759-1024.

1987 RANGER 374V,
1991 Johnson 175 S.S.
Prop, 1991 Johnson 12/24
Volt Trolling motor, 1996
Ranger Trail Deluxe trailer
with disc brakes. Too
many option to list, garage
kept, one owner. $10,000.
753-0919.

620
Boats & Motors

1994 LOWE 24' pontoon
1993 OLDSMOBILE 88 and trailer, 115 Johnson
ROYALE, 4dr, p/w, p/I, motor, radio, electric ancruise, tilt, white wtlue in- chor, trolling motor, extra
tenor, new tires, garage seats. $7,900. 436-5099.
kept, serviced every 2500 1995 18 BASS Buggy
miles. High mileage, but in Pontoon Boat and Trailer.
condition. 60 Mariner, low hours, exgood
very
cellent condition. 901-285$4900
.. Call 474-8704.
1993 TOYOTA Camry LE, 0396.
4 cylinder, 40,xxx miles.
$13,500 firm, white, loadServices Offered
ed. 492-8274.
, 4
1994 HONDA Civic LX,
A 1 INSULATION
navy blue, edr, 5 speed, Is your home properly inpower everything, 65,xxx sulated? Utility bills too
miles. $8,000 obo.
high? Would you like to
759-2487
save money next year?
Add more insulation today.
1996 CHEVY Cavalier,
Free estimates. 753-3078.
71,xxx miles. $7,500.
A-1 Tree Professionals.
502-492-8178.
removal, tree
1996 WHITE Toyota Cam- Stump
ry LE, excellent condition. spraying. Serving Murray,
Calloway Co. since 1980.
S13,800. 489-2741.
1998 TOYOTA Camry, Free estimates. 437-3044
sunfire red, 4dr, leather, or 492-8737.
Al Al A Tree Service,
sunroof, spoiler, gold pack,
removal, tree
cd player. Will sell for pay Stump
raking,
off. 489-2753, leave mes- spraying, leaf
hedge trimming, landscapsage.
ing, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning.
Licensed & insured. Full
Auto dealer will arrange fi- line of equipment. Free esnancing even if you have timates. Tim Lamb,
been turned down before.
436-5744,
Loans available for no
1-800-548-5262.
credit, bad credit, and
ADAM'S HOME
bankruptcy buyers. No coIMPROVEMENTS
signers needed. Must
Where Quality Counts
have at $750 cash Or
Decks, Painting, Remodeltrade-in.
ing, Repairs, etc.
Call the 24 hour
No Job Too Small. 24-Hr
Automated Credit
Emergency Service
Repair Hotline
502-492-6267

AUTO LOANS

1-800-566-2277.
SETTLING estate. 1994
Chevy Lumina, 4dr, 39,xxx
miles. $7,200. 753-8124.

ATTENTION Serious maid
service. $10 per hour, 3
hour minimum. References available. 489-2092.

Full Line of
Tree Trimming
Stump Removal
Equipment
Hedge Trimming
Free Estimates
Licesued & huured - 24 Hr. Service

For professional management of your
rental property, call

David H. Miller Realty,
1300 Johnson Boulevard,
Office Phone: 502-767-0102,
Residence Phone: 502-753-4573
David H. Miller, Owner/Broker

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types of:
Custom Woodworkings

kitchen & Bath
Drop by and see our showroom
S 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
11.....mt..roa....T
4
‘
,
-5940

--\

•

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning, cleaning out
sheds, & junk clean-up.
436-2867.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.

ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction • Remodeling* Repairs. Custom Cabinets* Concrete
Work. AGC Certified.
435-4272.

Toyota of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Web Site With 84 Used
Vehicles Listed

Ii 4 h Ill HI,

www.automobilesonline.com

*100
Oaltne Cub Rebate
DWAIN
TAYLOR
(

Click here
to view a listing of
our inventory

OF MURRAY AY

M & T Painting
Now scheduling winter
work. Immediate openings
for interior painting.

Now is A Great Time to Build
If you are looking for quality we want to be your
building contractor, with blueprints & specifications
we can give you a contract pnce before we start. If
you are undecided we work on a cost plus basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes.
We also specialize in construction of lake homes.
large or small.

Bruce green
Slid* Contractor, Inc

(502)753-8343

BASEMENTS & Homes.
Sub & General contracting. Insulated concrete
forms (R32) StyroCrete
builders. 502-436-2007.
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
LICENSED & INSURED
Techs. Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning.
753-6300 anytime.
Free Estimating
Tree Trimming
CARPET Cleaning
24 Hr. Service
Cleanup Service
Emergency Water RemovHedge Trimming
Full Line of
al. Free Estimates. SatisTree Spraying
Equipment
fied
References. Call
"Quality Service"
Tree & Stump
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
Removal
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
Owned S Operated By
remodeling, vinyl siding.
Tim Lamb
20Yrs experience.
.753-5592.
CUSTOM BUILT
ELECTRICIAN
Decks, fencing, garages, DAVID'S Cleaning ServWalters Electrical Works.
ices. "Cleaning" vinyl sidcarports, hardwood floors.
For all your electrical
ing, homes, mobile homes,
.753-7860
boats, brick driveways, needs, including TV cable
ELECTRICAL
parking lots, all exterior and telephone installation.
New construction, remod- cleaning, acid cleaning
15yrs experience.
eling, or just replacing a
436-5376
available. David Borders,
switch. Licensed & InsurInsured, Completely MoD&D ROOFING
ed. Off. 753-0834
bile. Phone 502-759-4734. Call us for all of your roofHm. 759-9835.
ing needs. 436-2613.
Cellular 502-853-1108.

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262

CUSTOM buiiciozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Shofar.
DON'T let spring rains ruin
your home! Call STOCKWELL METAL ROOFING,
offering new stone- coated
steel. 753-6585.
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Moving Service. 437-3939.
6168 Old Olive Rd, Hardin,
KY 42048.
IF you are moving to a
new location and you need
professional and reliable
movers,call BRIAN at
753-6166.
PLUMBING
REPAIR
SERVICE. All work guaranteed. Free estimates.
753-1134
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service.
436-5255.
ROOFING,
re-roofing,
wood deck, vinyl siding,
exterior painting, and other
wood work. References.
Call 502-251-3128.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WOOD SATELLITE
SALES
Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
753-0530
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FREE to good home, half
black Lab half Blue healer,
9 mo old male with igloo
house. 492-8282.

Students to compete in science bowl
"In deuterostomes, the mesoderm
is produced from the pouches of:
a) ectoderm. b) endoderm, c) body
cavity, or d) coelom." Sound like
a hard question?
On Feb. 6, local high school
students will tackle tough questions just like that one with the
hopes of winning a spot on the
U.S. Department of Energy's
National Science Bowl Tournament
in May.
The Murray State University
Regional Science Bowl will host

with five student members each at 10 a.m. in the Collins
Center for Industry and Technology. Teams participating include
Waggener High School. Louisville; Centennial High School,
Franklin, Tenn.; Covington High
School, Covington; Clayton High
School, Clayton, Mo.; duPont Manual High School, Louisville;

eight teams

Louisville Male High School,
Louisville; Mayfield High School,
Mayfield; and University School

competition will test the students'
oi Jackson, Jackson, Tenn.
"The Department of Energy knowledge of astronomy, biology,
developed the Science Bowl to chemistry, mathematics, physics,
encourage high school students earth, computer and general scifrom across the nation to excel in ence. The first place winner of
math and science and to pursue Saturday's tournament will join 52
careers in those fields," said U.S. other high school teims from across
Secretary of Energy Bill Richard- the country competing for the title
son. "These competitions provide of 1999 U.S. Department of Enera forum for students and teachers gy National Science Bowl Chamto receive national recognition for pions.
their talent and hard work in sciBy the way - the answer - b)
ence and math."
The Regional Science Bowl endoderm.

Three of Wynette's daughters want body exhumed
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -

The body of country singer Tammy
Wynette should be exhumed and
autopsied to see if she really died
of a blood clot, according to three
of her daughtets.
Wynette, 55, whose many hits
included "Stand by Your Man,"
was found dead in her Nashville
home April 6 by husband George
Richey.
She was declared dead by her
personal physician, Wallis Marsh,
who was flown in from Pittsburgh.
Without an autopsy, Marsh said
the cause of death was a blood
clot to her lungs.

In letters sent to Dr. Bruce
Levy, Nashville's medical examiner,
three of Wynette's daughters said
they didn't trust Marsh's determination.
In a letter obtained by WTVFTV in Nashville, Jackie Daly told
Levy she wants "to stress to you
how important it is to my sisters
and I to really know how our
mother died. I find it hard to
believe you can tell how my mother died by looking at her and not
doing an autopsy."
Similar letters were sent to Levy
by Wynette's daughters Tina Jones
and Georgette Smith, whose father

is country singer George Jones.
Deputy District Attorney General Tom Thurman said Wednes-

day his office is aware of the letters but has not , begun an investigation.

Are your business computers year 2000 ready? Let us check them out and
give you peace of mind on Y2K. We can check out your hardware to see
. if you're ready for the new century.

,

HAWKINS
H? RESEARCH
I4AWK
RESEARCH

I NJ

4ORPORATED

Computer Sales, Networks, and Service
1304 Chestnut St., Suite E

FOR

Murray, KY 42071

eLIZAI3E

502-753-7001

To yoU

http://www.hawkinsresearch.com

YOUR #i'HOMETOWN NEWS S
SERVING MURRAY & CALLOWAY COUNTY FOR 124

Please call Paul for
free estimate at

502-7594979
ANY I
Wit

Auto Loans

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned
down before. Loans available for 1st time buyers,
bad credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800)874-056

414

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
247-9300

U.S. Highway
45 South

I-800-874-0256

Mayfield
Kentucky

11 I

Spoil Utility Whicles

t989 GMC Jimmy 4x4, 4 3
liter, auto, 2dr, all options
$5,800. 759-8541.
1991 FORD Explorer 4X4,
ri/w, V. cruise, tilt, 4dr,
good condition. $6,950
753-4445

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

ALL types ut yard clean-up
& lite hauling. Landscaping, including path & walkway design.
D.B. Lawns, Etc.
767-0768 or 436-5927
ANDY Hefner- The Appliance Works. Servicing major appliances. 753-2455.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore. 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL
DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.

Phone:(502) 437-4545
P.O. Box 169
Pager: (502) 742-1039
Hardin, KY 42048
Licensed & Insured
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D
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DEAR DR. GOTT. I am 34 and have
been trying unsuccessfully for six
years to start a family. What sort of
testing do I need to identify the source
of the problem?
DEAR READER: There are many
tests that could be used to determine
if you are ovulating, if your husband's
sperm count and motility are normal,
and whether your cervical secretions
are inhibiting the movement of sperm.
In addition, fertility specialists have to
make sure that the ova you produce
can find their way into the Fallopian
tubes, be fertilized and continue their
journey down to the uterus. The two
most common tests are the hysterosalpingogram an X-ray study to investigate your reproductive tract) and a
post-coital semen analysis.
DEAR DR. GOTT: At the age of 60, I
suddenly developed diabetes. No one
else in my family has this problem.
Although my weight is high, my blood
sugar isn't (140). Can you explain
this?
DEAR READER: Actually. your
blood sugar — if its a fasting specimen — IS high. The normal is up to
120 milligrams per deciliter.
Moreover, it may go sky-high a couple
of hours after you eat.
No one knows precisely why some
people develop an intolerance to
sugar as they age. This type of diabetes is common in overweight persons. Genetic factors and alcohol
abuse certainly play a role. Perhaps
the pancreas just wears out after
decades of trying to produce enough
insulin in people who eat too much.
In any case, with your doctor's help

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.
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DEAR ABBY: I have loved and
read you forever, but your answer
to the woman whose husband
doesn't drive was, in my opinion,
irrational. When I get behind the
wheel of a car, my throat is dry, my
heart pounds, my hands and feet
perspire. I do not belong out there
killing myself or a car full of kids.
Do you want me beside you on the
road, Dear Abby? I think not!
"DOLL," ORANGE,CALIF.

p
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•
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR JEANNE: I agree that
our roads would be safer if
incompetent drivers would
choose not to get behind the
wheel. However, the husband of
the woman whose letter I printed had successfully completed a
driver's education class and
had a driver's license. In order
to get a driver's license, one
must pass an eye examination
that tests depth perception. His
problem was emotional, not
physical. Read on:

DEAR DOLL:(What a wonderful name!) That would
depend upon whether you had
successfully completed a driving class, and you were
licensed to drive beside me on
the road. Franklin Delano
Roosevelt once said, "The only
thing we have to fear is fear
itself," which in your case I
would interpret to mean that
your fear of driving is more paralyzing than the reality of what
you might encounter on the
road. There are therapy and
medication available, Doll, that
will make your symptoms vanish.
You are not the only reader
who took me to task for my
answer. Read on:

I

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1999

DEAR ABBY

and encouragement, you may be able
to control your diabetes satisfactorily
if you lose weight and restrict your
consumption of sugar. That way, your
pancreas may not have to work as
hard, and the limited supply of insulin
that it now makes may be sufficient
for your needs. However, I suspect
that eventually you will need antidiabetic medicine. Remember that diet
control remains the cornerstone of
treatment for all diabetics. In overweight patients, it is paramount.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Diabetes Mellitus." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT. I went to a naturopath who took a hair sample and told
me that there is too much calcium in
my tissues and my liver is diseased.
What do you recommend I do?
DEAR READER: See an M.D. Hair
analysis has serious limitations, and I
do not believe what you were told. All
of us get calcium in our tissues as we
age Furthermore, no one can judge
liver function by analyzing hair. Get to
a doctor. You need an exam and blood
tests, not questionable, pseudo-scientific misinformation.
C 1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.

r

DEAR ABBY: May I make a suggestion to "Driven Crazy," whose
husband is afraid to drive? I taught
both my children, and one foreign
friend who was also frightened at
the prospect, to drive with confidence in crazy California using a
simple technique:
Wake up before dawn and practice where there are no other cars
on the road. When a novice driver
isn't worried about what other vehicles might do, he or she can concentrate on skills like getting on and off
the freeway, parking in tight spots,
making U-turns, changing lanes
and so forth.
Start on the weekends, when
traffic is low, and let the driver set
the pace. As he or she gains confidence, drive later in the day as traffic increases. In a few months, your
driver will be ready to take on any
traffic jam, which is actually the
easiest driving yet: The cars just
sit there.
OUT OF A JAM
IN TUSTIN, CALIF.

Ten years ago
Inunanuel Lutheran Church will
break ground for a new sanctuary
and classroom addition Feb. 19,
according to Dieter Jedan, building committee chairman, and the
Rev. Clarence Helmich, pastor.
Births reported include a boy
to George R. and Gay Wellinghhurst, Jan. 16; a boy to Nancy
and Jim Myers and a girl to Cindy
and Ricky DeShields, Feb. 2; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Faughn,
Feb. 5.
Kellie Overbey will appear in
an episode of "Kate & Allie" on
CBS-TV on Feb. 6.
Twenty years ago
Dark fired tobacco sales resumed
today on Fan-is and Growers Loose
Leaf Floors after being halted for
a week with growers rejecting the
low prices.
In high school basketball games
Calloway beat Farmington and
Christian County beat Murray. High
team scorers were Ricky Garland
for Calloway, Alan Cochrum for
Farmington, Charles Nance for
Christian and Jeff Kursave for
Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Steve Linn and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Haley, Jan. 21.
Thirty years ago
Fred Dick lost 2,600 pounds of
pork in the early hours this morning when fire razed a smokehouse
behind his home near Midway. He
was curing the meat of four hogs
for a nephew when the fire occurred
about 12:35 a.m.

Calloway County High School
beat 'Murray High School in a basketball game. High team scorers
were Darrell Cleaver for Calloway
and Pat Lamb and Albert Scott
for Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur D. Shown
Jr. and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Lovett, Jan. 30; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie "Lipton, Jan.
31.
Forty years ago
Nine indictments were returned
by the Grand Jury of Calloway
County Circuit Court in its report
to the Circuit Judge Earl Osborne.
Freeman Fitts was jury foreman.
The new Sears Roebuck & Company Order Office opened today
in the Overbey building on East
Main Street. Personnel include
Agnes Payne, manager, June
Paschall, assistant manager, Juanita Huff, telephone operator, and
Becky Ray, credit manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Polie Duncan were
married. 50 years Feb. 3.
Fifty years ago
Murray Chamber of Commerce
announced today that Ozark Fisheries Inc. of Stoutland, Mo., will
open a business here to be known
as Murray Bait Company. Everett
Wheeler of Camden, Mo., will be
in charge of the Murray operation.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Memphis State 56
to 52 in a basketball game before
a capacity crowd here. Hen-old
was high scorer for Murray and
Hodson for Memphis.

DEAR ABBY: I must disagree
with your advice to "Driven Crazy"
regarding her husband's seeming
fear of driving. You were correct
that he should consult a doctor. Better than an M.D. would be an
optometrist. He may have a problem with depth perception. I am
well acquainted with this, as I suffer from it, too, and do not drive.
DEAR OUT OF A JAM: You
If that is his problem, he should could be right. I admire your
be commended for not driving. It optimism.
can be a hard decision to say, "I
don't want to drive because I don't
want to put myself and others at
risk."
CONTRACT BRIDGE
TODAY IN HISTORY
His wife should remember that
driving is a privilege, not a right,
By The Associated Press
and some people simply choose, for
Today is Friday, Feb. 5, the
their own reasons, not to exercise
36th day of 1999. There are 329
that privilege. Our roads would be a
lot safer if more people did that.
Partner bids One Club, next attached to the bid; if the hand days left in the year.
Our transit systems get me to and player passes, neither side vulner- offered slam possibilities, a jumpToday's Highlight in History:
from everywhere I need to go.
able. What would you now bid with shift to two spades, indicating 17
On Feb. 5, 1937, President Rooeach of the following four hands?
or more points and a powerful suit, sevelt proposed increasing the numJEANNE L.,
1. 4 K92 AQ94•A104 4 832
would be used to alert partner to ber of Supreme Court justices;
SANTA ROSA,CALIF.
2. 4 AKQ9762 V 83•J5 do 92"the potential of the hand.
critics charged Roosevelt was
3. 4 AJ94 V 8•KQJ10 QJ72
3.One diamond.Some thought attempting to "pack" the court.
4.•AQ7 AQ5•KJ86 4 983
might be given to responding one
On this date:
1.One heart.Although the hand spade in the hope of finding a maIn 1631, the founder of Rhode
may seemingly qualify for a jump jor suit fit, but it is better to bid a
to two notrump 113 to 15 points, diamond first. This leaves room Island, Roger Williams, and his wife
balanced distribution, stoppers in for partner to bid spades next if he arrived in Boston from England.
In 1783, Sweden recognized the
the three unbid suits), it is better has them, and for you to bid one
to bid one heart. This is in line with spade over a one heart rebid by independence of the United States,
A BURGER
In 1881, Phoenix, Ariz., was
the general theory that it is easier partner. In this way, a fit in any of
AND ICED TEA 'to
make
game
in
a
incorporated.
major
suit
than
the
suits
four
can
be
explored
at
TO 60!
in notrump, provided, of course, the one-level.
In 1887, Verdi's opera "Otelthat the contracting side has eight
You plan to jump in clubs later if lo" premiered at La Scala.
trumps. Partner may have a four- need be to pinpoint your singleton
In 1917, Congress passed, over
card
heart suit, and this possibil- heart, which will put partner in President Wilson's veto, an
t:6>V
immiity is explored by responding one position to judge where the best
4...„.5
gration act severely curtailing the
heart.
game for slam I may be.
influx of Asians.
_,If partner does not support
4. Three notrump. This re. k 3_ mA
In 1917, Mexico's Constitution
hearts, you can jump in notrump sponse shows 16 or 17 points, bal----__.;
was
adopted.
at
your
next
turn.
distribution,
anced
stoppers
and
Illo-Laga•.
In 1940, Glenn Miller and his
2. Four spades. It is hardly in the three unbid suits — in effect,
likely that you'd settle for playing the values for an opening one orchestra recorded "Tuxedo Juncthis hand at less than game or in notrump bid.
tion" for RCA Victor's "Bluebird"
any suit but spades, and the best
There is not much point in re- label.
way to convey this message to part- sponding one diamond when anIn 1958, Gamel Abdel Nasser
TOTAL EXPOSURE TO THE
ner is to bid a game in spades at other bid is available that describes
formally nominated to become
was
UNIVERSE Of POTENTIAL hlEW
once.
the distribution and high-card
president of the new UnitMEN, INCLUDING TIME SPENT
first
the
The jump to four spades is not a strength so perfectly. The opening
AT STOP LIGHTS ciVz fiumfTE5,
strong bid — it merely shows that bidder is free to go on towards a ed Arab Republic.
One year ago: Democratic
your spade holding is such that ten slam if he has values in excess of a
rAT LEAST I'M DOINIC.7
tricks can probably be made in minimum opening bid. The re- fundraiser Yah Lin "Charlie" Trie
l'*1 PART AND &ell%
that suit opposite a normal open- sponse ofthree notrump is treated pleaded innocent in Washington to
OUT
ing bid. No slam implications are as an indirect slam try.
charges he'd raised illegal donations
to buy influence in high places.
Tomorrow: Now you see it, now you don't.
A federal judge in Los Angeles
threw out Charles Keating's state
CROSSWORDS
securities fraud conviction for a second time, saying the trial judge
had given jurors flawed instructions.

Bidding quiz
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
ELIZABETH-. COULD I TALK
To you PR i VATE P

ACROSS

I REALD/ DON'T WANT VOU
TO GO INTO THE BARS
JuST VET. I KNOW IT'S
EASY To Do,BUT

YOU'RE STILL
UNDER AGE,
AND V4oRRy.

IM NOT GOING To ASK
IF yo U INENTINTo THE
WINDSOR ARMS PUB
I'M NOT GONG TO ASK
IF \pi) HAD A BEER
OR T.I OUST WANTED TO TELL•yoU WE
CONCERNED
OK?

SomETIMES SHE
MAKES IT IMPOSSIBLE
To LIE EVEN IF)

WANTED 11)1!

GARFIELD
.
fkt,41,) MOMENT, THAT PHONEJ
WILL RING, GARFIELD

NO, I AM NOT PLAGUED' BY
UNSIGHTLY NOSE HAIR
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HA, AND' IT WILL BE A
BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
P'ESIRING A PATE!

SO
CLOSE

40 Affirmative
42 Decay
44 Natives of
Ireland
46 Hutton ID
48 Very hot
50 Goodbye, in
Madrid
53 Competent
54 Tic — dough
55 In the nick —
time
57 Seafood
61 Individual
62 Provoke
64 T of TV
65 More (Sp.)
66 Spare —
67 Oceans

1 Stitches
5 "Cactus
Flower"
Oscar winner
9 B-F linkup
12 Unah —
13 Mayberry
youngster
14 Word to get
attention
15 Sinatra's
middle name
17 Louganis ID
18 Utilize
19 Want
21 Sensational
23 Boos
27 Raleigh's St,
28 Resided
29 Choose
31 Paul
Newman film
34 Station break
35 Stimpy's pal
37 Abstract
painter
39 Sun god
1

2

,13
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1 — Na Na
2 Lamprey
3 "Charlotte's
—"
4 Actor —
Tracy
5 Tourist's stop

ill

12

6 Ramo ID
7 Peruke
8 Actress
Carter
9 Place of
worship

111=111
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19
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PEANUTS
34

(IF I PLAY THE TWO
HE'LL PROBABLY PLAY
THE FOUR,BUT IF I PLAY
THE SIX,MAYBE HE'LL
PLAY THE NINE_

IF I PLAY ONE
OF THESE WITH THE
RED SPOTS, HE'LL
PROBABLY PLAY
ONE OF THE
BLACK 5P0T5.

I DON 7 HAVE THE
SLIGHTEST IDEA WHAT
(

40
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10 Mr Arnaz
11 Viewed
16 Schoolbook
20 Postal abbr
22 World org
23 Formerly Ali
24 Assistant
25 "Mad -26 Resort
30 Three times
32 Celestial bear
33 Arlene —
36 Negative
word
38 Clergymen
41 Cross
sections
43 — la la
45 Roman 99
47 Exclamation
49 Musical
instruments
50 — bomb
51 Andrews or
Garvey
52 Tart
56 Part of TGIF
58 Golf mound
59 Guido's high
note
60 Legal matter
63 Burns ID
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RATES
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RATES
3 mo.
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8 mo.
$59.50
1 yr.
$85.00
Money Order
M/C
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State

Up

Daytime Mose
Mall this coupon with
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Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, HT 42071
Or call

(502) 753-1916

MSU to hostjournalism and broadcasting workshop
tures and reviews, feature writing,
interview techniques, producing
content for web sites, producing
radio shows, selling ads, producing dynamic television news (part
one) and improving school yearbooks (part one).
Session II features programs on
using computers in journalism,
sports writing, improving school
newspaper design, photojournalThe workshop will have two ism, media ethics, designing effecsessions with IS total programs tive ads, producing dynamic telefrom which students and their advis- vision news (part two) and improvers may choose. The first session ing school yearbooks (part two).
will be conducted from 9:45-11
Faculty and staff members from
a.m., with the second session begin- the department of journalism and
ning at 11:10 a.m. and ending at mass communications who will be
12:25 p.m.
participating in the event are
Session I includes programs on McGaughey, Dr. John Dillon, Dr.
writing newspaper columns, fea- Roger Haney, Joe Hedges, Orville

Murray
State
University's
department of journalism and mass
communications will host its 26th
annual High School Journalism and
Broadcasting Workshop March 5.
According to Dr. Bob McGaughey, workshop director, more than
.200 students from around the region
are expected to attend the oneday event.

David Holman, a Murray State
University student, has been
awarded a $500 scholarship
by the Kentucky Recreation
and Parks Society. Holman
is the son of Don and Carol
Holman of Symsonia. He has
worked for the Paducah Parks
Department for five years, and
was elected as chairman of
the student section of KRPS
for the year of 1999.

A total of 2,455 students enrolled
during the fall 1998 term at the
University of Alabama made the

dean's list with academic recOrns
of 3.50 (on a 4.0 scale) or above,
or the president's list (all A's).
The dean's and president's lists
recognize full-time undergraduates.
Students from Calloway County are Morgan Leigh Blankenship
and Jeffrey Wells Nix.

local levels.
Best has received several
research grants funded by the
National Institute of Mental Health,
the National Institute of Justice,
the National Institute on Drug
Abuse and the South Carolina Governor's Office.
She received her bachelor's in
psychology from the University of
South Carolina and her master's
and doctorate in clinical psychology from the University of North
Texas. Best completed an internship and post-doctoral fellowship
at the Medical University of South
Carolina.
'With various publications to her
credit. Best has made numerous presentations to local, national and
international groups. She has been
a board member of the People
Against Rape Crisis Center since
1974, and participates in a number of professional organizations
including the South Carolina Victim Assistance Network and the
National Organization for Victim
Assistance. In 1992, she was
appointed to the South Carolina
State Board of Examiners in Psychology.
Best is actively involved,in the
teaching of interns, residents and
medical students.
She was named Career Woman
of the Year for South Carolina in
1993. Best is a clinical psychologist in the Navy Reserve and
holds the rank of commander.
She received the 1996 President's Award for Outstanding -Service to Victims of Crime given
by President Bill Clinton and U.S.
Attorney General Janet Reno.

10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
A person should contact Social
Security:
*Before getting his or her first
job. because a Social Security number is required to get proper Social
Security credit for earnings.
Employers are required to examine a person's Social Security card.
Be sure to apply for a number at
least two weeks before it will be
needed.
s

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901 Sycamore, Murray

Just LOOK At These
"Low""Low""Low" Prices!
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CARS
40371

1994 Chevy Cavalier

Auto/Air

Red

37838

1993 Buick Century

Auto/Air

Maroon

43997 1993 Buick LeSabre

Auto/Loaded

White

4069

1994 Mercury Sable

Auto/Loaded

Green

12051

1995 Ford T-Bird

Loaded

Plum

5205

1995 Mazda 626

Auto/Loaded

White

$5,988
$4,988
$6,988
$7,988
$8,988
$9,988
0

TRUCKS
153
78354

phy staff / honorable mention for
best extended coverage of the Hester College fire.
Representing the student newspaper at the convention were
Sacharnoski, the paper's editor-inchief, and Joe Hedges, paper adviser.
The paper's most recent honors arc among numerous awards
received by the News during the
academic year, including being
named a national Pacemaker winner, recognizing it as one of the
top 10 College newspapers in the
country.
The Murray State News will
serve as host for the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association
convention on Feb. 26-27 in Paducah.

*Atter a death in the family to
see if survivor benefits can be
paid.
*When someone in the family
is disabled, to find out if disability benefits can be paid.
*At retirement - at 65 for full
rate benefits or as early as 62 for
reduced benefits. Sign up for
Medicare two or three months
beforc 65 even if there are no
plans for retirement.
Anyone with a question or with
a report to make prior to the representative's visit to the library
may telephone the Mayfield Social
Security office at 247-8095.

David R. King

Business Has Been Great, So We Are Going To Pass
On Great Savings On All USED VEHICLES This Month.

1990 Mazda Pickup

Auto

Black

1993 Chevy S-10

Super Sharp

Red

5 Speed

Green

62509 1994 Toyota

IMA

$4,988
$5,988
$5,988
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1990 Ford F450
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$6 500
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Social Security official
to be at Murray library
A representative from the Mayfield Social Security office will
be in Murray at the Calloway
County Public Library Feb.II from

No one likes to think about insurance, but everyone needs it. So whether it's
Auto, Home, Business or Life Insurance you're looking for, you owe it to
yourself to call me and find out how my experience,
my commitment to personal service, and Grange
Oranrie
Insurance can safeguard everything that's
IN B U RANCE
important in your life.
Your partner in protection

THEY
GOTTA

Murray State News honored by
Kentucky Press Association
The Murray State News received
six awards in the Kentucky Press
Association 1998 fall newspaper
contest. Awards were presented at
the KPA winter convention in
Louisville on Jan. 22.
Awards were presented to:
•Jennifer Sacharnoski of Frederick, Md. / first place-feature
story:
•Danny Vowel] of Hopkinsville
/ second place-best sports photo;
•C.D. Bradley of Louisville and
Shelley Street of Kevil / second
place-best spot news story;
•Seth Dixon of Murray / third
place-best. feature photo; .
•Denise Higgins of West Salem.
Ill. / honorable mention-editorial;
and
•The fall news and photogra-

and Harold and Jason McGehee approximately 1 p.m. with awards
of Jostens.
for the student competition and
Registration for the conference participation certificates.
For more information, contact
begins at 8:30 am. on the first
floor of the Curris Center and is the department of journalism and
mass communications at MSU at
$4 per student.
The workshop will conclude at (502) 762-2387.

Trust Me To
Protect Everything That's
Important To You.

Locals make dean's list

Speaker scheduled
for university series
Dr. Connie Best, of the National Crime Victims Research and
Treatment Center (NCVC), will be
a featured speaker as the College
of Humanistic Studies Forum Series
continues at Murray State University.
Best will present a discussion
of research conducted at the NCVC
examining the impact of violent
crime on the victim.
The forum, "The Impact of Violence on Victims," will be held
Feb. 9, at 7 p.m. in the auditorium of Wrather West Kentucky
Museum, located on Murray State's
campus. The public is encouraged
to attend and admission is free.
Best is a faculty member at the
Medical 'University of South Carolina (MUSC) in Charleston where
the NCVC is located. The center
is a division of the department of
psychiatry and behavioral sciences.
Created in 1974, the center's mission has been focused on achieving a better understanding of the
impact of criminal victimization
on adults and children.
Program activities at NCVC are
divided into four major areas: scientific research, treatment, professional education and consultation.
Research projects include not
only the different aspects of criminal victimization and child abuse,
but also an examination of the
mental health impact of natural
disasters and urban violence.
NCVC faculty members are frequently called upon to share their
research findings and clinical
expertise Ovith legislators, public
policy makers, and program administrators at the federal, state and

Herndon, Barry Johnson, Dr. Ann
Landini, Jeff Prater, Bob Valentine, Gill Welsch and Dr. Allen
White.
Regional professionals taking
part in the workshop include Steve
Catlett of Taylor Publishing Co.,
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&lied Manage,
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